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AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

Clinton
abandons
BTU tax

SUMMER MELODY

INSIDE
'LONDON, Ky. (AP)
The .parents of a 10-year-old
Clay County boy who was
allegedly abducted from
school and later found slain
have filed a federal lawsuit
charging the county school
system with negligence. Page

WASHINGTON (AP) -Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen said today that President
Clinton was forced to abandon
his original energy tax because
"Big Oil- used misleading intorma'am] to make it difficult kit
oil-state lawmakers to support it.
"The special interests did quite
, a job" Bentsen said. "The major
- oil companies concentrated on
the oil states .and the representatives and senators from Flose
states ... They had some hired
guns that !rankly presented some
quite distorted figures.After meeting with Senate
leaders, Bentsen said on NBC,
C'linton "recognized the realities- that the so-called Btu tax
.would have to he replaced by
some other major energy. tax.
Despite the concession, Budget
Director Leon Panetta said today
on Fox TV, "overall, 90 percent
of the president's plan is going to
be what the Senate is going to
have to•a‘con,- just as about 91,4
percent of the original bill was
accepted hy the House.
Democrats in the Senate. given
a White House blessing to writc
their own plan, are trying to
shrink the ealergy tax and make it
less ss orrisome to U.S. exporters
The substitute energy tax still
would he paid fly imisuriters
Instead of raising the price of
gasoline b. 8 cents a gallon. the
increase might be only 6 cents:
the inLrease in the typical home
electric hill ought heS1.73 or so
a month, rather than S2.25.
"We are talking and ..ke arc.
gel at, dgt,•,:confident
ment" that will pass the Senate
Finance Committee and the
Senate, 'Majority Leader Gong::
MILL hell. I)- Manic. told reporters
alter a closed meenng ot Democrais on Tuesday.
A dav earlier, Chnton ackin,w-

'WASHINGTON (AP) Former Vice President Walter
F. Mondale has accepted President Clinton's offer to
become ambassador to Japan,
an administration official said
today. Page 9.4
'PHOENIX --the
focus - is on the finals, not on
how much Michael Jordan lost
on golf bets or how well Charles Barkley knows Madonna
Page 2B
•LOS ANGELES Although he's only 16. Ted
Oh is so confident, he helices
he can make the leader board
in any golf tournament. How
ever, he looks at the U.S.
Open a little differently. Page
213

MEETINGS
Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
include:
CITY COUNCIL
*The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session at 7:30
p.m. Thursday. June 10, in the
council chambers on the second floor of CM hall
SCHOOL BOARD
•The Calloway County School
Board will meet in regular session at 7 p.m. -Thursday, June
10, in the central office
located on College Farm Road.

Tonight. warm and humid with
a 50 percent chance of thunderstorms. Low in the lower 70s.
Southv.est,.wind _5 to 10 mph.
Thursday. mostly cloudy With- a
50 percent chance of thunderstorms. Warm and humid with
the high in the middle 80s.

The Murray State University!
Community Summer Band
kicked off its surnmer season
with a- performance on the front
lawn,of Lovett Auditorium Tuesday evening. The band, directed
In Dennis L. Johnson. also
director of MST bands and
orchestra, is comprised of 90
reg. al musicians. Local residents enjoyed the pleasant
%%father while listening to works.
from mliii Phillip Sousa and
other popular composers as well
as numerous medleys. The band
will perform several times
throughout the summer. Its next
concert is scheduled for June 29.
GiNA HANCOCK ,Leaser & T

es :)no1os

• TURN TO PAGE 2A

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY — 73'
359.2. 0.0; below 303.5, +0.3
BARKLEY — 73'
359.2. 0.0; below 305.8, +0.2

Humane Society plans pet therapy workshop
By AMY WILSON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
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CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any depanment of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
deparunent you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

If wciking
.
g with pets and interacting wid
Tie sounds enjoyable,,the Hu ane Society of Calloway County has a program tailored to fit people of all ages.
The Pet-Assisted Therapy
Workshop, scheduled from 6 to 8
p.m., Tuesday, June 22, in the

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday:Priday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

race Lodge.
"We're trying to train people
It) do pet therapy and allign our
program closer to the guidelines
in other nationaI pet therapy
programs," said Kathy Cohen,
volunteer coordinator.
The program re&ives good
responses, she said, because some
people are really starved for communication with animals.

HEALTH CARE REFORM

Jones vetoes part of tax bill
FRANKFORT, KY. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones has vetoed a
portion of the health care provider tax bill that set aside S120 million to pay hospitals for indigent
care they claimed to provide.
A legislative supporter of the
guarantee said he would like an
explanation of the reason and
some assurances that the state
will still help financially
troubled, mostly small rural
hospitals.

Jones said Tuesday the veto
means the hospitals will have to
document the cost of care they
provide to the poor in order to
get reimbursed. Jones said the
state estimates that cost will he
no more then 580 million.

that the roles of hospitals would
change as health care reform is
enacted.
"Part of my argument is, we
haven't created this brave new
world yet,- Barrows said.
Jones also dismissed claims by
the Kentucky Hospital Association that even S120 million would
not have been enough to pay hospitals for all the free care they

Rep._ _Joe Barrows, D. Versailles:- who wanted the General Assembly to create a S170
million pool, said he was not
convinced by Jones' arguments • TURN TO PAGE 2A

Court approves COLA raise
By AMY WILSON
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

MISS YOUR PAPER?

meeting room of the Calloway
County Public Library, will
acquaint participants with the
proper methods in pet therapy.
In the pet therapy program,
trained volunteers and- puppies
from the animal shelter are
teamed together lor visits to West
View Nursing Home, Long-term
Care Unit at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and Fern Ter-

A 2.9 percent cost of living
raise for all county employees
was approved by the Calloway
County Fiscal Court Tuesday in
regular session.
The court went into executive
sessica for approximately 20
minutes to discuss employee
salaries.
The board scheduled two special sessions for the budget —
June 17 for the first reading and
June 29 for the second reading —
and to pay bills.

In other business, the court
voted on a motion recommended
by County JudgC/EXceutive
George Weaks to use S8,000 of
development funds to build a
community center at Dexter.
"The termites have just eaten
up the old building," Wcaks said.
"Since it is kind of the center of
the community, I'd like .to see us
build a 24-by-40 foot building
with a concrete floor, using what
we --kan from the existing
building."
The board also:
*Approved plans for an 1-1 -lot
subdivision called Lake Ridge
Estates owned by Harold Moss -

on Coles Campground Road.
"Rejected bids on a 60 horse
• poiver tractiir. and a 6-foot disc
Mower.

'Voted to advertise for bids for
a new 60 horse power tractor side
arm rotary mower (with heavy
duty arm) both with and without
trade.
'Re-appointed Bobby Joe Nanney, Carl Durham and Cora
Pritchett to the board of trustees
for the Almo/Dexter Fire District.
Kenny Reynolds, chief of the
Disaster Emergency Services,

"They like to talk with the kids
in their lap tor a few
a
seen a lot of smiles," she
moments.said.
(me of the most s a ilia He
Cohen emphasifed that the volasse,!s of the program is it allows
umeers only work w,11, those
the volunteers to Work W iih the
residents/patients who are elderly.
interested.
"It helps „us to understand
"We don't push and we don't another facet of our community."
insist that everyone hold a pup- she said. "When I ran the progpy," Cohen said. "There are a lot
of peiple who like to have a pup- • TURN TO PAGE 2A

Divers retrieve plates,
valises from Titanic
NEW YORK (AP) — In the first salvage expedition to the Titan
ic since 1987, divers brought up china plates of 'a pattern ne%er
known to have been aboard the ill-fated ship.
The four-hour dive Tuesday by a three-man submersible also
recovered five valises believed to have been retrieved from various
safes before the ship sank April 15, 1912, after it collided with an
iceberg, the president of the salvage company said.
The operation is taking place 400 miles south of Newfoundland
in the North Atlantic at a depth of about 2.V1 miles, said Arnie
Geller, president of the New York-based salvage firm RMS Titanic
Inc.
"The valises were placed by the submersible in large baskets at
the bottom of the ocean," Geller said. "These 4%411 be retriewd
when they are full."
During the 1987 expedition a valise containing jewelry, gold
coins and bank notes was recovered, among other artifacts believed
to be worth more than S50 million. Geller said.
"Historians in our expedition were quite surprised about the pattern in the china plates recovered today," he said. "They are from
the first-class dinning room."
The wreck of the Titanic, which sank•on its maiden voyage, killing more than 1,500, was discovered in 1983. The current expedition is a joint venture between a French oceanography institute, which is providing the salvage vessels and
equipment, and RMS, which is providing the historical expertise.
The salvage operation is expected to last several weeks including
a ribmber of dives with the manned submersible, Nautille. A robot
submersible is expected to photograph the inside of the ship, Geller
said.
"In addition, we are going to try to determine whether a hole
discovered in the starboard side had anything to do with the sinking
of the ship," Geller said.
The' French-American group fought-off a challenge for salvage
rights- by rival Mares-Titanic of Memphis, Tenn., last September in
U.S. District Court in Norfolk, Va. But the ownership of artifacts
from the ship is still in dispute.

TURN TO PAGE 2A
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Wilkinson reports to jail June 21
the federal minimum-security
prison in Manchester on June 21
to begin serving his 3-year
sentence.
Wilkinson is the first defendant
in Operation BOPTROT to be
convicted at trial. He will become
the first to go to prison. So far 11
of the defendants have pleaded
gull!). or been convicted and one,

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
federal judge has denied a motion
by Bruce Wilkinson to remain
free on bond while he appeals his
conviction in a federal probe of
corruption in Kentucky
government.
The decision Tuesday by U.S.
District Judge Joseph Hood
Wilkinson must _report to

state Sen. David LeMaster, DPaintsville, has pleaded innocent.
He is awaiting trial on corruption
charges.
Wilkinson, 40, of Richmond. is
the nephew of former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and served as an
aide in his uncle's administration
from 1987-91.
He was convicted in March of

taking a $20.000 bribe front lobbyist John W. "Jay" Spurner III
in exchange for agreeing to help
fix the outcome of a state artntrator's decision involxing racing
dates for two Henderson race
tracks.
Last month Hood sentenced
Wilkinson to three years in prison
and a fine of__(1,.(8)0

LOCAL NEWS ROUNDUP
MORE MONEY OFFERED FOR INFORMATION

A $500 anonymous donation has been made to the parents of Roger Dale
Jones to be used as additional reward money for the arrest and conviction
of the person or persons involved in the May 28 disappearance of the
19-year-old Hazel man. Jones' mother, Helen, said the $500 will be added
to the $1,000 her husband is offering. Crimestoppers of Murray and Calloway County is also offering a $500 reward for information that leads to the
arrest of the person or persons involved in the disappearance. Jones was
last seen in front of his home on Third Street in Hazel at approximately 1
p m. He was wearing a gretnish-blue pocket t-shirt and blue jeans. Jones is
6-2, 160 pounds with blond 'lair and blue eyes. Anyone with information can
call Crimestoppers at 753-9500 or the Calloway County Sheriff's Department at 753-3151.

WOMAN REPORTS ASSAULT

•Jones...

II Humane...
FROM PAGE 1A
ram in the past. I would come
away knowing something had
happened that made me feel glad
I had spent the time there. Everyone benefits from the program."
The program provides benefits
for the volunteers. Cohen said for
some people, it is an opportunity
to do something for others that
does not take a lot of time and
yields heart-warming rewards.
For child volunteers, the program offers a chance to be with
animals and work with their
friends.
"We have tun, we talk to people and laugh," Cohen said. "For
seniors, this is a daylight activity
which allows them to get out and
get around people. It makes people feel good."
The free workshop will teach

the volunteers the proper way to
handle animals, explain what pet
therapy is and how to do it.
"It's a very informal program,"
Cohen said. "There may he six or
seven of us and only one puppy.
We go in and circulate through
the room and talk with people
who want to be talked to. We
don't go into the patient's room
unless we are asked."
Currently, there are about six
volunteers in the program. The
workshop, which will be taught
by Bunny Lanning, certified therapy dog international educator,
will help increase the volunteers
so the program can be expanded
and substitutes will be available.
"We encourage active seniors
who would be interested to. come
to the workshop," Cohen said. "It
does not obligate anyone to

become a pet therapist. Anyone
needing a ride can contact the
animal shelter."
During the school year, the
program is usally conducted once
a month. It is held three or four
times in the summer. The visits
typically last • bout an hour.
"The time commitment is not
great and we hope to have flexibility," Cohen said. "I'd like to
see a Saturday program because
it gives us a little more tithe and
we can reach more people.
"I really like watching the
interaction of people and animals
and seeing the interest children
and animals create with the elderly. We have a lot to learn from
them."

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
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Donna S. Tidwell reported to Murray police that she was assaulted June 5.
Chef Larry Elkins said the offender is known and charges are pending.
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MAN REPORTS ASSAULT

Timotny Foster, L.P. Miller Street, reported he was assaulted by a female
friend at 3 a.m., June 8. according to the Murray Police Department.

FROM PAGE 1A
provide.
"If we had S300 million inthis
figure, there would he a jusol
tion given that S300 million V,Js
not enough," Jones said.
The hospital association and its
more than 100 member institutions across the state generated
an overwhelming political torce
during the recent special legislative session on health care to
ensure there was a specilic sum
to pay them for indigent ..'are.
Barrows said the hospitals
were unfairly portrayed about
being greedy about caring for the
poor.
"Despite all the ranting and
raving about hospitals, they were
doing something we told them to
do," Barrows said.
Bill Conn, director of the association, downplayed the significance of the veto on Tuesday.
Conn said Jones told him in a
telephone call Tuesday that the
state would pay frospnals Ng caring for the poor.
And Jones agreed the state ina‘
consider paying for outpatient
Lacare for indigents, a big
the hospitals.
Conn said the association has
not considered a lawsuit on Inc
subject but also did not rule out
the possibility."We're :1‘,1011111
the governor, the administratioit.
will carry out the intent
the
law, to pay for in,' 4ciii
Conn said.
In his official •cio
Jones said hospitals aIR'aits
receive some mono for irL111.-...rit
care by charging more to p.i.xne
customers.
During the three-xxeck
session that ended Nlas 27 . li•••;..1
tal spokesmen clairM•d that .0.
out the R170 iitillittit guararitec,
some hospitals would
ion INED
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FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

5
6
7
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9 Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

TWO CHARGED WITH SHOPLIFTING

Two Pans, Tenn., women were arrested June 7 and charged with shoplifting. According to reports from the Murray Police Department, Sally B.
Somervile and Theresa F. Dunlap were charged with stealing approximately
$45 worth of merchandise from Wal-Mart.

WOMAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULT

my Eaves was arrested June 7 by Murray police on a warrant charging
• w ,•,, fourth-degree assault.

THEFT

A

MAN CHARGED WITH SEXUAL ABUSE
• ng to reports from the -Calloway County Sheriffs Department, Jim
39, New Concord, was arrested June 7 and charged with first•
sexual abuse. Crittendon was lodged in the Calloway County Jail in •
at $50,000 cash bond.
WOMAN ISSUED SUMMONS FROM MARSHALL COUNTY
According to reports. Caloway County sheriff's deputies served a criminal
sx-rmons from Marshall County to Sandy Hargrove, 21, Almo, for harassing
corrmJnications.

ARREST MADE FOR CONTEMPT
Acco'dng to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Tracy Pryor. Murray. was arrested and charged with contempt of court.

•Court...
FROM PAGE 1A
financial assistance
the
are asking for help from
court to tree up more of
our littw to do more training
insi,..td of having to do fundraising," Reynolds said. "We spend
ut

afiiiut 75 percent of our time in
tundraising."
1Veaks told the DES representato.es that the budget has n6t yet
been prepared and he will let
iioNN alter the court discusses

It

'Murray
Ledger & Times

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

DAVID STOM
ii`,icuation Manager
KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE
If you want more care and treatment,
we do all the paperwork

•

FREE.
DtSCLA,MER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU 'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
RE rtABJRSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR 'THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT "

VALUE
mem

FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$30
la

your

MEM

me am

301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
me
em

oetAt
Dry Cleaning & Laundry Alterations
Wedding Gowns • Drapes
Convenient Drive-Up Window

753-2276

759-1116
Imo

Street, reported a radar detector and cassette tapes stcrt,s vehicle June 7, according to reports from the Murray Police

MARY ANN ORR
Advertising Manager

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, protessional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. lt,will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

CALL for

REPORTED

x.'Main

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

Veronica Woodfork reported to Murray police that between 7 p.m., June 6,
and 9:45 a.m., June 7, someone broke out the rear driver side window on
her vehicle while it was parked at Southside Manor Apartments.

WALTER L. APPERSON
PuLhsher

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

1
2
3
4

CAR REPORTEDLY VANDALIZED

mo mom

CALL NOW
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU
Nee Em
men mei
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Clothes + Doctor)

CLEANERS

O0,0
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2
All Drycleaning

Jeff & Laura Wilson - Owners
"Quality Is Our Specialty"

521 S. 12th St.
(Old Jerry's Restaurant)

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1 p.m.

(with coupon)
Valid through June 30
a

Charles Cooper, 911 coordinator, told the court that he met
with the Hazel City Council and
met with opposition.
"They refuse to even consider
renaming any roads that are in
conflict," Cooper said. "1 spent
an hour and a half_wying_to make
them understand, hut they had
closed minds."
Wcaks replied that he would
take care of the situation.
"Let me talk to them about it."
Wcaks said. "I'll take the Kentucky State Police down there if I
have to...no one in the county. is
going to be glad about having
their house numbers changed.-

•Clinton...
FROM PAGE 1A
'edged he could not win his plan
and gave the Finance Committee
the green light to make necessary,
changes — within reason. He
said any bill must cut the deficit
by at least 5500 billiOn over five
years, most of the tax must be
paid by upper-income people and
the plan must include a broad
energy tax.
Bentsen said Tuesday night the
idea of a "Btu tax," as proposed
by the president and passed by
the House, is "dead and will be
replaced by some other kind of
broad energy tax. It will be up to
the Finance Committee to determine what that tax will look like.
But Bentsen, interviewed on
public television's "MacNeilLehrer Newsliour," said the tax
should encourage energy conservation as well as produce revenue
—
for deficit reduction.
Although mostSenate attention
is focused on the energy tax.
Clinton's bill includes sharply
higher income taxes on the wellto-do and an increase in the portion of Social Security benefits
subject to tax.
Any energy tax is expected to
hit coal, oil, gasoline, natural gas
and electricity and be paid by
consumers.
In addition to being cut by perhaps one-third below the S72 billion, five-year total proposed by
Clinton, the energy tax almost
certainly will be modified so that
it would not raise the price of
U.S.-manufactured goods shipped
abroad.
Concern about driving up the
prices of those products — and
making U.S. companies -less corn"petitive in world markets — has
been paramount in the arguments
against the tax by Sens. John
Breaux, D-La., and David Boren,
D-Okla., two swing votes on the
Finance Committee.
Breaux planned today to propose a replacement for the Btu
levy, called a transportalion tax
because it would apply to vehicle
fuels, that would raise $40 billion
_in revenues, spokeswoman Bette
Phelan said. She said gle plan
also called for about $30 billion
in spending cuts to make the sum
roughly equal to Clinton's proposed energy tax.
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Mysterious radio signals found in search for aliens
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) —
Scientists may have picked up
164 messages from thc great beyond. Or maybe not.
The r3-dio - signals were
detected in the past 14 months as
part of the latest and most sophisticated phase of a 5400,000
search for aliens in outer space.

versity of California at Berkele.
"Please don't have a headline
saying, 'Berkeley team discovers
extraterrestrial life,"' said a fellow researcher, Dan Werthimer.'
The findings were announced
Tuesday during the American
Astronomical Society's annual
meeting. -

learn if the signals come from
natural or manmade ettases or
trom some distant civilization,
said astronomer Stuart Bowyer,
who heads !he search by the Uni-

"It's very unlikely that an of
these candidates are really from
extraterrestrials," Werthimer
said. ''It's much more likely that
they are human-made interference

Parents of slain boy
sue school system
mtiDON, Ky. (AP)
The
v.ironts 141 a 10-year-old Clay
Count boy who was allegedly
abducted from school and later
found slain have filed a federal
lawsuit charging the county
school system with negligence.
I he hov 's stepmother has been
charged with his strangling death,
and another woman is charged ._
ith being the accomplice who
checked him out of school early
the day before Thanksgiving.
1he lawsuit claims school officials let the woman take the boy,
even though she had no
idennt ication.
-Their negligence brought
.about his death,- said Annette
Morgan. attorney lor Scotty Baker's father. If it had not been
tor their negligence, his death
would never ha‘e occurred."
The lawsuit seeks 512 million
to compensate Scotty's parents,
Ruth and Donnie Baker, and to.
punish the school system.
Clay County Superintendent
Charles White said Tuesday the
school system was not negligent.
Scotty Baker was killed Nov.
25. A woman who called herself
Patricia Smith checked him out
of Paces Creek Elementary • Sehool where he was in the fifth
Police have charged that the
vvoman who wi:nt into the school
vas really Susanne Renee Baker,
21. a friend of the stepmother,
22-year-old Stephanie Baker.
Stephanie Baker is charged
• with murder and kidnapping in
Scotty's death. Susanne Baker,
who is not related, is charged
with kidnapping and complicity
Io commit murder.
Donnie Baker has said thatStephanie Baker, who is pregiant, was jealous of Scotty, his
son by a previous marriage, and
wanted him out of the way. They
have since divorced.
However, attorneys for both
women have said they did not
murder Scotty.
Susanne Baker's attorney, William Gary Crabtree, said his
client did not plot to kill Scotty
and did not know he would be
Ii armed.
Warren Scoville, Stephanie
Baker's attorney, has said the
boy's death was an accident.

Democrats to
punish defectors
WASHINGTON (AP) —
House Speaker Thomas S. Foley
says Democratic committee
chairman who don't follow the
party line in the future risk losing
their leadership posts.
But Foley predicted Tuesday
that the Democratic Caucus will
stop short of dethroning the 11
subcommittee chairmen who failed to vote for President Clinton's
economic program.
About 80 of the chamber's 257
Derma:rats have called for the
ouster of the committee
chairman.
A meeting was scheduled
today to discuss the matter.
Foley, D-Wash., told reporters
that, instead of immediate action
against the chairmen, he supports
a new rule to require all subcommittee chairmanships be
approved by the Democratic Cauctiti at the beginning of each
Congress.
That would give thc rank-andfile a chance to deliver a "report
card" down the road, instead of
punishing a chairman for a single
vote.
Under current rules, only full
committee chairmen and those of
a handful of subcommittees are
cleared by the full caucus. The
rest have been Itft to the committees to decide, in the interest of
saving time.
"Now I think more people see
the advantage of having all subcommittee chairmen so
approved," Foley said.

or natural noise sources.To confirm a signal really
comes from intelligent aliens,
Berkeley's search and other radio
telescopes would have to detect it
repeatedly and find that it carried
data or other signs that it was
produced by technology, Werthinter said.

Since the 1960s, do/ens of
searches have been condiKt:d for
radio signals from broadcasts or
radar used by any advanced
societies ip other worlds.
Bowyer and Wei-dinner said
the Berkeley search, which uses a
1,000-loot-wide radio telescope
antenna dish in Puerto. Rico, IS

inure pow ertul and sensitRe than
any other, analyting 30 trillion
signals in the last 14 months
alone.
A SHX) million. 10-year search
by NASA c+entuall) will be even
more pONerlUI once It is running
full time and with mole advanced
equipment. That search started in
October. using antennas in Puerto

Rico ;111k1 California
Berkeley's Near:la began ii
90. Se%eral other semhes, liLt
Berkeley's early efforts, deteLted
signals that couldn't inimediatcly
he esplamed
But all of them eitti,1 stem
net CI heard again or 1.1. CR' kli1111).
to he caused li natural 01

News of the World
FUTURE EMPEROR WEDS
TOKYO CAP) — While Japan rejoiced, the heir to its ancient Chrysanthe
mum Throne, Crown Prince Naruhito. wed commoner Masako Owada in a
somber rite wrapped in a heavy silence broken only by the ruffling of kimono, the occasional cawing of a crow. The long-awaited marriage of the
future emperor to the crown princess, who reluctantly gave up a diplomatic
career for marriage into the world's oldest royal family, promises to bring to
Japan's throne its most cosmopolitan couple yet. Tens of thousands of wellwishers greeted Naruhito and his new bride, dressed in Western-style
clothes, with cheers of -banzai- as the couple rode in a Rolls Royce conver
tible through welt-secured downtown streets for a short parade after the
wedding

Murray State University
Center for
Continuing Education/Academic Outreach

CE*A.0/

ILLEGAL ALIEN

SAYS IT WAS WORTH IT
The suit says Charlotte Smith. YORK. Pa. (AP) — It was Valentine's
Day when Yang You Yi said goc •!:
The Bachelor of Independent Studies SCMinar
a secretary at the school, allowed to his family. boarded the Golden Venture for America and descended ;
Saturday, August 7, 1993
the
tramp
steamer for a nightmarish 3' months huddled in the fiithy. S
Susanne Baker to take Scotty out
tering hold. He slept on wooden planks and was given miserly amounts of
of school without showing any
Murray State University
water and rice You couldn't eat well. You couldn't sleep well. There was
identification even though she did
no place to take a shower,said through an interpreter We were
Did you leave college before completing your
not recognize Baker and the sweating the whole day '• Now.Yang
Yang faces an uncertain future as a refugee,
program?
name she used was not on a list with as much as 18 months to wait just for an immigration hearing But the
of people authorized to take Scot- 29-year -old Chinese man said it was worth it. "It's not time to be sorry yet.
Have you always wanted to earn a baccalaureate.
he said Tuesday Yang was among nearly 300 illegal aliens whose furtive
ty out of school.
degree?
The Clay- Counts school sv s- journey ended in tragedy Sunday when their freighter ran aground oft New
York. Six people died after jumping overboard, five are missing XIO five are
tem failed in its duty to develop hosp;talized.
The Bachelor of Independent Studies (B.1.S.)
policies to protect children troin
'EUROPEAN LEADERS TO ASK QUESTIONS
for you.
being checked out by unauthorLUXE"..1BOURG lAP — Secretary of State Warren Christopher ',ices questied people and to train employ tions from his European Community counterparts today on whether
For more information and application bruit. cjH
Washington has reneged on promises to send ground forces to Bosnia. But
ees in such policies, the suit
502-762-4159 or
the 12 EC ministers are equally committed to maintaining a unted transcharges.
Atlantic front in the face of continued Serb aggression and new fighting
1-800-669-7654
White. the supenntendent.- said
between Muslims
.Croats. "We don't have a magic solution, but we
that in letting Scotty leave know that, divided,and
Murray
Slatt iintistrm,4 Li an
we are certain to be ineffective, • British Foreign Secret
school, employees at Paces Creek
uguai edu‘atien and etnri..5,,Kni
ary Douglas Hurd said late Ti.,esday..ahead of the regula/ biannual meeting
.followed a policy that had been
During Tuesday s meeting of foreign ministers. EC peace negotiator Lord
approved by the board and by the Owen cast-doubts on whether the United States was still wilting to commit
up to 25,000 ground troops to enforce a comprehensive peace plan in
slate Education Department.
Bosna
i
Morgan. however. said the
school violated its policy of letting children leave school onlv
with people on a list of names
submitted by parents.
There were no thorough state
regulations on checking children
out of school when -5Lottv• died
last year, White said.
GRAND PRIZE! Player's Riverboat Casino Cruise for Two with
Clay County has -.like updated
Buffet Dinner, Night's Stay at the Executive Inn 03:L4i
its policy to require that parents
Paducah, and '300 Cash.
submit a list of people authori/ed
to take children out 01 school.
1ST PRIZE! (5) Player's Riverboat Casino Cruises for Two and
Those people Must show idoititisi op Cash.
cation to check out a child. White
said.
CAMU
Winners (Per Store) Weekly
The lawsuit names as delen(Names Drawn Weekly Entered in Final Drawing)
dams the school sy stern: White.
school board members: Caleb
• 20 Lottery Tickets
Collins, principal at Paces ('reek:
• 12 Packs of Pepsi Products
and Smith, the secretary.
It was filed in U.S. District
• 34 oz. Jr. Food Mart Mug with Fill
Court in London.
The lawsuit is a federal claim
Rubes: 1) Must be 21 years okl. 7) Each entry must be three (3) consocutnni one Ooear ($1) Eatery
because it alleges that the school
scratch oft tickets still attached or two(2)consecutive Bingo saatch off tickets still attaaled -or an
entry blank available from a JR Food Mart Gainer One entry blank per customer per visit 3)No limit
KENTUCKY
system deprived Scotty' of his-libon lottery ticket @nines but tichets must be purchased from a JR Food Mart In Calloway. Graves or
Marshal County,4)Earth entry must haws legible name Al phone nuntrer. 5)Empioyeas of West Ky
erty and life without due process,
Food Service. Inc & their families not elogble 6, Grand Prize drawing to be held July I. 1903, 7)
a violation of the 14th AmendPlayers Riverboat Casino is not a sponsor and accepts no responskiday in connection with this
prom:eon
ment to the U.S. Constitution.

Nioetst TRIPLE CHANCE
4

[FOOD MART

LOTTERY

HaHaHaHaHaHaHaHa
HaHaHaHaHaHaHaHa
HaHaHaHaHaHaHaHa
HaHaHaHaHaHaHaHa
HaHaHaHaHaHaHaHa...
...Ch0000000.
Laughter is the best medicine, but if that doesn't work,call 1-800-551-4784.
When you need more than a good chuckle to help you feel better, call our physician referral hotline, day or
night. With any luck and the right medical help—you'll be back to your jovial self in no time.

PINELAKE MEDICAL CENTER
PHYSICIAN

REFERRAL

SERVICE

Mayfield, KentuLky
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Girl Scouts gratefulfor `big trip'
Dear Editor:
The long-awaited "big trip" of Senior Girl Scout Troop #3093 is
finally here. We're in Denver (5/30/93) and have visited the 7.00,
botanical gardens, capitol, U.S. mint and 16th Street Mall (and managed to have lunch at the Hard Rock Cafe in Chicago on our layover).
Today we do.Elitchis Park with Denver Girl Scouts — tomorrow our
train leaves for Seattle.
Please share our postcard, along with our greetings and many
thanks to everyone in Murray who supported us, making this all possible. Thanks to Kroger and Wal-Mart for hosting our many sales, the
Jaycees, Scouting Museum, Murray High School, Dr. Mason's staff,
Delores and Frances at the Bank of Murray, the great Girl Scout leaders in Murray for all of their super moral support and especially Jo at
the Ledger.
Thanks to all of our great friends in Murray who bought our cookies and pumpkins. Most importantly, thanks to our parents and families — especially Don, Brentley, Bob, Geoffrey and Papa. We're having a great time. Sec you soon.
Keisa, Rachel, Tory, Carolyn, Amy, Sara, Katyc, Lou, Jean
and- Karen Olson, advisor
300 North 8th Street, Murray

Sheriffelect beginning transition
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the many people who
made the outcome of the May 25th election possible. I wish to thank
all you who expressed your confidence in my ability to serve as sheriff. Your vote and support made it all possible. I would like to say
thank you to the dozens of people who came to our campaign meetings, helped go door-to-door, and visibly displayed your support for
me. Without your hard work, the campaign would not have been a
success. Finally, I would like "to say thank you to the many who
encouraged me. Your prayers and support were more appreciated than
you will ever know.
To the more than 8,500 people who voted in the sheriff's race, you
have already expressed interest in the law enforcement of Calloway
County. My hopes are that we can all join together against crime. By
taking an active role in prqgrams such as Neighborhood Watch, we
can make a difference. In the coming months, I will work diligently to make all the necessary preparations for a smooth transition. I have already begun drafting administrative policies and staff preparations. I consider it an honor to serve Calloway County as your sheriff. I want the office to
reflect that honor.
Stan Scott, sheriff-elect
Calloway County Courthouse

Nominees trip over own writings
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Along the paper trail, the laments
of the -fallen on the right -and on
the left sound remarkably' alike.
It is a path on which the written word can haunt a candidate
for Senate confirmation to the
Supreme Court or to high administration office.
That was the undoing of Lani
Guinier, the University of Pennsylvania law professor dropped
by President Clinton five weeks
after he'd nominated her to
become assistant attorney general
for civil rights. While he had
known her since .law school,
Clinton said he wouldn't have
picked her had he read her writings first.
Robert Bork's conservative
legal essays and utterances were
part of the opposition campaign
that led to Senate rejection of his
1987 nomination to the Supreme
Court.
Each complained at being misrepresented, quoted out of context. Each said they'd been
reduced to political shorthand too
simplistic for intricate legal
theories. Each said they'd been
trying to encourage debate and
discussion, not necessarily foretell outcomes, in some of the
writings cited by critics.
She said her own mother
wouldn't recognize her after
hearing the critics. He said con-

*me
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Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
firmation foes had drawn a grotesque caricature of him.
After he was turned down,
- Bork said the episode would lead
another generation of legal scholars and potential jurists to hold
their tongues, or their pens, lest
they be punished years later.
Indeed, before Justice David
H. Soutcr was confirmed to the
court, some Democrats complained that he was a stealth
nominee, with no outside writings
and few judicial decisions they
could assess.
In his book, "The Tempting of
America," Bork said the political
use of his academic writings
against him would discourage
others from risking views that
could stir controversy.
"Lawyers and professors have
been encouraged to think twice or
three times about what they
write,— Bork wrote. That's not.
all had.
Ms. Guinier's version: "I hor 4
that we arc not witnessing the
dawning of a new intellectual

orthodoxy in which thoughtful
people cati-no longer debate provocative ideas without denying
the country their talents as public
servants."
She said Clinton and others
"misinterpreted my writings,
which were written in an academic context, which are very
nuanced, which are very
ponderous."
Ms. Guinier said she hadn't
been writing for a political audience, but had been trying to provoke debate about issues of race.
In the essays at issue, she had
suggested such steps as weighted
voting and minority veto rights to
insure fairer distribution of political power.
Ms. Guinier said her academic
writings weren't the proper subject for confirmation debate, and
that it should have dealt with her
character, competence and experience in civil rights law, in the
Justice Department and as an
NAACP lawyer.
But the writings are part of the

record, and unavoidably a topic
in the confirmation process. The
Bork case_ gitaranicestiti_R.epubli-_.
cans are not about to spare Clinton nominees the paper trail test.
And in the Guinier case, the
trouble signals came from Democratic senators.
Clinton airily dismissed them
after nominating Ms. Guinier, a
friend from law school, saying he
knew there was some controversy
hut the Senate could handle it.
With a Supreme Court nomination due soon, the White House
will be more careful to check the
record next time.
"Throughout this administration we've tried to learn from our
mistake, and to do better," Dee
Dee Myers. the press secretary,
said Monday. "I think that there
will be a very thorough review of
all the likely candidates for
SupremC Court.
'I don't know that the president will read all of the writings
of each or he candidates, hut you
can be assured that somebody
will, and those views will he presented clearly and thoroughly to
the president."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist :for_The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

›,.

Another protest ofprimary system
Dear Editor:
In the past two weeks, two people have protested the method of
voting here in Murray. May I be the third?
Mr. McDougal says he is. a registered Independent and as such is
denied voting privileges in either a Democratic or Republican
primary.
Mrs. Ray, my husband and I arc registered Republicans so we cannot vote in a Democratic primary. My husband and I, like Mr.
McDougal, do not always favor a Republican candidate. We would
have supported and voted for Stan Scott for sheriff May 25th but we
could not.
Voting for the mayor, sheriff, council and magistrates should be the
right of every registered voter, not just the chosen party. Because we
live in the county and not within the city limits of Murray, we were
also denied voting rights on the wet/dry issue. These are positions and
issues that affect us just as much as the city dwellers, but we can have
no say on that matter and that isn't fair. We are also law-abiding taxpayers and support Murray just like the city people do. What do we
get to show for it when election time rolls around? Nothing.
As Mrs. Ray stated, "it is not the party that makes a man or woman
a fit leader." She said "this system stinks." Amen to that statement!
I stand with Mrs. Ray. Fellow Republicans — stand up and be
counted. We need to change the system.
Betty J. Kirkenmcier
Route 5, Box 315, Murray
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PAR.GERGEN,114EM A G10wwuP To SEE You. SAYs NE's IMNED, RESTED AND READY.
SAYS 1OU'D KNoo WHAT 114AT MEANS... MR.GERGEN,LIKE Am I MiS9NG SomETN

Dave(not the movie)to the rescue

Two things a President in trouble
can always be counted on to say:
"The polls don't matter" and "My
message isn't getting through."
The polls do matter, otherwise
President Clinton would not have
shaken up his staff and hired David
Dear Editor:
Gergen, who is shuttling between
I wish to thank the voters of Murray and Calloway County who
and government again to
journalism
voted for and supported me ,in the election. I-would also like to thank
President, but first
his
fourth
serve
the Ledger & Times and WSJP Radio for their support in the past and
And
Clinton's message
Democrat.
in the present. I thank you all for 12 good years in the courthouse.
in
getting
through — he is a
is,
fact,
Through three terms, I and the Fiscal Court and Sue Outland, the
as a modwho
campaigned
man
Calloway County treasurer, have kept Calloway County solvent and
on some
conservative
even
erate,
out of debt. As I go out of office on Dec. 31, 1993, the county governthings, but has been unmasked as a
ment will still be solvent and out of debt.
McGovern-Mondale-DukakisI wish the incoming government the best of luck.
liberal. This is what
Humphrey
George H. Wcaks, judge/executive
for his falling approval
accounts
Calloway County Courthouse
rating and dangerously high disapproval numbers(36 percent and 50
percent respectively in some polls).
GUEST EDITORIAL
David Beckwith, who was press
secretary to Vice President Dan
June I. Ii Gior-nale. Milan. Italy. on the European
Quayle, says the staff shake-up
Community:
"underscores a perceived weakness
Prevention is better than repression.
that is perhaps fatal. These people
Under the banner of this slogan the ministers of Internal Affairs of
have no core beliefs. They stand
the European Community will examine a series of tight measures to
resolutely for nothing."
control immigration and facilitate. the, expulsion of undesirabfes.
Beckwith tells me,"Everything is
What should it:lye been .almost a routine meeting has assumed draseen by this Administration as a
matic connotations after the recent events in Germany.
problem of manipulating public
But it is not only the situation in Germany that is worrying. An air
opinion. They don't have a public
of unease prevails as the entire' Community is being hit by two major
relations problem. They're trying to
disguise tax-and-spend as sacrimigratory currents, one from the East and one from the South, right at
fice-and-invest, and the American
a moment when economic development has stopped and unemploypeople are too smart. They see
ment is at its highest level since World War II.
through this and don't like it."
lithe European Community wants to avoid a future full of MoclIns
David Gergen helped Ronald
and Solingcns it must control immigration according to its capacity to
Reagan create an agenda that
assimilate the newcomers.
1 sparked the largest economic ex'
Or maybe better still, it should utillie its limited resources to createpansion in the post-war period.
sibs in the.coutitries from which these people come: an operation far
Now, he will head the communicaless costly both economically and socially.
tions office of a President who
New flows (of immigrants). from whatever region- and of whatever
wants to dismantle everything Reacolor, should be offered the possibility to integrate into our society.
gan (and presumably Gcrgcn)stood
both economically and culturally. Otherwise, we will find wia ,have
for. No wonder the public is cynical
built ourselves a time bomb.

CAL'S THOUGHTS

County 'solvent and out ofdebt'
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about politics. Doesn't anyone have
principles anymore? If Gcrgcn has a
Republican National Committee
membership card, it should be revoked.
Gergen was wrong when he said
that four of the past five Presidents
had been broken by the weight of
the office. Nixon fell under the
weight of Watergate, a scandal of
his own making. Gerald Ford was
broken by the Pardon he granted
Nixon and the backlash of Watergate. Jimmy Carter was in over his
head (as some arc beginning to say
of Clinton). And George Bush's
presidency failed because the public
didn't want to pay more taxes for
bigger government, and Bush violated his promise not to do that
(Clinton and Gergen, take note).
CNN analyst William Schneider

correctly summarized Clinton's
problems as "not communication,
it's performance."
There was an interesting adlibbed exchange between Gergen
and the President at the Rose Garden event announcing Gergen's hiring. Looking over his left shoulder
to acknowledge Clinton, Gergen
found the President had moved.
"I moved to your right," said the
President. Gergen replied that he
hoped to be seeing a lot more ofthat.
President Clinton is caught in a
terrible predicament. How can he
move rightward without alienating
all of the extremely liberal supporters who have been pushing his
radical economic -and social
agenda? He certainly can't compromise on his extreme pro-abortion position, as he has comprom-

•••-••••

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1408 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washingion D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

iscd on gays in the military, without
releasing all of the demons from
political hell who will begin fcasting on his carcass. And does Clinton
think the press will turn back into
his cheerleader after the arrogance
displayed by White House aides
half the age of most reporters?
Perhaps he believes he can
finesse all sides as he did during the
campaign and as governor of Arkansas. But that won't work in the
White House. The public is willing
to accept a repentant "sinner." It is
not about to accept the political
equivalent of a TV evangelist, a
term applied to Clinton by Maureen
Dowd of The New York Times
during the campaign.
David Gcrgcn is enough of a
patriot to be believed when he says
he really does want to create an
atmosphere of bipartisanship and
civility. It's an admirablegoal, but
the fuel that runs Washington is
partisanship, and
high-octane
Gergen has about as much chance of
changing that as he does converting
internal Combustion engines to run
on water.
The Clinton Administration is
beginning to resemble the movie
"Dave,"in which a look-alikettands
in for an incapacitated President and
fools most of the people most of the
time. But it doesn't last, and the
attempt by Clinton and his Dave to
re-color a Presidency whose die has
already been cast will be difficult,
maybe impossible.
ABC reported that Gcrgcn alreldy has a job ready back in
journalism. He'll Aced it, because
this time the revolving door could
spin faster than on his three previous
trips.
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MURRAY TODAY
Henry and Thorn vows will be said on Saturday
elee•

JO'S DATEBOOK

sas.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
An Art Workshop for ages 4 to 14 will be conducted on Thursday. June 10, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County
Public Library, Main Street, Murray. The lesson this week will be
"Paper Exploration" with buildings, pop-ups, puppets, toys and collages to be created. An extensive amount of drawing materials will he
available for the students' use and drawing techniques will be demonstrated. Cost for each class will be S15 per person or S20 for two
friends or family members. To sign up, please call Lynn Warren at
489-2751.

Jennifer Lynn Henry and
Michael Roy Thorn have
announced completed plans for
their wedding on Saturday, June
12.
The-ows-'w1.f be-e-x-e-kanged6 p.m. at Green Plain Church of
Christ, Old Murray-Paris Road,
Hazel. Virgil Hale. church minister, wtll officiate.
Becky Putney will be maid of
honor. Bridesmaids will be Tracy
Roberts, Tracy Williams and

A multi party yard sale wig be held with proceeds going to serve the Support Group for the Blind. The sale will be at 1616 Parklane. Murray. from 7
a.m. to noon on Friday. June 11. and Saturday. June 12.

Members of Wadesboro Homemakers Club will have a yard sale on
Saturday. June 12, from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. The sale will be on the vacant lot
on the corner of Highway 121 North and Kirksey Highway 299 at Stella. The
public is urged to support these members in this effort.

Crouse reunion planned Saturday

The annual Crouse family reunion will be Saturday. June 12, at 10 a.m in
the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. A basket lunch will
be served at noon. All relatives and friends are invited

Coldwater 40s. plan special event
The Coldwater 40s Group will meet Saturday. June 13, at 6 p.m. at
Homeplaoe Family Restaurant,Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road._All former and present residents of the area are urged to attend and bring old
pictures, etc., to share with the others attending. For more information call
Helen Tidwell, 435-4426.

Motorcycle Club plans party

The Vietnam Veterans Motorcycle Club will have a get-together at Colson
Hollow in Land Between the Lakes on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. June
11, 12 and 13. For more information call Richard Ford, 753-6533

Young Actors Guild plans events

- Playhouse in the Park announces the new summer meeting time for the
Young Actors Guild which will be the second Thursday of the month at 5
p.m. Both members and officers will attend the June 10th meeting at 5 p.m.
to discuss the YAG 'lock-in' planned for the last week in June after seeing
'Oklahoma" as well as the YAG Cabaret to,be performed as part of Freedom
Fest, July 1 and 2.

Buffet and dancing planned

Ke-niake State Park will have its barbecue buffet and line dancing on
Thursday. June 10. The buffet will be served from 5 to 9 p.m. in the dining
room. Deb Poe will instruct the dances from 7 to 10 p.m.

Workshops planned at Playhouse

Playhouse in the Park will present two workshops this month. A Renaissance Costuming Workshop will be from noon to 5 p.m. on June 12 and 19
with Cleo Gambetta, Tish Rabe and Cindy Heldon as instructors. The second workshop on "Acting Shakespeare" will be from noon to 5 p.m. on June
22. It will be taught by Timothy Burruss, executive director Of Playhouse,
assisted by Erica Paley Stevens and Cleo Gambetta.

Hilltop Baptists plan homecoming

Hilltop Baptist Church will hare its annual homecoming on Sunday, June

13. The Rev. Richard West, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. worship service,
followed by a potluck meal at noon and gospel singing featuring The
Gamble Family. The church is located off Highway 121 South on Old Salem
Road, across from Old Salem Cemetery. The public is invited to attend.

District meeting on Tuesday
Calloway County Fire District No. 6(formerly Harris Grove and Hazel Fire
District, not Hazel City) will meet Tuesday, June 15, at 7 p.m. at the fire
station on East Sycamore Street, Murray. Property owners residing in the
district are urged to attend the meeting.

Family Fun Fair planned Saturday

A Family Fun Fair will be at Higher Praise Worship Center, next to Ryan
Milk Company on Industrial Road, on Saturday, June 12, from 1 to 4 p.m.
The Higher Praise Junior Department will present a mini musical,'A Hallelujah Hoedown," at 1 p.m. A mini carnival with clowns, games, prizes, etc.. will
be from 2 to 4 p.m. There will be a 50 cents admission to the program and
carnival booths will be individually priced. Proceeds will go toward the Vacation Bible School planned at the center.

Overeaters Anonymous/5:15 p.m ./Fills
Community Center.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church Bible
School/7 p.m.
Um Grove Baptist Church ,services/7
p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Bible classesr/ p.m./University Church of
Chnst.
First Christian Church events include
Reunion Group/9 a.m.; Long-term Care
Worship/I0:30 a.m.; Evangelism
Committectnoon; Singles/5:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Prayer service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/it

Writers' Potpourri
ill he
Saturday, June 12, at 9:30 a.m, at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Mrs. Glad)S
Jarrett, director.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some
of the poems Written by participants as follow:• • • •

We$side Baptist Church events include
business meeting/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Caring Evangelism
Committee/6:30 p.m.; Ruth Wilson Circle
with R. West and Wesleyan Circle with
II. Bcalf7:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Bible School/9 am.; Estelle Gray Group/
9:30 a.m. at Showy's; Library open/6:l5
p.m.; KiaLmata for Youth and World
Changers/6:30 p:m.; Prayer meeting and
Children's Super Summer Studies/6:45
p.m.; Sanctuary Choirf7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Bible School/9 a.m.; Business meeting/7
p.m.; Weekly Workers' meeting/8 p.m.
St. Lee's Catholic Church events include
Liturgy Committee/7:30 p.m.; Mass/7
p.m.; Prayer Group after Mass.
Dexter Baptist Church events include
worship/7:30 p.m.
Auditions for "The Star•Spangled
Gir1"/7-10 p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Infof759-1752.
Works by Teresa Perry on display today
through June 20/upper level of MSUEagle Gallery of Doy lc line arts Center.
Murray State Admission free.

(Cont'd on page 8,4)

\ On Selected
Items

No Longer
By Deborah Joyce Williams
You dreamed of me last night. and
'somehow I
Thought you would dream me beautiful. somehow
Alluring where my eyes and the blue
sky
Became one and my face would not
allow
You to breath uncless you promised
to vow
To love me until through death we
did part.
Yet, you did not dream me beautiful.
now
It was now, you dreamed me dead,
you alone
Wandering in a field,
- a field,
moaning
My death, lamenting your own rigid
fear
No longer -smelting the scene ot
cologne
On your shirt, no longer seeing the
tears
Burn on a bruised face In the night
you scream
Trying to convince yourself of a
dream

• • • •
The Alpha and Omega of Life
By Marie Jarrett
When I came, no one knew the pain
To breathe alone this world to gain
I cried alone, loud and strong
While all around happiness shown
They were happy; I was sad
Nothing in this life to make me glad
I cried, yelled, and inhaled
They smiled; I paled
May I live that when this life ends
That all the tears are for a friend
So I travel the last mile
And all the breath has gone from
me
May my own be the only smile
While those behind moan and smile
• • • •
God's Night Light
By Linda M. Siebold
It is comforting to see the moon
Serenely riding the night sky;
Even hidden by cloud formations
I know that it is standing by
And will soon shine forth again--

That great round beacon of the
night
That lights my way where'er I go
I thank Thee, Lord. for Thy soft light'
• • • •
Measuring A Man
By Wilma Jean Sanders
My Dad was a big man
In more ways than one
So I used my Daddy
To measure men on
Were they honest and forthright
Could you believe what they said
Were they feeding you a line
Off the top of their head
Do they have a good name
Of dealing things square
In each- srtuatron - Did they try. to be fxr
I found one like this
A fine strapping lad
So I captured that genetleman
For my kids to call DAD
• • • •

Treasure House
of Gifts
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

Like two piercing eyes they watch
my every move, it seems to be
from the darkness on tne otherside
glared the reflection of a low lying
tree limb hovetirg like slender
fingers
the branches blow !wet)/ in the wind
the sight of the blue clouds wort,
present to
floating endiessly by
It must be great
to be so high
and watch below
as the world walks by
• • • •
Golden Years
By Joe Shekell
My golden years are a lot of fun
Just love to wait for the mal man to
run!
My breakfast is prepared by a,chef
So at the end of the month there is
no money left'
Pt is a lot better than it used to be'
Once I broke my arm getting my
breakfast,
When I fell out of a persimmon tree'
They say history repeats its self
My kitchen has cupboards and one
shelf'
The latest fad is to have holes in
your pants
Mine has so many holes I dare not
take a chance!
Indecent exposure I want no part
I will pick up my check after dark'

(BINGO'
Fridays at 7 p.m.

Starts June 11
$1,000 Letter H
C) Jackpot!!!
•14 Games - $100 Each
0
g$500 Jackpot — (50) Nymber Call
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each
week
'Letter "H" — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $1000!
(Consolation Prize - 10% of"H" Jackpot, minimum $100)
•3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays 60%,75%
and 90%

National Guard

Armory

MURRAY
TODAY

0

Hwy. 121 North

Enjoy shrimp
and clams
without shelling
out for both.

Spring & Summer merchandise

uzie (1). Sham
Hours 9-5

The

Attic Windows
By Linda Parker

off
20%40%
Selected groups of
University Square

Al mo.

JUNE
SALE
Picture
Frames

CALENDAR
Wednesday, June 9

The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy H. Thorn of
Almo. He is the grandson of Mrs.
Helen Carrol and the late Halford
Carrol and of -Mrs. Allie Thorn
and t —1--str Roy- Thui ur, -all tft

(i1ac1ysjarrett,
INrector

Curd Cemetery meeting Saturday

Wadesboro Homemakers plan sale

Only out-of-town invitations
were sent. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend the
wedding and the reception.

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

Support Group for Blind plans sale

The annual meeting at Curd Cemetery in Calloway County, located on
Brownie Road between Highway 1346 and Highway 80. wIl be Saturday.
June 12. A potluck meal will be served at noon. All persons interested in the
upkeep of the cemetery are urged to attend. For more information call Helen
Litchfield, 437-4176.

LaDawn Cook.
The bride-elect is the daughter
Allen Thorn will be best man.
of Mr. and Mrs. Max W. Henry
Groomsmen will he Jerry Montof Lynn Grove. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
gomery, Herman Carrol and
Shannon Wallace.
Robinson of Hazel and Mr. and
-- --A Lt.['non -wilt follow aufh-c— —Mrs.
cnry
GI:ndafe Road Church of Christ,
Murra).
Murray.

753-7657

Shrimp and Clam
Combo Dinner
os1-1
99

80 $1295 s3
Fee
Biggest Portrait Package Ever!

For •
ossted
l
Woe

No Sitting

,1
•-•
11011 F,
I

10x13s1

Te',7
• to:1
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•
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afal

ataauttata, Iftfl.W8iHt
30 Keepsakes

iEiiijlllilll
30 Wallets

Hurry! Don't Miss This EXTRA SPECIAL Offer!
OPEN 5 DAYS ONLY! WED., JUNE 9 - SUN., JUNE 13
Wed.-Sat. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.On Sunday from Store Opening Until
1 Hour before Closing.
N. 12TH STREET - MURRAY,'*KY

Now you can have two of your
seafood favorites for one low
price. It's our Shrimp and Clam
Combo. And it comes with
hushpuppies, cole slaw,
fries and cocktail sauce.

immi

r

SEAFOOD
Real Seafood, Real Quick.

mo at
.

INN
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Si Oa I
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I
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1
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',MEM

Home Owned
Home Operated

•
4

Storey's

*We Accept US Govt.
Food Stamps and
WIC Vouchers

Food Giant

CL131111X
BLEACH

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

*We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

PRICES(

GALLON
j

URBAN SELECTED — Liberty Urban, a former cheerleader
at Calloway County Middle
School, has been selected to a
Senior All Star Cheerleading
Squad in Houston, Texas. This
squad has previously placed in
the top six or above at the
National Cheerleading competitions held yearly in Dallas, Texas. Girls were asked to demonstrate a cheer, tumbling ability,
jumps, pep and spirit, and a
dance routine for tryouts.
Urban is the daughter of
Robert and Sherri Urban. She
has been a student at Connie
Smith Gymnastics for two
years. Liberty and her family
now reside in Houston. Texas.

9'

LIMIT ONE
WITH COUPON BELOW

12 OZ.
CAN

WITH ONE FILLED

FLAV-O-RICH

25

5 09

C

MAKES
2 QTS.

FOR

WITH ONE nun
/
SMART SHOPPER CARD.
FARM FRESH
GRADE 'A

Blue •
13onnety-._;

2°h
MILK

DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW OR CRUSH

OR LIGHT -.\)
BLUE BONNET

REG.

MARGARINE
1 LB. QTRS.

1/2 GAL. PLASTIC

24 CT.
12 OZ.
CANS
TWO LITER PLASTIC
•,.
88`

C
8
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

'TOMBSTONE SPECIAL ORDER

'I' GREEN BEANS
OR SWEET PEAS

"
1/
1111/1OP

99

ritOS

REG. $1.99 FRITO LAYS

ORE IDR REG. OR CRINKLE CUT

DORITO'S

FRENCH FRIES

2/s3oo 1

cm, 3

16 OZ.

12 INCH

FOR $

2 LB.

$129

N‘.•

SINGLES
AMMO!
.01111.11:17

1

.
'1..

REG. $1.39 LAYS

16

1)
,

PRE-PRICED $1.99
1IRAFT WRAPPED AMERICAN

IIF
SMOOTH OR CRUNCHY

SINGLES
•
12

'PEANUT BUTTER
18 OZ.

OZ. 16 SLICES

POTATO
CHIPS

BATIMTHEIVSUE
RN

BUY 1, GET 1

4 ROLL PKG.

87C

1125
c
ekk

NORTH STAR
ICE CREAM

CEEBLER GRAHAM CRACKER
ll.

LIMIT TWO PLEASE
ADDITIONAL PURCHASES 99°

FLAVORS

THRIFTY

PIE CRUSTS

SANDWICHES

9.

DOG FOOD

*a '
PK. Si99 ‘Lbi

9 FREE

LB.
BAG

20

•

Th

ea AN5

$2
99

ICE CREAM
GALLON PLASTIC BUCKET

FOR

...

SALAD
DRESSINGS

CATSUP

16 OZ. PLASTIC

28 OZ. PLASTIC SQUEEZE

BRYAN
BOLOGNA

HYDE PARK

$189

$199

COUNTRY CROCK

1

99C

5CA
CT

•

POP Df,"

el B8.11-43

2 II ,

C.one

.

.z7

COUPON

POST SUPER
GOLDEN CRISP
CEREAL

CRYSTAL LIGHT
DRINK MIXES

$2.49

a..•

7. (.)

AM.. • sCouocr..

Gam

FOR

AMERICAN
CHEESE

)149)
e

P006 OBC

COUPON

'8 ()I B(71

199

ARMOUR

VIENNA SAUSAGE

POTATO CHIPS

•

LB

HAM

REG. $1.59 0 BOISE 'NI

$189

LB.

it3L6 ILM
ETCA N

FLAVORS

t
0,
••• Coup°
,P4o,
Good 0^44, At 9110
,
•yi

2 1

16 OZ.

KRAFT

PRAIRIE FARMS

3 LB.
BOWL

PORK 8 BEANS

):•'!".1

(
"W•
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McCuiston boy
born on June 4

VAN CAMPS

r‘.

!
Van @alp's
:poRKi

Buy I, Get I

MARGARINE

•

KOOL-AID

.41N

The Mr. and Miss Freedom
Fest 1993 is scheduled for Saturday, June 26, at Calloway County
High School.
Registration for ages 0 to 12
will be from 8 to 9 a.m. with the
pageant at 9:30 a.m.: and
registration for ages 13 and up
will he at 5:30 p.m. with pageant
at 6 p.m. Awards will be
sented in various categories.{
e5,1
The contestant named as Miss 'atl•
Freedom Fest will receive a four
foot trophy, large star crown,
satin banner, flowers, S100 savings bond and three tickets to
Patty Loveless & Radney Foster
concert.
The winner will he required to
attend all Freedom Fest activities
or forfeit her crown and prizes.
Jane Marie's Dance Studio will
present a dance scholarship.
Tyeisha Crouse is the reigning
Miss Freedom Fest of 1992.
For more information call
Maryann Cathey, 435-4382, or
Jana Barnett, 753-0137, after 5
p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Allen
McCuiston of 1414V2 Vine St.,
#7, Murray. arc the parents of a
son, Slade Allen McCuiston, horn
on Friday, June 4. at 9:26 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 10 ounces and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Bonnie Minter.
Grandparents arc Danny and
Carolyn McCuiston of New Concord. Martha Hopkins of Calvert
City, and Harold Minter of
Symsonia.

UNSWEETENED

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD.
1

1
SMART SHOPPER CARD_.

ALL

Freedom Fest
pageants will
be on June 26

PARK

ORANGE JUICE

PAPER TOWELS

June Fest will
be Saturday at
Fern Terrace
A Community June Fest will
he held Saturday, June- 12, from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr.,
Murray.
There will be various church
i groups, clubs and organizations
Snd individuals with game and
informational type booths along
with bake sales, yard sales, flea
markets, arts/crafts clowns, gospel and !country singing along
with the Pan Handlers Kitchen
Band.
Individuals or groups who
would like to participate in this
event by sitting up game or infOrmational type booths or have
yard sale, flea market or bake
sale, may do so at no charge,
according to Janie Underwood,
activities director for the lodge.
Underwood said "the purpose
of the June !Fest is to let our residents interact with people within
our community and help make
this a fun time for all."
For more information call
Underwood at 753-7109.
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rvso hospPrtEalA
reports given
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, June 6, have been
released as follows:

COUPONS-DOUBLE STOREY'S

ILVER ANNIVERAR\

NOW AT
FOOD GIANT

SECOND BIG WEEK!!
Join In The Great Savings!!

Double your money back on
all manufacturer $ coupon$.
up to 50C. Restrictions
apply. See store For more
details.

RICES GOOD JUNE 9TH THRU JUNE 15TH

-DOUBLE COUPONS-

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE

FARM FRESH GRADE A

FRYING
CHICKENS

Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily
t P
PRE-PRICED 51.29 DOVE)
'

MARTHA WHITE

CORN MEAL MIX

i DISHWASHING LIOUI
11/11\

)A

r

LARGE EGGS

25C

5 LB.
BAG

22 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

One newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday. June 7, have
been released as follows:
- Newborn admission

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD 1

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER CARD

."SMART
N

GREAT FOR COOKOUTS
OHSE

142
mo
.the
card, iH
z eather
Watkins baby boy,4
Stroud. P.O. Box
Dismissals
Mrs. Charlotte P. McDougal, 903
Meadow Lane. Murray; Jordan
Roberts. At. 6. Box 55A, Murray; Mrs
.Jay Smotherman, 1416 Vine St.
Murray:
Merle Odonal, 106 Harbor Barkley
Shores, Cadiz; Codie L. Caldwell.
1508 Dudley Dr.. Murray; Mrs. Myrtle
Melton, 1502 Henry. Murray;
Mrs. Evelyn Byrne, HCR 75, Box
201, New Concord; James Rex Cooper, At. 2. Box 206, Murray; David
Drenner, 1625 Catalina. Murray
Expirations
Harry Lee Potts. Rt. .1, Box 149,
Kirksey; Mrs. Mayme Thompson, 545
Primrose Cove, Memphis, Tenn

OHSE SLICED

tit

Si
)

SL AB
OHSESLICED 4

WIENERS

SAUSAGE

12 OZ.

Newborn admissions
Smith baby girl, parents, Pam and
Stacey, Rt. 1, Box 54. Kirksey.
Parker baby boy, parents. Deborah
and David. At. 2.. Box 115, Benton
Dismissals
Mrs. Laura CrOuse, At. 2. Box 276,
Murray; Mrs. Jacqueline Lear and
baby girl. At. 1, Box 665. Mayfield.
Mrs. Bonnie S. McCuiston and baby
boy, P.O. Box 313. New Concord; Mrs
Olus McNelius. 205 South 15th St.
Murray;
Mrs. Shamim Nun and baby boy.
505 College Cts , Murray, Miss Katie
is, T nt;034 Manley St . Apt 2.
Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Georgiana V. Cruice, P O. Box
655, Dover. Tenn.; Laymon Warn. 709
Payne St , Murray.
Expirations
Ralton Wayne Spradling. E•19 Fox
Meadows, Murray; Amos McCarty,
1010 Doran Rd.. Murray

FAMILY PACK BULK STYLE

BOLOGNA, PEP LOAF OR
SPICED LUNCHEON LOAF

1179
LB.
PAIRTIN.:14)1%1

'41•::
• ..

•

DELTA PRIDE

PARTIN S COUNTRY PORK

CATFISH NUGGET FILLETS

SAUSAGE

GREAT FOR COOKOUTS

Suburban Club
meets at home
of Mrs. Russell

GREAT FOR BBO
BONELESS BEEF

Z;51t
'

SPLIT WHOLE FRYERS

SHORT RIBS

$ 39

Annabelle Russell. opened her
home for the May meeting of
Suburban Homemakers Club.
Vonnette Smith was cohostess.
"Etiquette" was the minor
sonpresented by Rachel Hendon,
cultural arts chairman, who also
gave the devotion on "Mother
and Mother's. Day."
Betty Wilson, president, presided. She also distributed the new
homemakers' cookbook. A Taste
of Heritage. These are now on.
sale.
Reports were given by Rosanna Miller, sieretary-treasurer.
Sue Adams, foods and nutrition
chairman, discussed the Tasting
Luncheon held May 13 at First
United Methodist Church.
Each member answered the roll
call by telling of a foreign country she would like to visit. Also
present were Lillian Dunn and
Sue Dunn.
The club will meet Monday.
June 14, at the home of Vonnette
Smith.

LB.

CRYSTAL LAKE BONELESS
SKINLESS

FRYER
BREAST

SEWRN FIED

TS

SAPIC

$2

1:

59

8

11111

LB

PORK RIB
PATTIES

s2

FAMIL

i
f

Y

DRUMSTICKS

49

LB.

or
C

c
EXTRA LEAN CHOPPED

FRESH BONUS PACK
BONELESS BEEF

RAINBOW

BEEF PATTIES
$259

SIRLOIN PATTIES
$199
• LB.

ildi 5 LB.

GOOD 8 TASTY

CORN DOGS

CHUCK STEAKS
$169
la

LB.

Lyons baby girl
is born May 29

j

}

79
2

Mr. and Mrs. David Lyons of
2970 Milford Cis., Marietta, Ga,
30060 are the parents of a
daughter, Ann Marie Elizabeth
Lyons, born on Saturday, May
29, at a hospital there.
The baby weighed eight
pounds one ounce and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Gcorgann Henderson.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
B.H. Henderson of Dunwtxxly,
Ga., and Dr. and Mrs. Paul Lyons
of Murray:- Great-grandparents
arc Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lyons Sr.
of Madisonville

WHITE
BREAD _is OZ. LOAF

MERINGUE
PIES
ROADIE
ROLLS

SWEET VIDALIA

$6

FOP

ONIONS

2 •
SEEDLESS GRAPES
NUTRITIOUS

KIWI FRUIT
e

6.9

KELLOGG'S
RICE KRISPIES TREATSTm CEREAL

1

99'
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Mr. and Mrs. David Wayne
Jones of Rt. 2, Box 117, Murray,
are the parents of a daughter,
Amber Dawn Jones, born on
Monday, April 26, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed six pounds eight
ounces.
Grandparents -are Paul D.
Chambers and Ms. Mary C.
Chambers of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas C. Fowler of Mon'
roc, Ga.

JUICY-SWEET FROM ALABAMA
FRESH HEAD
C
LETTUCE
59 8 UP

$519
A

FRESH I LB. BAG

4/S100

SLAW MIX

EA.

99
'

4114,

111

COUPON

I

LB

dow

-- s'm
P01306 `RS

Jones babygirl
born April 26

LB.

RED 8 WHITE

SCT.

TREE-RIPENED

REGISTER TO WIN
$100 GIFT CERTIFICATE
FROM STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
DRAWING SAT., JUNE 12TH 8 P.M.
HUD NOT RE PRESENT TO WIN

ve$0
,
111e
r 00d Gam
I,

Tfl MT' l'"`

"STOMERS.
THANKS for another great year!
We truly appreciate the great friends
we have made over the years. We are
looking forward to many more.
Thanks,
Charles Storey
I Employees of Storey's rood Giant

fis‘4

Robin M. Shay
gets her degree
JACKSON, Miss. -- Robin
Marie Shay received her Bachelor of Arts degree in commencement exercises on May g at Millsaps College.
Shay graduated Summa Cum
Laude at Millsaps.
She is the daughter of Thomas
W. Shay Ill of Southingtoli.
Ohio, and Pam Shay of N1urisy.
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Tired of Looking at
Small Carpet Samples!

*

PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Jake," a male tri-colored Collie mix; "Molasses." a female
Oriental Shorthair; "Charcoal." a grey shorthaired kitten; and "Patches." a female Australian Shepherd. Animals who do not find homes
must be destroyed. June is Adopt A Cat Month. Many cats and kittens are available at the shelter. Many adult housecats are already
neutered/spayed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to
4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday. Humane Society is a member of t nited Way. For information call 759-4141.

Fry receives Boy Scout Eagle Award in ceremony
See the Full Rolls,In Stock!
Largest Stock of Area Rugs in this Area
'First Quality Carpet and a Price to Fit Your Budget"
Visa
Master Card
Mon.-Sat. till 5 p.m
Toll Free
1-901-498-8963

Sterling Fry, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Doug Fry of Wilmington,
N.C., received the Boy Scout
Silver Eagle Award recently. He
is the grandson of Mrs. Roy H.
Swann of Murray.

A cadet corporal at Oak Ridge
Military Academy, Sterling is. a
member of Boy Scout Troop 226,
sponsored by Wesley Memorial
United Methodist Church of Wilmington, He is an eighth grade
student at Oak Ridge.

Hwy. 641 N.
ITII. from Paris or 1 mi
from Hazel, Ky.
(Puryear, TN)

ir

The court of honor was conducted by Sterling's grandfather,
George W. Fry of Gatlinburg.
Tenn., a 70-year member of the
Boys Scouts and a recipient of
the Silver Eagle and distinguished Golden Eagle Awards.
Doug Fry, Sterling's father, also
an Eagle Scout, participated in
the ceremony.
Sterling's project was to direct
the construction of a new fence in
front of Noble Middle School.
He has been a Scout since the
second grade and has served as
chaplain aide, assistant patrol
leader and patrol leader. He
earned his Eagle with 33 merit

badges. He has participated in
activities at the Philmont National Boy Scout Ranch in New Mexico and plans to attend the
National Scout Jamboree at Fort
AP Hill, Va., in August.
"On visits to Murray, he haunts
the National Museum of Boy
Scouts of America," according to
relatives here.
- Other family members attending the ceremony include Mrs.
Dorothy Fry, his mother; Mrs.
George Fry, his grandmother
frOm Gatlinburg, Tenn.; Mrs. Roy
H. Swann, grandmother, and
great-aunt, Louise Swann. both of
Murray.

Young and Christ wedding
vows will be said Saturday
Final arrangements have been
completed for We— wedding of
Amy Elizabeth ,Young, daughter
of Burton and Cathy Young of
Murray, and Brooks and Robin
Callihan of Grccnup, to Aaron
Curtis Christ, son of Alex and
Avis Christ of Marion, Ill.
Grandparents of the bride-elect
are Mrs. Janie Young and the late
Robert Young of Murray, Dr.-and
_Mrs. Charles Conley and Mr. and
Mrs_ Robert Callihan of Grecnup.
The vows will be solemnized
on Saturday, June 12, at 6 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church,
Maple Street, Murray.. Dr. Jerry
Jeffords will officiate. Music will
be presented by Joan Bowker,
organist, and Randall and Kim
Black, vocalists.
Holly Elliott will be the maid
of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Michelle Paxton, Ashley Morgan
and Alexis Bowles, Sister of the
groom-elect.
Junior bridesmaid will be
Charlsie Young, sister of the
bride-elect. Flower girl will be
Alexia Callihan, also a sister of

Sterling Fry holds his Eagle after special ceremony.
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RAND)00ENING

For about the price of a tie,
give Dad a haircut and style.
4i He'll look great and you'll
4 save 20%.Treat yourself
to Highlights, also at a 20%
savings. After all, you're a
team, right?

Arl

con

For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5565.

JUNE 11, 10-6
Next to The Edge on

S 1215 Si_

— featuring —
• CUSTOM DESIGN COUNTRY CRAFTS
• BALLOONS! BALLOONS! BALLOONS'

Savings oft regular prices.
Otter expires 6/12/93.

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5

HEARTLAND's
COUNTRY CHARM

•
•
•
•
•
•

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS fOR IDRATION GROW
ALMOST AS fAST AS KIDS DO.
21L „
sitr°Ai(„7,7rTS:
r
SBIOS '0")

Decorative mugs and
Assorted candy
Silk flower arrangements
Gift baskets
Gift items
New arrivals everyday

June Special
- 3 latex & 1 mylar balloon
$599

$799

Come in & register for a
decorative wreath to be given
away Friday evening.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, June 9
National Scouting Aluscumiopen 9
am -4 30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium Shoo/II a.m. and 2
p in /Visitor Center, Iron Industry/10:30
in and I :30 pm /I lorneplace.
Thursday, June 10
Murray City Council/5 pm./Murray City

404 S 12th • Murray 753-5242
Mon -Sat 106

Calloway County School Board of Education
i lai i' meeting/7 p.m /board office-

r

\*C\

will be Mac'
Callihan, brother of the brideelect. Ring- beater will be Tyler
Bowles, nephew of the groom elect.
Ushers will be Kevin Pataluna,
Brian VanHorn, Andy Chiu and
Kiser.
Kelly Shaffer will preside at
the guest register and distribute
programs.
Directing the wedding will be
Ann Brooks.
A reception will follow at
Murray Country Club. Vicky
Geurin will be in charge of the
event.
Servers will be Ami Barnett,
Stcfani McCuiston and Paige
Young, all cousins of the brideelect.
All relatives and. friends are
invited to attend the wedding'
celebration and reception.

(Cont'd from page 74)

- 5 latex 8 1 mytar balloon

1-800 4ll5 BOND • 1 800487 2663

Amis.
Junior groomsman

:1

Mylar and Latex Balloons

No Appointment
Necessary
Call 759-9811

the bride-elect.
Allen Kobler will be best man.
Groomsmen will be Lester Bowles, brother-in-law of the groom elect, Stan Humphries and Terry

AIMMErnic "

Introducing

Debbie A. Dietz
Skin Care Consultant
representing

Estee Lauder
at

The Cherry Branch
Debbie is a licensed cosmetologist with extensive training and
expertise as an Estee Lauder consultant.
Call today to reserve your spot for a free make-up consultation with
new colors and techniques.
Call 753-8272 and ask for Debbie for your free analysis.

Thursday, June 10
Prime Time of Memorial Baptist Church/
summer picnic/5 p.m./Murray-Calloway
County Park.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church Bible School/B:45 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church Bible
Sch001/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Bible. School/9 a.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
Catholic VBS/9 am.-1 p.m.; Legion of
Mary/9:45 a.m.; Peace & Justic
Committee/4 p.m.
Long Range Planning Committee of
First United Methodist Church/630 p.m.
Pulpit Nominating Committee of First
Presbyterian Church/7 p.m.
Calloway County High School Class of
1968 to plan 25-year reunion/7
p.m./Shoney's - Restaurant.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th Si- Info/Joan. 759-1345, or Richard,
759-9
TOPS99#
4.369 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Wcaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray Chapter No.. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
pm /Masonic Hall.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center. Murray/8:30-11 30 a.m. and
1280-3 pm
Prepared
p1n
Childbirth Class/7
1230
/
\-iiirtay -Callow ay County Hospital
Lodge 592 of Woodmen of World/6
p m /Log Cabin Restaurant
Singles Friendship of Paris, Tenn./7.30
pm /Farm Bureau Building. Pares. Info/
Kenroth Broach, 753-3580 AA and Al-Aasse closed meetings/8
p m /Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Murray Kiwastis (71ish/6 pm /Sirloin
Stockade
Murray Rotary (7Iwh/12 noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant
lions In Hearts Class/10 30
▪ ni 1,1A•ndale Road Church of Christ
Ilrmiks Chapel t nitcd Meth...list Church
I'm
%
47
8 1•1:i-rt
Museum/open
n Wenteek)
i
plim

‘8114.eal Boy Sees* Aluscum4ipey,
• m a 80 pin
Land Demers the Lakes events include
Planetariuni Show/11 a in and
pm /Visitor Cemer. lost Induors.10 141
m and I 80 p /11..rneplacc

Source: Mondale to be nominated as ambassador to Japan
WASHINGTON (AP) — For- and economic justice' around the
mer Vice President Walter F. world.
"I am not interested in any
- Mondale has accepted President
position," Flynn said
ceremonial
Clinton's offer to become ambasas he left a White House meeting
sador to Japan, an administration
with President Clinton. "... I'm
official said today.
activist, particularly as it
an
A White House announcement
relates to poor and needy peowas planned later in the day, the
ple." He had earlier expressed
official said, speaking on condipublic reservations about taking
tion of anonymity. The admithe ambassadorship if its scope
nistration is anxious to install a
to he limited to Nome sort ot
new aMbaSStider before--the--Julyjunket."
"two-year
economic summit in Tokyo.
Meanwhile, the White House
Mondale, a former senator as.
anntitinced that New Hampshire
well as Jimmy Carter's vice prespolitical consultant J. Joseph
ident, moved back to his native
Grandmaison will be nominated
Minnesota to practice law after
to be director ot the Trade and
losing to President Reagan in the
Development Agency.
1984 election.
.Grandmaison. a former chairIn another ambassadorial deveman ot the state Democratic Parlopment Tuesday, Boston Mayor
ty. endorsed Clinton when the
Raymond Flynn affirmed he
Callip.iign was L111011ng shortly.
would accept the job of ambassahelore the New Ilampshirts
dor to the Vatican after winning
nrimarv
White House assurances he could
"Ii is knowledge of how the
use the post to promote "social

private and public sectors can
work together will serve him well
in this new position," Clinton
said in a statement.
The post requires Senate
confirmation.
Clinton also announced his
choices for two posts in the
White House Office of Science
and Technology Policy.
He nominated Robert Watson
as the office's associate director
for the environment, and Mark •
Schaefer as assistant director for
the environment.
Watson now is director of the
science division and chief scientist for the office of Mission to
Planet Earth at NASA. Schaefer
is Washington office director of
the Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology and
Government.
The New York Times said
other ambassadorial appointments
were in the works, reporting that:

Guatemala seeks settlement
GUATEMALA CITY (AP) —
As Guatemala froze Jorge Serrano's assets and tried to extradite
the former president, his successor told Latin American leaders
this country has emerged from a
"constitutional and institutional
abyss."
President Ramiro De Leon
Carpi° flew to Managua Tuesday
and met with Organization of
American States officials. The
OAS has shown enthusiastic support for his three-day-old presidency and his attempts to reverse
Serrano's May 25 grab of absolute power.
A judge on Tuesday froze 25
accounts in Guatemalan and
foreign-owned banks said to total
millions of dollars, and is investigating other Serrano property.
Unconfirmed press reports said
Serrano, who had a • failing construction business in 1991 when
he became president, had
accounts won't' sonic S3.5 million
in 1992. The accounts were
reportedly worth about S19 million when he fled the country.
Serrano fled to Panama, where
he was granted asylum. Guatemala has invoked extradition treaties
from the 1930s and says it wants
him back for trial on 11 charges
ranging from rebellion to corruption to disrupting constitutional
order.
It was not clear what penalties

Serrano could lace ii convicted. constitutional steps taken by former leaders and have successfully .
President Guillermo Endara of
restored a democratic governPanama said the request would be
ment," said U.S. Deputy 'Secrettreated with "dignity, clarity and
ary of State Clifton Wharton.
great objectivity."
lie said Guatemala had full
Panama, too, has a limner
support to tight drug traiU.S.
president in exile. Manuel Solis
1 icking, and the United States
Palma, who is in Veneittela. was
would join with other nations
ctinyicted in absentia and senGuatemala negotiate an
helping
tenced to nearly lour sears
end to its 33-year-old civil war,
prison this \YL..ck tor...creating the
the oldest in Latin America.
cRilian so-called "Dtrrntv BattaDe Leon Carpi() has not said
lions — that supported tomer diche plans to do to bring an
what
the
in
Noriega
Ntanu..1
tator Gen.
end to the war, which has long
late 1980s.
discouraged investment and ecoPanama has made no official
nomic growth in Guatemala.
return.
Palma's
Solis
_request tor
However, his changes in the
De I .0111 Carpi) was elected
highest level of the military indiSaturday by Coiq!ress, cooling
cate he may avoid a hard-line
off several weeks ol political
approach in future talks. De Leon
chaos that began with demonstraCarpi° is the former government
tions against utility price
prosecutor for human rights cases
austerity
other
increases-- andand a harsh critic of the military
measures;
and lormer government.
Serrano dissolY cd Congress
Recent peace talks with the
to
and the courts. saying he had
rebels have broken down mostly
restore order and stein state Corover human rights issues.
ruption. Reaction in and out (i1
At the opening of the OAS
the country was immediate and
General Assembly Monday, the
vehemently negatiye.
35 foreign ministers said the
De Leon Carpi() is to serve Out
the remainder of Serrano's term. Guatemalan crisis was closed and
offered support for the new
which ends in January 1496.
democracy.
L.S. State Department officials
met vy all de l.eon Carpi° OD
Tuesday in the National Palace.
— It is an histor k .achies einem
that the Guatemalan people
peacefully cont routed the extra -

Read the classifieds

WE GOT A HANDLE ON
A GREAT BUY FROM
1.11-1-BOY

raUggAu

208 E. Main
SUPPLY COMPANY 753-3361
Inc.

—Richard C. Holbrooke, an
investment banker who was a
State Depaament official in the
Carter administration, will be
named ambassador to Germany.
—Former Rep. Steven Solarz
of New York will be named
ambassador to India.
—Reginald Bartholomew, a

May 31-June 14

career foreign sCr% ice ott Ica, IS

Whole House
Water Filter

in line" to be ainhassJdOr to
Italy
—Richard N. Gardner, a Columbia University protesor: is
"in line" to be ambassador to
Spain.

Removes
'Sediment
'Rust Particles $2995
SandII
'
,if
'Other Particulate
Matter

(3111111E
Of MURRAY AND CALLOWAY
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Call 753-9500
and remain anonymous
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1
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Ar" Country BBQ and Line Dancing
Every Thursday Night
Kenlake State Resort Park • 5:00-9:00 p.m.
Western Buffet Menu
MEATS
BBQ Beef
BBQ Chicken
BBQ Ribs
BBQ Pork
VEGETABLES
Rolls
Baked Beans
Fried Cabbage
Texas Style Chili
Corn-On-The Cob Chili Bean Salad
BBQ Rice
Cole Slaw
Jalapeno Cornbread Potato Salad

$8.50
After dinner join us for a fun filled ecening of
line'dancing, two stepping and more.' Deb Poe
will be here to teach the dances for beginners
and experts alike so,get on your hoots and come
on down to Ken lake State Resort Park for a Hoe
Down good Time every Thursday, from 70010:00 p in. throughout the summer, beginning
on June 3rd! See you there!

0
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SUMMER
SPRUCE-UP
UMW
'crylic Late.* :"asepault

Latex Semi-Gloss
House Paint

Exterior Latex
House Paint

Sale 14.99

Sale 19.99

SPECIAL
PURCHASE
SALE PRICE

$299"
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The 21st Century
House Paint

oNE COAT
Flat Oil
House
Faint

MasterCraft Ultimate
Low Lustre Satin House Paint
Sale

it

_

Gloss Oil
House Paint

Flat Oil
House Paint

14.99
'
(531 6005 inn, 604

Sale 17.99

Sale 15.99

15304212 IVY 62531

1530 6501 IVY irS431

,

_

P
FREE
DELIVERY
Oil
Exterior Primer

A deal that's easy to take on the first name in
comfort Featuring Reclina- Rocker' recliner
Unsurpassed comfort and
'
chair from La-Z-Boy
sumptuous cushioning A classic look with the
comfort you'd expect for a price you won'tl

Thurman's

Sale 14.99

Sale 13.99

Sale
Sale

11.99
12.99

ti'4i41

11T4 •5 4IL5
'

13.99

Yhu
C
olc• Sale
041 Slain Prosorvittive
510 40.

On. SO

Solid Oil Steo
&ow

Coast to Coast
7
Not

Murray

Latex
Exterior Primer

S34 43111

Furniture
NS E. Win

.Wood
Stain

Woad
Slams

iitly as piciured

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat, 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12004:00

America's TOTAL HARDWARE' (1()ri
Central Shopping Center
753-8604

41,

.‘
• 1.4‘.41 2.),

4
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•
t
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FISH FOR POND STOCKING
Delivery: Monday, June 14
Southern States, Murray

10-11a.m. Phone 502-753-1423
e>
• ••
*' 4,

•

Minimum Order — 25 Fish-- We Furnish Your Hauling Containers —

gr
,

1-800-247-2615
(Orders do not have to be placed in advance)

-

T

To place an order, call the store above or

FARLEY'S FISH FARM

ODA

THE

DAY

Cash, Arkansas 72421

Y'S

Stop Smoking.
American Heart
Association
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19th century law creates havoc in New Orleans
NEW ORLEANS (AP) Under a pair of 19th century
laws, the New Orleans mayor and
all state lawmakers can dispense
Tulane University scholarships to
practically anyone they want.
And that was fine for most of the
20th centura..
Until it was learned that the
mayor's son had gotten one of
the scholarships.
That -has touched off • a faro;
over perks and patronage in
Louisiana.
Under pressure. the names of
other recent recipients came out.
They included children of Louisiana's two U.S. senators and
three congressmen; a city councilman who gave himself scholarships to graduate school when he
was in the state House; the may-

or's nephew; a mayoral aide; and
the children of a former state
senator, two judges and a prominent criminal defense attorney.
Attorney General Richard les oub issued an opinion Monday
saying the scholarships were legal. And lawmakers said the -state
ethics commission was consulted
in past years about such practices
and found no conflict of interest.
ILA for the_ past week Ale_
radio talk shows has e been bombarded with callers expressing
outrage. Many complained that
they haYe had trouble obtaining
money for their own children's
tuition. A few said they probably
would have done what the legislators and Mayor Sidney Barthelemy: did.
Emmitt Player wrote a latter to

SerViCeMASTER®
1993 Cadillac Sedan Deville

$27 900

All pwr., leather, day/nit,e mirror, GM car. 4 to choose from.

Carpet, Furniture
and Drapery Specialists
COMMERICAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707

-4,

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
1992 Cadillac Sedan Deville
All pwr., leather, AM/FM cassette with eq., 15,xxx miles.

22,900

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

Why pay rent and more per gallon for gas
when you can own your tank and buy from us
at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE!

1991 Cadillac Sedan Deville
All pvr-

leather, AM/FM cassette with eq., local owner.

$
16,900

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
(1)354-8011

The Times-Picayune of New
Orleans calling the freebies "a
prime example of the haves getting over, on the have-nots.''
Player said his daughter, who
graduated with honors from high
school. was told that Tulane
scholarships were based on need.
"My daughter is now attending
school out of state, and we are
struggling," Player wrote. "Why
trot theartrarara-who-ntakes -much
more than
Gov. Edwin Edwards has suggested ending the scholarship
program. In exchange, Tulane
would give up the approximately
51.5 million it gets in state fees
annually. "And the temptation
won•t be there for anybody, and I
think that the public will be better served and so will the Legislature." he said. '
Tulane's president announced
Friday that Barthelemy had
agreed to consider competitive
guidelines tor the masor's scholarship:. And House Speaker
John Alario said he would ask a
House committee to des clop
guidelines.
Vnder the law, the maaor gives
I is e lull-tuition scholarships each
year to Tulane, Louisiana's most
es pens is e priv ate only ersioy with
an annual tuition 01
also
s,25(.
Fa,h.ol the 144 legislatSoir7
.in el ye a one-year scholarship
a.a.11 sear.
'A
Orleans got its share ol
..holarships in return for a tax
break on- a building building
bought by Tub lie in MO. The
lawmakers got theirs after the
Legislature in _1884 let Tulane
drop out of the state university
system and granted it a tax
esemptum now worth 5500,0(10 a

Man shoots women
OAS MILLS, W.Va.(AP) —
A man barred by court order
trom seeing hi; estranged wife
kicked down her door, shot her
and a I riend to death, and waiunded the woman's 13-year-old son
belore killing himself.
Anthony S. Wagner, 26, had
been free on SI,500 bail after
being jailed last month fOr violating the order to stay from Nancy
Wagner and her son.
Early: Tuesday, he shot his
35-sear-old wile and her friend,
identified only.: as a 31-year-old
man from Redondo Beadh, Calif.,
state police Sgt. R.S. Arbaugh
said.
Jason Conrad. Mrs. Wagner's

1990 Cadillac Sedan Deville

900
19

All pwr., leather, A:Wt.-NI cassette with eq., local owner.
$1

1988 Cadillac Sedan Devine
All pwr., leather seats, AM/FM cassette with eq., local one
owner.

$9,900
1989 Cadillac Brougham D'Elegance
All pwr., built in radar, leather, AM/FM cassette, local one
owner.

$10,900

Libby Welch, Jeannette Gibbs.
Glenn Doran, Joe Gupton

Back Row: Joyce McDonald,
Rhonda Murphy, Linda Duncan
Front Row: Charles Coleman,
Howard Steely

During construction of our New lvluin
Office facility, the Real Estate and Installment Loan Departments will operate in
the National Hotel Building,located at the
corner of 6th and Main Streets. All other
downtown services will continue to be
offered in the existing main banking lobby.
This new facility will allow us to. provide
services in an attractive,corntortableahd
functional atmosphere,

1985 Cadillac Fleetwood
All Oar., leather seats,/01a FM stereo, twigh light sentinels.

4,90O

PeoplesBank
rhu I iometown Bank

\It KIM.kl • %II %MI K I IR
753-3231
Otithin i„

• Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac

Salespeople Jon Solt er, Itob Harrington. John Purdorn,
'pp l'ordom. Janice Ambridge
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

753-5:U5

year.
Tulane must accept virtually
anyone granted a mas oral scholarship. The school set minimum
academic requirements for the
legislative scholarships in 19Sa.
Many legislators do look for
needy students who are academically deserving. Others let Tulane
choose the recipient.
Tulane President Eamon M.
Kelly aaraibeAried many mnesía
make tbe scholarships compeoLive, but legislators resisted.
National scholarship search
companies said the) did not
know it any other legislature with
a similar perk.
Few people outside oi government even knew about the s,holarships or who got them until
Sidney Barthelemy 11 listed his
S69,000 scholarship on his high
school graduation program. When
the news broke, a suburban state
representative filed a complaint
with the state ethics commission.
Barthelemy, the- city's second
black mayor, said the uproar was
at least partly racially mon\;tied
since no complaint was hi...!
against Rep. Jim Dune Ion. a
white lawmker who had giv en a
scholarship to his daughter.
Dondon said he would end the
practice. "Obviously the press
and the public consider that inappropriate," he said.
The news broke as the Legislature passed a S90 million sales
tax increase to restore Routing
cuts to state colleges. Over the
past decade, tuition to public
schools has skyrocketed with cuts
in - state funding, and many
parents can no longer :Ilford to
send their children to public
schools, much less. Tulane.

son from a previous marriage.
was wounded in the head and
shoulders and listed in fair
condition.
•
'The Wagners had recently
separated.
"Nancy Wagner was al raid tot
her life and her son's,” Cpl. J.L.
Swiger said. "She indicated her
husband had threatened to commit suicide if she left him."

Friends show
their support
by cutting hair
VERMILION, Ohio (API
Twenty friends of a high school
senior cut off their hair with dog
shears in a show of support for
their cancer-stricken classmate.
who was left bald by
chemotherapy.
"They told me if I had to lose
my hair, they'd lose theirs. I
didn't think they were serious."
18-year-old David Firestme said.
It definitely 'shows I have some
really good friends."
The clean-pated group graduates on Saturday froin Vermilion
High School.
"We all know David's the
kind of person who, if it had been
one of us, he'd do it, too." said
Chad Whitt. "He'd probably he
leading the whole thing.'
Whitt's mother, Marci Whitt.
said she didn't want her son to
graduate baldheaded. But she
added, "They did it for Dave,
that's what's important."
"And, I guess, it'll grow
hack," she said.
In December,-'a group of
seventh- and eighth-grade boys in
Yorkville, Ill., shaved their heads
to .show support for their
leukemia-stricken friend Mark
Lowry.

Computer may
run everything
except cooler
NEW YORK (AP) - The personal computer of the not-toodistant future will run just about
everything in your office but the
water cooler.
Dozens of makers of office
equipment arc uniting behind a
Microsoft Corp. technology that
will make it easier for PCs to talk
to fax machines, printers, copiers.
'scanners and telephones.
With Microsoft's soltware
standards, or interfaces, a worker
writing something on a computer
could, for instance, click on a
Windows copying machine icon
and instantly order 100 copies.
Among the companies taking
part are Compaq Computer Corp..
Hewlett-Packard Co.. Ricoh Co
NEC and Xerox Corp.
The lirst machines equipped
with the standard will he ready
1s Li le this S
and MOM COM_
panics will ship products before
next summer. Miariasolt ahaurman
Bill Gates said 1 sesday.
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CCMS releases list
Calloway County Middle
School has released its honor
rolls for fourth nine weeks and
entire year as follows:
6 PLUS ONE
4TH NINE WEEKS
HONOR ROLL
*ALL A's THE ENTIRE YEAR
All A's
*Elizabeth Allen, Spencer Chambers,
*John Clayton, *Lee Ann Cnder, *Jennifer Fotch,Courtney Hamby,*Hilde Hens.
Whitney Morns, *Rachel Murrell, Payton
Patterson, Emily Robertson, Am Taylor,
* I &any White
Jason Bogard, Tam se Bullard, Russell
Cleaver, W. Demck Edwards, Kristen Farmer, Alan Forrester, Nathan Gibson, Kaci
Greer, Lesley Houston, Wesley James,
Chnstopher B. Jones, Monica Lay, Jennifer
Liddle, Mason Lilly, Michelle McClure,
Ashley McKendree, Jessica Norsworthy,
Craig Outlind, Andrea Paschall. Ashley
Rose, Amanda Rudolph, Johnna Stockdale,
Lowe Stockwell, Rebekah Underhill, Bradley Walker. Kimberly West, Heather,Wright,
i Ifany Young

6 PLUS
4TH NINE
HONOR
*ALL As THE

TWO
WEEKS
ROLL
ENTIRE

A11.1:5

YEAR

*Kathym Godar, *Jonathan King, *Kevin
Sinter, Bethany Vanderrnolen, Melody Wojciechowski, Matthew Wyatt

A's and B's
Marsha Adams, W. Robert Anderson, Nichile Behr, Eric Braddock, Michael Burkeen,
Rebecca Carson. Kennene Cleaver. Sara
Davenport. John Downey, Kelhe DOwns,
Miranda Dunn. Thomas Eike. Magan Fleet-

Inuestnsentm Since 185-1

Stock Market
Report
Prices as ol 9 AM
Price

Company

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg........... +4.43
DJIA Previous Close.......3510.54
417/s + 'Is
Air Products—.....
611/1 - 3/4
A T & T..........
533/4 + 1/4
Bell South
633/4 + 3/1
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ...581/s - 1/s
457/s + Vs
Chrysler...........
Dean Foci& ..........-........ 261/s unc
+ 1/4
Exx on .................
- Vs
Fisher Price
547/4 + 1/4
Ford Motor
931/3 + Vs
General Electric
411/s + Vs
General Motors
437/1 + 1/4
Goodrich
+ 7/I
Goodyear .......
53 + 3/4
IBM
343/s suic
Ingersoll Rand
227/s • Vs
K•Mart...............—
2934 unc
K 1. Energy
17 unc
Krog r .......... .....
385/s • 14
LG&E
+ Vi
McDonalds ........
36s/s + 'Is
Merck
J.C. Penney.......................48 • 'Is
Peoples First*....... 3234B 333/4/1
7234 + 14
Quaker Oats
631/2 + 1
Schering-Plough
521/2 + 1/4
Sears

641/4 + I.

Texaco
Time
1ST

.....

1A al-Mart..........

+ V4
29'/i .....- 263/4 + Vs

• Hlard Lyons Ise market maker in this
stock
UNC price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is Inn.
,4IvtI. yons ix • Newby abSE uol SPC

wood. John Gore. Sara Johnston, Tara
Harrison, Ashley Henderson. Aimee Henson. Jennifer Lamb, Ryan Kelly. Eric King,
Jared Hill. Sarah Lee. Sarah Mann, William
Lee, Lacey McCuan, Christopher Mohler.
Casey Ohver, M. Joey O'Donnell, Julia
Owens, Amanda Peal, Adam Ragsdale, Michael Rhodes. Headier Saxon, Shane Smith,
Larry Stubblefield,,James C. Todd, Robin
Nowak

TNT 7

4TH NINE WEEKS
HONOR ROLL
*ALL A's THE ENTIRE YEAR
All A's
Paul Bell,Shane Burkeen. *Angela Burkeu,
Lindsay Chamberlain, Jason Eaves, Kenny
Emstberger, Jayme Gibson, David Gordon,
Rebecca Hargrove, Jennifer Hughes,*Jason
Mann, Ahsha McPherson, Jeffrey Nix,
*Whitney Price. Jamie Sanders. Stacy
Schroader, Brandon Sharp, *Erica Stickler,
Heather Tracy, Trent Wilson, Laurie Witte,
Audry Wonter, *John-Enc Yezerski

AlLaniLiu,
Ree se Adams. Pamela Anderson, Elizabeth
Arant, Elizabeth Barrett, Jessica Birdsong,
LaDonna Boren, Robert Braden, Dennis
Bnttain, Chris Burkeen, Nakiah Burks, Jamie Coates, Barry Cooper, Art Cnpps.
Tammy CnIpepper, Cory Cummings, Darla
Dick, Ryan Dornesick, Knits D01011, Donielle Dupuis, Candice Fain, Jacob Falwell,
Shea Forrester, Brad Galloway.Seth Grogan,
Christopher lieridncks, Joshua Herndon,
Sara Houston, John Hughes. Mutiny Hutchens. Sammy Ingram, Dalissa Joseph, Derek
Keel, Amanda Knight. Tena Lewis. Ben
Mjos, Kody Myers, Tncia Nelson, Curtis
Newbem, Tracy °Conner, David Perla",
Adam Pitman. Emily Pyle, Anthony Robertson, Roy Slayden, Tim Stark, Shea Stonecipher, Chnsty Tabers, Robert Taylor, Emily
Thomas,Tami Thompson,(Ins Thom,Ken
Turner, Bryan Westra

STAR 7
4TH NINE WEEKS
HONOR ROLL
*ALL A's THE ENTIRE YEAR

All A's
*E.Shae Bryant, Whitney Coleman, Ty
Fiebig. Amber Flood, *Knsty Linn, Constance Smith, *Daisy Watkins, Marcie Williams

Obituaries
J. Hollie Jones
The funeral for J. Hollic Jones
will be Thursday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Glynn Orr and
the Rev. Buren Richerson will
officiate. Shcrma ScOtt will be
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Johnny
Flood, Don Lovett, Clifton Key
Jr., Jimmy Joe Key, Thomas
Murdock and Lowell Key.
Burial will follow in Sinking
Spring Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight

(Wednesday).
Mr. Jones, 77, of Rt. 7, Murray, dicd Monday at his home.
Survivors include one ister.
Mrs. Ola Mac Hughes, Murra.
one brother, Codic Eugene Jones
and wife, Mary Belle, Rt. 1, Murray; one niece, Mrs. Sandra
Hughes Hood and ittrstraitl; John ny; three nephews, Ctxlic Eugene
Jones Jr., Terry Hughes and Jerryi
Hughes and wife, Dana: two
great-nieces, Lori Flood and
Angie Hughes; one great-nephew.
Shane Hughes.

John Trevor Knight
Services for John Trevor
Knight are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. Terry Walters and
Richard Farrell are officiating.
Pallbearers are Lance Allison,
Chris Henry, Jason Phillips, Mike
McNutt, Brad Schroader and
Speigh, active; Tod KellJeremy
..
cr, Jon Burkeen, Mat Maness,

Monty McCuiston, Mike Harrison
and John NI. McDougal.
honorary.
Burial will follow in Murra\
City Cemetery.
Mr. Knight, 22, of Vine Street.
Murray, died Sunday at 2:53 a.m.
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Rev. Harry Hampsher
Services for the Rev. Harry
Hampsher arc today at 1 p.m. at
Brainerd Baptist_ Church, Chattanooga, Tenn. Dr. J. Ralph McIntyre, the Rev. Ken Duggan and
the Rev. Pierce McIntyre are
officiating.
Burial will follow in Hamilton
Memorial Gardens with the
arrangements by Chattanooga
Funeral Home, East Chapel.
The Rev. Hampsher, 65, Chattanooga, Tenn., formerly of Mur-

ray, died Sunday at a hospital
there.
Survivors include his wile.
NIrs. Martha Hampsher: two
daughters, Mrs. Kay Brown, Red
Bank, Tenn., and Mrs. Barbara
Coleman, Wingate. N.C.: three
granddaughters, Abby. Katy and
Molly Coleman: one sister, Mrs.
Arlene Winters, Ernila, Pa.; oii,•
brother, Larry Hampsher,
liamsport, Pa.; several meees arki
nephews.

A:s_aulas

Miranda Allbntten, Jennifer Anderson,
Robert Arnett. Melissa Banker, Knstin Barneu, Knstina Berry,Casey Daugherty,Cindy
Drennon, Melanie Hensley, Mandy Hicks,
Heather Flill, Rosalie Miller, Justin Morton,
Jason Pittman, Emily Reardon, Miranda
Rogers, April Rowles, Rebecca Todd, Kear
Wallace

TN'T 8
4TH NINE WEEKS
HONOR ROLL
*ALL A's THE ENTIRE YEAR
All A's
Elishia Adams, Allison Duke,Patncia Greer.
Jana Herndon, Scott Kettle, *Kathy Kobraei, Josh Lasater, Josh McKee', Nikki
McMillen, *Sherean Neuhart, Laune Jo
Parker, Susie Richter, Lori Stalls, Stephanie
Ward

A's and B's
Amanda Adams. Joshua Adams, Melissa
Ainley, Elizabeth Blackford, David Bugden,
Tom Burgess, Boone Chambers, Lisa
Cooper, Erica Cossey, Tracy Dunn, Jamie
Easley, Beth Foster, Carla Futrell, Jennifer
Gay, Ashley Gilson, David Greene, Tiffany
Hale, Nicholas Helton, Heather Henderson,
Summer Hill, Jason Hjetland, Lisa Holt,
Robert lasenko, Mark Johnson, Melissa
Johnson, Nathan Keller, Marty Koca,Russell
Lencki, Heather Lennox, Heather Lewis,
Robert Lewis, Christina Lowe,Joye Martin,
Molly Melson, Nesesha Miller, Ashley Morns, David O'Neal, Andrew ORourke, Cassie
Paschall, Andrew Paul, Man Roberts, Brittany Shelton, Julie Srnothernian, Jason Stations,Sean Stonecipher,Chnssy Stubblefield,
Ricky Tabers, Chad Thom, Jana Thom,
Esther Tripp, Brenda Washer, Knsy Whitfield, Danielle Williams, Bradford Wilson

STAR 8
4TH NINE WEEKS
HONOR ROLL
A's and B's
Des Banks, Jamie Burkeen, Andrea Conner,
Michelle Crouse, Tracy Crowder, Angie
Curtis, Josh Elliott, Angie Fonener, Michelle
Green, Stephen Hester, Holly Leslie, Angie
Long, Misti Manson, Amanda McCuiston,
Tonya Morgan, Josh Morton, Crystal Nadeau, Amy Outland, Salrina Outland, Brandon Ramey, Joe David Raybum, Ragen
Riley, Roue Rowland, Stacey Sutton, Gena
Taylor, Liberty Urban, April Webb, Ginger
Whittaker
Thomas Wilcox, Rebecca Wilson

We're stronger
than ever before.
We've gotten our annual report card
from A.M. Best, the insurance company
rating firm. Once again we've earned the
highest rating . . .

Government fined
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — A judge
fined the government $3,240 for
withholding evidence in the trial
of two men accused of killing a
deputy U.S. marshal.
U.S. District Judge Edward
Lodge ordered prosecutors Tuesday to pay the six defense attorneys one day's fees, at S60 per
hour for a nine-hour day.
White separatist Randy Weaver, 45, and Kevin Harris, 25, are
accused of killing William Dcgan

Former dealer
of commodities
is sentenced
PROVIDENCE, R.I.(All — A
former commodities dealer drew
life in prison without parole for
murdering a disgruntled client
with a crossbow and a crowbar
and killing the man's wife and
daughter.
Prosecutors said - Christopher
Hightower shot Ernest Brendel,
strangled Brendel's wife, Alice,
and killed his 8-year-old daughter, Emily, by undetermined
means in 1991 in revenge for a
complaint Brendel filed against
him with regulators.
"I have never in my extensive
legal career ... seen such an evil
crime as this," Superior Couit
Judge John Sheehan said
Tuesday.

during an Aug. 21 shootout at
Weaver's mountaintop cabin.
Weaver's teen-age son also N,v;s
killed in the gun battle. and
Weaver's wife was slain during
the ensuing 11 -day siege.
At the start of the trial in
April, the -defense subpoenaed
notes a sniper and another FBI
agent .kept during the siege
Defense attorney Gerry Spoke
claimed the notes could contra
diet the sniper's testimon.
Prosecutors had until the end
of April to turn the mites L)‘er,
hut Spence said he didn't get
them until Friday, after the sniper
had 'finished testifying.
Assistant U.S. Attorne%
Howen said they were delaed ii
the mail.
The judge also ordered pro..
cutors to make the sniper avail
able for further questioning.

HOG MARKET
Essleral-Stale Mucks* 5rs6s Service June S. 1113
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Markel Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts. kct. 314, Est. 5141 Narrows a
Gilts .50 lower Sows •rus k io LH lower
116.0046.50
US 1.2 211250 lbs.543.4104530
LS 1.2 214-230 lbs.515.50-44.00
LS 2-3 23112641 lbs._
144.50-45.50
IS 11
Sows
131.40-33.041
US 1-2 2/1-350 lb..
533.0113101
US 1.3 311141141 lbs._
533.511134.50
IS 1-3 4441525 lbs._
534 50-37 00
US 1-) 525 and up 525 04131 00
LS 2.3 31111-500
Bears $211.414121 511

244-ri•

tilp)
e55ettati5
Serving Cafeteria Style

A+ Superior
This rating is assigned after extensive analysis
of Shelters business practices. . .

Tuesday, June 8th

• Adequacy of reserves
•
Soundness of investments
• Capital sufficiency.
We add the personal touch in service
for your life, home, car, farm, and
business insurance needs.

ri3c1
Your
f1411 Service
Pharmacy
' And Morel

•15% Cash Discount
on all prescriptions

FREE

•Computerized Records PRESCRIPTION
DELIVERY
'Medical Claims Service
•PCS •Medimet
•BC-BS 'Paid State Aid
Health & Beauty Items
'

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn
R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

50th Anniversary
Production
Roger's & Hammerstein

"Oklahoma"
June 11 & 12, 18 & 19
and 25 8 26

.Ti at> 'rfri.Drive
of1. Li:a:;
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:
C

at 8 p.m.
June 13, 20 and 27

at 2 p.m.

759-1752

gA

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR SHIER HEALTH
DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—

DISCOVERING CHIROPRACTIC
Chiropractic offices are opening
up in every town and every neighborhood. Millions of people throughout the
world are enjoying the health benefits
provided by this modem profession.
With each passing day, many more are
-discovenng- chiropractic for themselves. How as it that chiropractic has
had such a positive effect on so many
people?
All lunctions of the body depend on
m.irdination or direct control by the
,:entral nervous system. Any Stress or'
injur!, resulting in damage to the nerves
or aii structural disorder that interferes
their function, an he a cause of

discomlort. pain or disease.
Chiropractic deals with this basis
cause of disease. Chiropractors arc
trained to detect and correct disorders
causing interference with the function o I
nerves. Through his knowledge of hod
mechanics and the complex nent.us
system, your chiropractor can eliminat
the causes of a multitude of symptom,
and the named diseases they represent

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
—Chiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94

753-2962

Good Used Vehicles
1993 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer
Four Door Tahoe, White w/Blue Cloth,
5,000 Miles
1992 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer
Four Door Tahoe, White w/Charcoal
Cloth, 21,000 Miles
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Light Blue w/Blue Leather, 30,000 Miles
1991 Cadillac Seville
White w/Burgundy
Miles

Leather, 45,000

1991 Chevrolet Caprice
Silver w/Burgundy Cloth, 36,000 Miles,
Full Power
1991 Chevrolet Camaro AS
Leather, T-Tops, V-8 Engine, Alloy
Wheels, 33,000 Miles
1991 Chrysler Fifth Avenue
White w/Blue Cloth, 49,000 Miles, Full
Power
1990 Chevrolet Beretta GT
White w/Burgundy Cloth, V-6, Auto, Full
Power
1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Four Door, V-6 Engine, 50,000 Miles,
Full Power

Would Like To Announce
Their Opening

• Competency of underwriting
• Control of expenses
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HOW'S

Tuesday thru Saturday
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
—and-

5 to 8:30 p.m.
Each Day
June 8-15 Evening Meals Only

1990 Dodge Daytona
Burgundy w/Grey Cloth, 26,000 Miles,
V-6, Loaded
1989 Nissan Sentra XE
Air, Cassette, Four Door Sedan, Locally
Owned
1989 Pontiac trirebird GTA
Every Option, White w/Beige Cloth
1989 Buick Regal Limited
Two Door Coupe, 48,000 Miles, Fully
Loaded
1988 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado
Long Wheel Base, 68,000 Miles, 350,
Sharp!
1987 GMC S-15 Jimmy
Four Wheel Drive, Red & White Two
Tone, Alloy Wheels

1987 Dodge Caravan
63,000 Miles, Silver w/Grey Cloth, 3.0
V-6 Engine

Home Cooked Meals and
Fresh Baked Breads, Pies and Desserts

Sill Ill R
I

Herold "Jack" nornalne
licensed lo KY & TN
7514033 or 7534173
401 S. 12th St. - Murray

We'll always be there for you.
•hoirwr insurant• Cos Home(Acs 141 / W lboademy Columbia. MO 11211

CALL IN ORDERS 753-2J4$
Hwy. 121 North
(2102 Coldwater Rd.)
Murray

Ainv PEPPERS

CHEVROLET

600 Tyson Axis
642-3900

Ports
Hwy. 79S
lacismajie
1-800-325-3229
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Horoscopes

•

or your personalized dail
Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on
your own date of birth, call
I-900-7788. Your phone cornpans will hall you 95 cents a
minute.)

14.
a

1111 RSD‘1..11 NE 10,1993
11 %I'M 81k 1111)
IN THE
NEVI
OF YOER LIFE:
You find (km our priorities has e
—Outrage& C-u-t- you-rselt. .-1-oos from
!legalise people and situations. Discussing a Imancial roadblock with
understanding friends could lead to
a ssindlall next autumn. An older
person makes a saluable suggestion.
Learn from someone else's mistakes. Get all promises iii %% riling.
and charming. you are
adept ai obtaining support from
influential people. Else up
y out
ply muses'
• CELEBREI IFS BORN ON
THIS- DATE: singer Judy Garland.
lass ser
l_ee liaifev. Miss America
19k;I eania Cornett. Britain's
Ponce Philip.
ARIES (March 21 -April 191:
!lase inure faith in a parent's or
child's Moos. Be losing and patient
thirse ssho Lit k self-confidence.
You, encouragement works wonders! Cupid's arrow strikes its target
!At Itt S April 2(1-May 20):
't on should get the response you
seek before the weekend. Refuse to
remain in a hurtful relationship.
Ness financial benefits conic your
st ay ss hen you volunteer to help a
business associate.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
You brid a ness creanse challenge at
ssork and decide to stay put. Good
nestsarrrs es late in the day. Tell
partner the truth if you
hake enough faith in your relationship.
CANCER 'June 21 -July 221: Put
ossn needs first today. As long
as :Con keep your temper under control. you can make substantial gains.
'ion are strongly attracted to a newcomer. A magnanimous gesture
\s m.rase re% ie%4 s.
I.F0 !lull% 23-Aug. 221: Make
certain Von handle family responsibilities in a mature mariner. Take
sloth oil a parent's or child's needs
before making any firm decisions.
Romance is somewhat predictable.
1 IRGO 'Aug. 23-Sept. 221: A
permanent relationship becomes
possible. Know the difference
bet s\ een infatuation and true love. A
111.0 4 'i personal decision cannot he
postpibned. Make up your mind.
1.1111RA ISept. 23-Oct. 221: Postpone a rob change until later in the
year. An opportunity to boost your
income iiiJ m ml he all it seems. Display your special talents to hest
ads Amalie. !ravel 54 nih family Mein -

Prices Good
June 9 thru
June 15

COMinan['
Fmc.c a 11I,rK1

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

TODAY'S CHILDREN arc
horn travelers, eager to see new
places and meet new people. A
knack for turning disadvantages
into assets will become apparent
at an early age. Although these
.voungsters are prone to tantrums.
the recover quickly from their
outhursts. They will prefer having just one or two confidants to
a gaggle of friends. Usually
blessed with good looks, these
charming Geminis will he especially. popular Vk, Ith members of
the opposite sex.
I

Quantities

Pork Chops
99
Smoked

$3

Eckrich

Sausage
$ if 79

Lb

Slab2-3 Lb.Bacon
Frying Chicken
Pkg.
C
1 19 Ground
Owens Best
Extra Lean

US.Choice
Boneless Sirloin

Lb

Tip Steak
Lb
$239

I Lb

Fischer Center Cut Smoked

Seaboard Farms Country Cut-Up

Pork Chops
$239

79

Fields
Foot Long

Round

Hot Dogs

$219

$ 89
Lb

Lb

US. Choice Boneless

Smoked Picnics

69c.

White House

Apple
Sauce

Lb

23 oz

Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice

Beef
Round Steak Ground
3-4 Lb. Pkg.
19 Beef 11 49
Tomato
Lb.
Sauce
Stew
Lb

Rolled Rump or
Sirloin Tip Roast
Armour

Vienna
Sausage

24 oz

289

$1

99!
289C

Boneless S1.69 Lb.

15 oz

49

Flay-O-Rich

Angel Soft

2% Milk
$189

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg 79'

Gallon

Contadina

Armour

5 Oz

99`

Royal Oak

Corn, Veg. or Puritan

Charcoal
$299

Crisco Oil
$ 1 89

10

Lb.

With $1.03

Vlasic Bread & Butter

Donald Duck

Chips or Sticks
Chili w/Beans

15 oz.

Dole

Pineapple

20 oz

Prairie Farm

Whole Milk
Sparkle Single Roll

Paper Towels

Orange Juice

16 oz

Van Camp

gal

Lb

79'
79'
199
59'

64 oz Carton
Hyde Park Cut or F.S.

Green Beans

Corn

69'
3/99'

10 oz

17 oz.

Assorted Flavors
64 oz $ 1 99

Rainbow
12 pk.

Hyde Park

Sweet Peas

Sweet Relish

Gatorade

7 oz.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt, Dew,
Diet Mt, Dew, Dr. Pepper

Vlasic Hot Dog or

Hyde Park Golden CS. or WK

199C
41% /99c

16
Red Cross Bite Size

Macaroni

99'

Off Coupon $199

16 oz.

$299

3/99'

Marshmallows

16 oz

Yoo Hoo 3 Pk.

Chocolate Drink

Vito-duce
Burgers Boneless
Baked Country

Eckrich Turkey

Co Jack

Ham
$559

Pastrami
$289

Cheese

Lb

Lb.

69'
99'

• Fancy Slicing

Golden Ripe

Crisp Head

Cucumbers

Bananas

leffuce

3/89
$1
3 49!
$3
29
b

Lbs

• •,, a rea.ted end

updated t.nt, of leant
te'::,rte hook -Yeaterday. Tale, and Fore
Can help You Farad VOW' PIM% tr!
' vend 51195 plat Si postage and hardly.,

•.
r
I .
K a' *.
•

Right fo-iirnit

We Reserve The

Owen's Best Sliced

Center Cut Boneless

SCORPIO 1051.

1

Food Starnps -

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

hers.

23-Nov. 2I):
!kip a lined one find a nos creative
hallenge. Your warm personality
%s ins you tllan friends. An exciting
romancc is part of the picture. Mikik ,ktO 1 le,capture your interest.
S ;1 11 1 RR SINov. 22-Dec.
211. I hose ssho work in the arts
receoe great nesss today. Share the
limelight. A willingness to forgise
and lorget ssill lady y,cin as °id a
malt it .•4411rontatiott at home.
CAPRICORN i Dec_ 22-Jan
191 An improsentent in your personal appearance makes someone
influential see on in a new light.
Job pert or malice is still the most
important factor in career adsancemein.
AQI. ARIES clan. 20-Feb.
Do not let a setback get you down,
entually you will win big! Be gracious in .ictor. The reappearance
tit a former romantic partner could
lead to a new inner peace.
PISUIES IFeh, 19-March 20r
Your 55illuigness to look ahead
helps you make the future bright. A
nest place or face, or piece of lamination, still get a stalled project off
the :rounti. Romance looks happy.

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

7aad — 714.0t gd44€ 70ffed
We Accept

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

,

Andre., and McMecl, PO Roe 41913('
6.4;4; Slake checks pavehle •

drr.• of McNdeel ;

SUBSCRIBE!

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable( ars
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
.1st Maio st
753 44ti 1

1

Owen's Famous
9 Pcs. Fried

Chicken
$399

Owens Best
Boneless Pit Baked
Of Honey Baked

Owen's Best
Storemade

Ham
$159

Macaroni Salad
99
,

Snow White

Green

Mushrooms

Onions

8 oz Pkg

99c 3/89'

5 Lb. Bag
Idaho

Potatoes

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916
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SECTION B
Man pays $40,000
for Greta Garbo's
letters to a friend

-erefeiwrit
I

MIAMI (AP) - Greta Garbo
said she wanted to be alone. But
according to a cache of letters
sold for S40,000, she was miserible in her solitude.
"I have disappeared in the
ferness. 1 am practically a prisonbecause I don't want anyone to
know 1 am here," the star wrote
in one letter.
David Wolkowsky, a 73-yearold Key West millionaire who
said he met the screen legend
once 50 years ago, bought Garbo's letters Tuesday in London.
The 68 letters — 22 typed, 46
handwritten — were sent between
1932 and 1973 to actress and
seteonwriter Salka Viertel, a
close friend of Garbo's. The letWI'S were sold by Viertel'
family.
In one letter she wrote, "It is
hard and sad to be alone but
sometimes its even more difficult to he with someone."
From another: "I am living in
terror and utter sadness."
Garbo withdrew from , mo‘les
and public .view in 1941, attempting to live quietly in New York.
She died in 1990.
WkdkOWSky • said he plans to
keep the letters private despite a
-slew of -offers — including a hid
ot S15,000 from a German newspaper -- to publish them, The
Miami Herald reported today.
WoIkowsky said he met Garbo
at a party in California in 1943.
"She seemed sort of beyond the
realm of the human," he said.

Country Fair

/\\

Coke, Diet Coke, Caffeine Free
Diet Coke, or Mello Yello

WTFS

24 Pk.
12 oz. Cans

Turner

Mixed Cut

2% Milk
• 1 97

Green Beans

sac

16 oz.
Can

for

-

ce Milk

7

1/2 Gal.
Carton

Scottowemnis
Joan of Arc

Blue Bonnet

Paper Towels'
C

Margarine

Jumbo
Roll )1II

1 Lb.
Pkg.

:

Fresh

Great Northern

Beans

15 oz.

Can

4$
for

044,,

Partin's

Ground
Beef

Lb.

More

Limit 2 Packages.

Country
!_ausage

28

Fryer Breast
Catfish Fillets

Swiss Steak

Lb.2

'299

Lb.

$1 99
Lb.

ill

109

Lb.

$199

Polish Sausage...1, 2 Lb. Pkg.
Wieners

Lb. Pkg.

Hygrade's

Bologna

Lb. Pkg.

Fields

Chestnut Bacon

Pork Jowls

9
Lb.6

Lb. Pkg.

Braunschweiger
Fresh Yellow

Yellow

Squash

Onions

98C

Red Ripe

Tomatoes
Radish

Lb.

3 Lb.
Bag

Fresh Ripe

Peaches

67LIC:

nder

0

Arn•ricon Noon Association

1

IN

96C
9GO
960
86C

Hygrade's

Metzger

Smoked

Lb.

Limit 5 Pkg.,
Please!

Hygrade's Mild or Hot

Boneless

Red

•

88°

Turner

Cal

t'ornelkon

It Works

2 Ltr. Bottle

Festival

Rated:
A++ Superior

753,4703
, itob

Limit 3 Cases, Please!

TR

Pride of Illinois

Valu-Pack Boneless Shoulder

11-1

for

00

Chuck Steak
KY
FARM
BUREAU

16 oz.
Loaf

Bread

Valu-Pack Boneless

U) Cm)

1100

Wonder

Governor pays
$30,000 for
paternity suit
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) Gov. Bruce Sundlun says he paid
woman 530,00(1 to settle a
paternity suit involving a teenager who is probably his
daughter. The 73-year-old made the disclosure Tuesday after a lawyer
ear-old Kara Hewes of
for
West Bloomfield, Mich.,
announced a paternity suit would
he filed today against "the go‘ ernor of an East Coast state."
Sundlun said he had a relationship with Hewes' mother, Judith,
beginning in 1973, when both
were single. He said Mrs. Hewes
sued for paternity, and although a
blood test was inconclusive, his
lawyer arranged the settlement.
"I heard no more of Judith
Hewes until the 1988 election,
hut I have heard from her each
election campaign thereafter, basically each time threatening a
paternity suit," the .two-term
governor said.
Another blood test in 1992
indicated he "very likely" was
the father, Sundlun said.
Mrs. Hewes told WDIV-TV in
Detroit her daughter wanted
money for college.
A millionaire, Sundlun married
his fourth wife in 1985. He said
she was aware of the payments
and was very supportive.
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'Cats extend
Pitino contract
through 2000

Finally, the NBA Finals

Bulls begin push in Phoenix
By HOWARD ULMAN

By MIKE EMBRY

NBA FINALS

AP Sports Writor

AP Sports Wrtisr

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Alter serving
four years of his seven-year contract.
Kentucky basketball coach Rick Pitino
agreed to add another four years that will
keep him with the Wildcats into the next
century.
The school announced Tuesday that
Pitino's contract was extended through
the 1999-2000 season.
"I think he made a career decision, that
he wants to be a college coach, and he
wants to be a college coach at Kentucky," athletic director C.M. Newton said
after a meeting of the UK Athletics Association board of directors.
"I've always equated the contract here
at Kentucky with a marriage," Pitino said
Tuesday night from Richmond, Ky
where he had a speaking engagement.
VI TURN TO PAGE 3B

PHOENIX — Finally, the focus is on the finals, not
on how much Michael Jordan lost on golf bets or how
well Charles Barkley knows Madonna. Just on how
brilliantly Michael and C.harles play basketball.
Will the pressure-tested Chicago Bulls become the
third team in NBA history to win three straight titles?
Will the Phoenix Suns, with a first-year coach and a
superstar in his first season with them, prevent that?
Can Phoenix rookie Richard Dumas guard multitalented Scottie Pippen? Can Chicago's team defense
stop the drives of Kevin Johnson or the 3-pointers of
Dan Majerle and Danny Ainge?
•
Can Chicago take away the homecourt advantage in
tonight's opener of the best-of-7 series?
And can the media ever get enough gossip?
"That stuff doesn't bother me, although it bothers
my in-laws to be called at home and asked about
Madonna," Barkley said. "I have more pressing matters to worry about."
Reports have linked Barkley with the flashy entertainer, although he said they only met once and
they're not dating.

TONIGHT — Game_l
Bulls at Suns
8 p.m. CDT on NBC

,'There are all kinds of giveaway days at ballparks. There is
Ball Day and Bat Day and Helmet Day.
Tuesday would've been a good
time for Umbrella Night.
At one point, six games in the
major leagues were being delayed
by rain at the same time. By the
end of the evening, there were
nine delays for a total of 12
hours, 23 minutes, although no
games were rained out.
In Milwaukee, the Brewers and
Seattle waited for 2 hours, 34
minutes in the fifth inning. The
game, won by Milwaukee 2-1,
took only 2 hours, 26 minutes.
"We waited, what, 21
/
4
hours?" Brewers manager Phil
Garner said. "We spent five
hours trying to get it in, so you
want 10 win."
In Cleveland, the Indians fell
behind 4-0 to Roger Clemens and
the Boston Red Sox. But following a 27-minute stop in the fifth
inning, the Indians rallied for a
5-4 victory.
"After the rain delay — every

New York's Young
loses 20th straight

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 5. Boston 4
Toronto 14, Calitorr a 6
New York 9. Kansas City 4
Minnesota 3, Texas 2 (10)
Baltimore 6, Gas anc 4
Milwaukee 2, Seatte 1
Detroit 6. Chipso 4

By The Associated Press

time something like that happens,
it changes the game." said Carlos
Baerga, who hit a three-run
homer for Cleveland.
In Chicago, there were three
rain delays, including a wait of
21
/
4 hours at the start of game.
before Detroit defeated the White
Sox 6-4.
There also was rain in Baltimore, where the Orioles beat
Oakland 6-4. There was no rain
in Toronto, where the Blue Jays
beat California 14-6 at the Skydome. Also, Minnesota defeated
Texas 3-2 in 10 innings and New
York topped Kansas City 9-4.
In the National League, games
in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
were delayed by rain.

Associated P•ess oho:0

Boston's Roger Clemens saw the Cleseland Indians rally for a 5-4
win after a long rain delay.

Sixteen-year-old makes Open field
By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writor

LOS ANGELES — Although
he's only 16, Ted Oh is so confident, he believes he can make
the leader board in any golf
tournament. However, he looks
at the U.S. Open a little
differently.
"In the Open, I just hope to
make the cut," he said.
On Monday, Oh became one
of the youngest players to qualify for the Open, to be played
June 17-20 at Baltusrol Golf
Club in Springfield, N.J.

• On Tuesday, he was still
ecstatic.
"This is just unbelievable,
even I can't believe what I just
did," Oh said. "I'm so looking
forward to it. The Open? Oh,
gosh, the people I'm going to
see..'

But first things first. Before
Oh plays in the Open, he's got
to deal with final exams.
"I'm a little upset right now,
all my teachers are making me
take finals tomorrow and the
day after tomorrow," he said.
"I'm not prepared at all.
"I'm gyg to have to spend

Chicago has an overwhelming edge in experience at
this ultimate stage of the season. Ainge is the 0111%
Phoenix player to reach the finals, winning two
championships with the Boston Celtics. The Suns List
were in the finals in 1976, losing to Boston_
"This series is no different than any other series.
It's just basketball against a very good wain." Ainge
said. "How they've been together for a long time is to
their advantage. I don't think the fact that they'se
been in the finals is an advantage at all.'•
The Suns seemed relaxed Tuesday and have proven
themselves under pressure.
They survived a 2-0 del icit.with three straight wins
in their opening playoff series against the. Los Angeles
Lakers. They survived a sevt.:nth game of the Western
Conference finals against Seattle behind Barkley's 44
point -and 24 rebounds.
The Bulls aren't relying on their familiarity with the

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Indians beat Sox,
Rocket after delay
By BEN WALKER

season.

He's going through what Jordan has endured with
reports of his gambling — one golf partner said Jordan
lost SI.25 million in golf wagers in 10 days. Such
reports sparked Jordan's media boycott.
"Michael's got it easier" by not talking to reporters, Barkley said after practice Tuesday. "He doesn't
have to deal with idiots like 1 do."
It's not that the media didn't try. When Jordan
emerged for practice as his team's interview session
was winding up Tuesday, reporters and canwramen
elbowed each other for position and frantically followed him around the court, hoping he would speak.
"I know the vocal cords still work. Prove it," one
reporter said.
Jordan, towering over the mob with an expression
that was a cross between a smile and a laugh, said
little, but did have one message: "get off the floor.'' • TURN TO PAGE 3B

AMERICAN LEAGUE

AP Sports Wrstor

He needed to play some basketball.
"We're good. and they're good, and we'll see
'who's better.' said Barkley, title-less throughout his
career, spent entirely with Philadelphia until this

a lot of time studying in the
next couple of days. Finals
were supposed to be next week,
but I've got to leave on Friday.
They weren't ready and I
wasn't ready.
"So many things are coming
right at once. I'm just busy, it's
complicated."
Oh. a sophomore at Torrance
High School who turns 17 on
Aug. 27, qualified for the. Open
with two rounds of par 72 at the
Valencia Country Club on Monday. He was one of four players
from 'a field of 59 in sectional
quahlying to earn Open berths.

In February, Oh played in the
Los Angeles Open. but had a
36-hole total of 148 and missed
Will Buerger, Oh's coach last
year before retiring after 18
seasons as the school's golf
coach, followed his former
player Monday and said he
wasn't surprised he qualified.
"He belongs there," Boerger
said. "He has such maturity on
the course, he handles himself
so well. He can play w ith the
professionals.
"He's just a super young kid,
you would want him as your
son."

ALLERGY SYMPTOMS
Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY

Move over Craig Anderson.
Make room Cliff Curtis. Anthony
Young's streak is still going
strong.
Young established a club
record Tuesday night when he
lost his 20th straight decision as
the Chicago Cubs heat the New
York Mets 5-1 at Shea Stadium.
Young (0-6) had been tied with
Anderson (1962-1964) for most
consecutive losses by a Mets
pitcher. The all-time reeord is 23
in a row by Curtis of the
1910-1911 Boston Braves.
"I never could see that this
could ever happen," Young said.
"I'm still throwing well, not any
differently. You can't win if you
don't score runs."
He's still losing, too.
"I can't think about the losing
streak," Young said. "If you
don't have your good stuff, you
have to battle. Today, 1 didn't
have good stuff. I had no location
on my lastball."
Mike Islorgan (4-7) pitched
six -hit ball over K 2-3 innings for
the Cubs and Rick Wilkins hit his

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
S. Lou s 4. San Francisco 3
Mo^treal 4. Cincinnati 2
Houston 6, Phiiadeiohia 3
Coioraclo 4, Pittsburgh I
Chicago 5. New York
San D,ego 5, loanta 4
Los Ange-es 2, Flo' da
ninth homer.
"The way my career started,
went from high school to the big
leagues — I had a lot of tough
losses," Morgan said. "It's a
tough business, but the guy.
(Young) has got greatstuff. He's
just got to .Iiiteep battling."
Young, 2-.14 last season,
pitched six innings and gave up
four runs and nine hits. It was his
first loss as a starter this year.,
"We'd all love to get the kid a win and get this off his back, but
he has to help, too," manager
Dallas Green said.
Elsewhere in the NL, it was St.
Louis 4, San Francisco 3: Montreal 4, Cincinnati 2; Houston 6,
Philadelphia 3; Colorado 4, Pittsburgh 1; San Diego 5. Atlanta 4:
and Los Angeles 2, Florida I.

Cardinals' Mocha still firing;
cools off hot Giants in 4-3 win
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Rene Arocha is pitching up to some
great expectations — his own.
"I've done what I told myself I could do," Arocha said Tuesday
after he picked up the win in the St. Louis Cardinals' 4-3 victory
over the San Francisco _Giants to remain unbeaten.
Arocha, who defectedlo the United States from Cuba in 1991.
became the first Cardinals rookie to start out 5-0 since Joe Magrane
did it in' 1987.
He allowed one run on five hits over seven innings and lowered
his ERA to 2.36. But he came away with the win only after the
Cardinals rallied for four runs in the eighth and then hung on in the
ninth, when Lee Smith survived Barry Bonds' two-run homer for
his 16th save.
"I think this is the best game I've thrown so far. especially
because it was against the (NL West-leading) Giants," Arocha said
through second baseman Luis Alicea, who acted as interpreter following the game.
St. Louis won the rights to Arocha in a six-team lottery following his defection during the Goodwill Games at Seattle in 1991
lie showed his potential last year, when he went 12-7 with a 2.7(1
ERA at Class AAA Louisville.
The Cardinals trailed most of the game 1-0 but took the lead
with a four-run eighth-inning as pinch-hitter Rod Brewer hit a tworun double and Ozzie Smith added a two-run triple.
"That's what really beat us today, their pinch hitters," Baker
said.
Brewer, batting for Mocha, drove an 0-2 offering from Mike
Jackson to the gap in left-center field for a two-run double. Jackson
walked Bernard Gilkey before Smith tripled to right center to drive
home two more runs.

Pediatric & Adult Patients
MEGA
FOOD BAR
•

—

SALADS - MEATS - VEGGIES - DESSERTS
"Served Monday thru Thursday at S p m

Euen #eas

Open Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North • 753-4141 • Murray, Ky

•

Our specialized practice is dedicated to the diagnosis
& treatment of asthma, hayfever, sinus, cough, insect
allergy, skin allergy & food allergy

502-753-7451 or 800-756-5551
Highway 611 North, Murray, Kentucky
Daily Pollen and Mold Count (800) 756-1AIR
we participate with Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Kentucky

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
or 111‘,1,i11,ition ,111,1 `.•,‘r‘.1, t
!lotittt

•

N.
V

;

'
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LOCAL BASEBALL

AUTOMOTIVE

•Bulls begin push...

Air Conditioning Specialist

MURRAY HEAT
The Murray Heat won three home games over the weekend by beating
the Paducah Braves in a doubleheader on Saturday and Reidland Preci.
sion on Sunday.
In Saturday's first game. the Heat won 12-2 behind J U Thieke's triple
and single. Jay McGhee and Kyle Miller also had key hits and Markise
Foster was the winning pitcher.
In the second game, Murray pounded out eight hits behind Matt Keel s
three-hit game. Clot Darnell. Clint Myatt. Kyle Miller, Thieke and Ryan
Seah all hit safely. Keel drove in the winning run in the bottom of the sixth
Miller pitched five strong innings and Thieke shutout the Braves in the t ra
two frames.
On Sunday, Murray piled up 16 hits in defeating Reidiano 21-15 R,in
Seay. Jeremy Weber, Markise Foster and Man Darnell turned in ”'„
hit games. Pitchers Ryan Gelb. Foster and Kyle Miller combinea to p
the win

PONY LEAGUE
In iast nights Pony League play, Allegro Foods c ••-: C ti C,1 • ••••
add
City No. 2. 7-5. John David Poynor was the winning pit,,•
going 2-for-3 with two RBIs. Also for Allegro, Billy S•••• •• went 31c•
Ragen Riley went 2-for-2, Riche Edwards finished 2-for • irld David P.••
low went 1 -for-3. Allegro is now 8-2
Sea',
JH Churchill defeated Dennison-Hunt 7-5 on Monoai
,i•-•
Stonecipher picked up two hits for Churchill while Houi•1/4 , P•
each bad singles. Tim Stark knocked in the go-ahead
•.%,' • •
the third. Shane Wilkerson and Ryan Domesik ea:• !be
Dennison-Hunt and Nick Reynolds added a singe
n•
-•
distance for Churchill, striking out six; Domesik was
Dennison-Hunt.

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
In Tuesday night Kentucky League action, Pagbai's tv.i: Cheri
For ,'„stin Holland and Justin Garland each doubled.
••
r
Adam Cowan and Reeve Lamb singled. For Pag:ial's
two s.ngles and a triple and Joe Dolchan and Matt•-,% V.,••
doub!ed. Rodney Emerson singled
.In the second game, Peoples Bank defeated Kopperud 14
Johnson had two doubles to lead Peoples Bank, while Je•-•••., C.
"
doubled and Josh Sykes singled. For Kopperud. Charles
trrpdes and John.. Kopperud and Brian Asher each hao !A

FROM PAGE 28

any player they've got."
Chicago coach Phil Jackson
I nals to make them the first team
doesn't expect the series to be as
since the Cettics from 1958
physical as the Eastern Conferthrough 1966 to win three conseence finals against New York.
cutive championships.
But some bumping may he
"It's nothing that we bring on
required.
the court thinking about," Pippen
We do Want to control some
sad.
of their „cuts..." lacksan_stid.
He's Lon crawling ilia tonight'.s.
"They have sonic good speed
game and his .1.41,01 bringing the
cutters, and we're going to try to
kiII up. hitting outside shots and
play a little bit of our Easterniii is ing against Dumas. who sat
style game against them"
.
out the entire sesenth game
If point guard Johnson does
against Seattle alter starting twothirds ot ,his regular-season
penetrate the lane, drawing
defenders with him, it could open
ganw,_ Coach Paal Westphal said
Dumas still start tonight.
up outside shots for Majerle and
W:stphal tkoded it ssould he a
Ainge. two of the, NBA's top
3-point shooters.
niat,:hup to use Tom
against Seattle. Dumas
"It's still a low percentage
Chaitilyrs again
says h.. understands.
, . shot, even though the payoB is
unskst,tand x%c won. That's
outstanding when the go in,"
thine I %%ma to underOh:
Westphal said.
staii,1.•• lie sant -I neser made
Horace Grant, Barkley's main
monk-. .0 t.'.is ill 111V We sitting
defender, "is as good delensiyely
down
do ii again il we WM
as anybody," Westphal said.
.!I:11111)101100p...
don't think he can guard Charles
Rw siiiiii,ir p1ayers. one-on-one, and
"
that's no insult
• iii I'. thine I has e on hini for Horace, any more than it's an
•ii ni,‘k
. probably some insult to Dan Marerle to say
he
• Pippcn said. "May- can't guard Michael
Jordan onek•lier matchup than on-one."
1.
'

Wholesale - Retail
In Ky 1-800-221-36 1 0
753-3282

B&L Automotive Dist.
810 Coldwater Rd • Murray
An

F: SINESS • HOW •

That's State Farm
insurance."

David King

Jane Rogers
753-9627
305 N. 12th St . Murray
(Next to Century 21)

Stith. Form
Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington. Illinois

Like a

good nei(hbor, State Farm

is

there.*

• HEALTH • I.IFF

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC. +

'lour more than one. company opme.%,"

753-8355

Sycamore

901

.5

-Good service.
good coyerage,
good price-

The Insurance Center
of Murray

• M,croIn Tuesday nights Little League action, Papa Johns :• ••
. •.
Age 9-3. Joey McKeel picked up the win for Papa Joh- •
doubled For MicroAge, Caleb Reinhardt, Dustin Hargrc;„ e a, ,1
Copeland all had hits.
.In the second game, Dennison-Hunt and Peoples Bank
88 tie For Dennison-Hunt, Ryan Norsworthy homered and R
and Jeremy Workman each had hits. For Peoples Bank, Y.cah C,i!"•-y
ished with a triple and double, Fulton Hart tripled and •• hgled ad _
Oakley doubled

Beale & Kevin lamb

Read the classifieds

SCOREBOARD

LITTLE LEAGUE

1141=11.11111114

PARK LEAGUE
MAJOR LEAGUES

Mr. Gatti's defeated Allison Photography 23-17 :cr
Dycus. double and 3 singles: Stone, double, 2 singles
2 singles: Swain, 3 singles: Wells, home run. 2 dour: t,,s
singles: Hendon, 2 singles; Schneider, double. 2 singles: Herndon. 2
Wes: Bybee, 2 singles. For Allison Photo: Zachary. 3 singles: Chase. 2
s:ngles, 2 doubles;,-Jonathan, home. run. single; Austin, tripie. 2 do,;,,,
Brian. 2 doubles: Matthew, triple: Anthony, double; Ryan, si.nalc4
• Bank of Murray defeated Western Kentucky Insurance 14. 1 3 r'
Monday's action. For Bank of Murray, Wesley Claibourne had a hef!.., ,„..
arld two singles; Michael Rogers, double, single, Caleb Maths. two do...
bl_es; Adam Folsom, double, single: Bryan Talley. double. two
Bobby Ives, triple, single.- For WK1, Jesse Turner had two doubies, s
James Wilham, double, two singles; Edward Baust, two doubles. two gles, Seth Barrow, triple, single: Luke Mathis, double, single, Bra.:
Thornton. three singles.
• In last Friday night's Park League play. Break Time -Billiards
defeated Sigma Chi 25-7. For BTB, Korey Andrus had one single, Jordan
Steiner three singles; Nicholas Warner and Greg Ryan each had a dour.and a single: Jason Wattier had two doubles; Josh Burks had one doLJ:, ••
and two singles: Keith Stom had two singles and a home run, Paul Ku':
home run, single and triple; and Tim Fotsch had a triple, a sirgle and I....)
home runs. For Sigma Chi, Dustin Dobbs. Gerrett Contonis and i•.man each had two hits.

,
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16 Wide-3 Bedroom
Frost-Free Refrigerator,
Stove, Furnished

14X70, 3 Bedroom
Frost-Free Refrigerator,
Stove, Furnished
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W

•••
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COOL PRICES!

GB

4 .11

v
••

‘•

on

15

Pc i

Clarksville

Murray,
Kentucky

Mayfield

KIRKSEY BRONCO LEAGUE
Xirksey and Mayfield played to a 5-5 tie in Monday rights actor .
Kirksey, Jerry Hill had three hits and Daniel Dunn had two h,ts f.l.c,
Hudson, Jamie Carson, Benjamin Newton, Eric Duncan and Murry Evan,.
all had hits. Wesley Smith scored.

LOCAL SOFTBALL
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_ THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

UPPER DIVISION SOFTBALL
Hill Electric defeated West Kentucky Insurance 24-8. For Hill. R
-Ann Ferguson had a home run and three hits, while Ashlee lurner
four hits and Amberly Vance had three hits. For WKI, Karen Caldwe•i
Becky Damron each had three hits.
• In the second game, Rudy's defeated Bank of Murray 15-14. For
Rudy's, Catherine Riley, Wendy Bebber and Lindsay Chamberlain all had
four hits and Patricia Greer drove in the winning run. Shanna Norsworthy
had three home runs for Bank of Murray and Stephanie Ho:land had tour
hits.

•'Cats...
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This
Newspaper
Contains

McCormic
Vodka
1'5

$8.99
Ky. Tavern

•

-Vinyl Siding
-Replacement Windows

tam $33.95

$7.99

Southern
Comfort 80

Fosters

'Lifetime Guarantee'

L

FREE ESTIMATES
, .4141440
Dear morns /mow.
I NoyPlas las

CALL
753-7020

WS In

',•414441

mesas *es

Cain's0

•' LMilwaukee'

Jagermeister

Got Sets
$18.66

1111
WEST WOOD
WAREHOUSE
PARTY BLOCK

901442-73U

753

enrols 0000 Oft
MSI,, IM)

Remy
Brandy

75.5.1$10.64

Smirnoff 80

▪ Scoresby

Very Old
Barton '86
1751$30.81

$5.17,

$6.93

Gilbey's Gin
$14.25

hitler G.D.,
Ltt& G.D. Light

\ $6.42, $7.99

$12.51

5
5

E&J Brandy

$17.48
Canadian
Superior

,75i $17.03

Stout

Bud Light

$8,73

$7.99

Black Velvet

Kirin

Old Milwaukee
Reg or LIght

Everclear

$6.97

$5.17

rs

Maker's Mirk
173 $27.99

Myers Rum
•

Guinness

don's Gin%
,°: $13.99,

„ $16.55

$16.96]

Ezra Brook

$19.60

I 75 1$20.97

IS $14.01

Bud &

Bailey's
Irish Cream

Charter 8

Best

Tecte

Pacifico
St.

Old
Evan Williams

Natural Light

Seagrams 7

$6.97

$22.99

$5.32

Scotch

$5.17

..$11.43

00/VIE0141 vrOum000GNEMAGLE

Way. 641 N. Murray

$6.96

$8.89

-

4 Pack
Salvador
Margaritas

Wild Turk
s.lysL $25.90

93,699

Busch Light

$9.85

Malibu Ruin"
47v).1 $10.99,
1
/

num wheels, power windows
ground effects, console with
armrest and more summertime
fun in the sun

Busch &

Bass Ale
J&B Scotch

Calvert Gin

(All 6 Pks

Finianda Vodka

Burnett's
Vodka

!PORTED BEER 12 PACKS

1 ,51$11.99

$12.59,

Kahlua
7,3 .$15.99

'93 DODGE SHADOW ES
CONVERTIBLE
Automatic, air cond. tilt, AM
FM cassette, tach, cast alum

'Time 'To Wine and Dine

Seagrams Gin

•
Bacardi Rum
• $17.49

-Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
+Commercial & Residential)

Open 7 Days A Week: M-F 8-7, Sat 8-6; Sun. 1-5
1-800-533-35E8
Hwy. 79 E., Paris. TN
(901)644-0012

,„1$14.99

•,751$14.52,

Quality Work at a fair price.

Paris

REMEMBER - DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE!

Canadian Mist'

M GUTTERS

Keith Baker
Homes

Hwy 79 E.
641 To Camden

I

Canadian LTD%

400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

Puryear

Party Block

Recycled Newsprint.

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Hwy 121

W

Dresden

753-8355

Sycamore

Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

FROM PAGE 2B
"11 two parties are getting along
and are in love with each other
you stay married."
Pitino will receive a SI million
bonus if he fulfills the contract.
Pitino's base salary of
S131,000 will increase to
S150,000 beginning in 1996. The
university also said it will pick
up Pitino's life-insurance premium and provide him up to 20
tickets for away games.
Newton said recent reports that
Pitino had been offered S2 million to coach in the NBA were
accurate.

5%
Down
With
Approved
Credit

$9.05

Ice 101

$13.19
Jose Cuervo
Pink Cad
Margarita mix
$1.80

Grain Alcohol

Pinch

• ,.. $12.81

$52.3t

West Wood Street

WEST WOOD WINES
LIQUORS
t.o.

Hwy. 54 & 69
Paris, TN
Open 8.11I .11 pm
Men. Mee Sal
Visa • mamercard

DISCOUNT BY THE CASE
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Our Name Says It All
Values Every Day

SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

Clifty Farm Whole

Fresh Fryer

Country
Ham

Drumsticks
or Thighs

Fresh Georgia

Peaches

Sliced Free
'•••
1 •‘• •

$

Lb.
• ••,•

39

%". •

**;

::•.1

IIt
-

Lb.

Garden Rite Sliced

Mushrooms

5
9LI)

Port Side Chunk

Clifty Farm

Fresh Extra Lean

Tuna

Country Ham

Pork Steak

61/2 oz. Can

6,/2 oz. Can

39'

Quarters Sliced

39

19
$1 Lb.

Lb
$159

Blue Bonnet

Thorn Apple Valley Premium

Partin's Country

Thorn Apple Valley Sliced

Vegetable Spread

Franks

Sausage

Bologna

12 oz. Pkg.

16 oz. Pkg.

39

16 oz. Pkg.

99

39

DAIRY VALUES

SPECIALS

Prairie Farms Assorted Flavors

Rillshire Farms

FROZEN FOOD

Yogurt

Bratwurst or
Italian Sausage

VALUES

102/3 oz. Pkg.
Unique

16 oz.

8 oz.

89
39'
99
23'
69 99
5W

Sandwich Slices..

20 oz. Pkg.
Shoe String

French Fries....39
'
Lb
$189

24 ot Pkg.

16 oz. Ctn.
Swiss Miss Chocolate

Vanilla Pudding...
772 oz. Can

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Morning Delight

Idahoan Mashed

Kurtz Old Fashion

Potatoes
133/4 oz. Pkg.

Mustard

Biscuits

81/2 oz. Can
Hour

Tortilla

24 Oz. Jar

Banquet

LOW PRICE
Golden Quick

Vegetable
Oil

Family Entree $179
If; mi Pki.4
Wylwood Stir Fry

Vegetables

12 oz. Can

48 oz. 13t1.
$159

$119

Crisp

Orange Juice

69'

SPECIAL BUY
Prairie Farin,

Orange
Juice
:/, (;,d

98'
We accept checks for
the amount of purch
11‘e only, food stamps
and
manufacturer's
coupons Savings up
Is 40% as the food you

use the meet — 100%
gratenteedi

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Value Pak

Sparkle

Dog Food
Chunks

Paper
Towels

20 Lb. Hag

$299

,„
590

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Little Debbie

Sparklin

Devil Squares,
Vanilla Squares

Bleach

10 Ct. Pkg.

Gallon Jug

SAVE•A-LOT
FOOD STORES
"Our Name Says It All"

12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray. Ky.

68
Prices Good
Wednesday. June 9
'Mu
Tuesday. June 15. 1993
We reserve the right
to limit quantities
aad correct printing
Offers.

#•
.•

4

Classified
010

020
025
030
040
050

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
190
370 .
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
390
400
Produce
Feed & Seed
550

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
. Personals
Card of Thanks
.1n Memory
Lost & Found

'060
070

.Domestic & Childcare

u9k)

Situation Wanted

41u

Help Wanted

540 ..
560..

100
Bueiness Opportunity
110 ......................instruction 570

Public Sale
For Trade

. Free Column
Wanted

753-1916

230

280 .......Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lota For Rent
Services Offered
Business Rentals
300

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling

250
299
530

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

REAL ESTATE SALES

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Comperii
& N10t,rs

310
320
330
340..
360

_Want To Rent

.....

Apartments For Rent

270
Mobile Homes For Sale
365
For Sale Or Lease
..................Home
420
Loans
430.. .
Real Estate
435
Lake Property

Houses For Rent

440
450

Farm. For Sale

. For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

Rooms For Rent

Lots For Sale

Legal
Notice

Help
Wanted

UPI
Notice

Murray State University is accepting bids
for the purchase of 1500 bales of Timothy or
Ti mothy/Orcliard grass hay and 500 bales of
alfalfa(MUR-296H-93). Five hundred (500)
bales of hay will be -delivered at harvest and
1000 when space is available. Alfalfa to be
delivered at time of harvest. Information
may be obtained by calling Dr. James
Rudolph 1502) 762-6925. Forms are available at Murray State University in the
Purchasing Department, General Services
Bldg., Chestnut St., Murray, KY or by
calling 1502-762-4434) until the opening:
June 14, 1993 at 2:00 p.m.

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza.
fresh salads sandwiches

020
Notice
AVON sales Be happy
Earn $8 $10hr Part time,
no inventory investment
Free samples, product, kit,
training 1-800-690-AVON
CONFEDERATE
$$$$$$$$$$, silver
$$$$$$$$$$. coins. proofsets stamps at Decades
Ago (Hazel). Bookrack
Murray) We buy, appraise Christopher's
Coins 753-4161

Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'

LOOKING tor good 9 ball
players, 64 available slots,
sign up now to be assured
of slot Game date June 13.
1st place $200+. 1st eight
places pay. Call Break
Time Billiards, Dixieland
Shopping Center 759-9303
for information.

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Fireworks!!
Make Big $$
Shen Term

(1 Week)
Run a fireworks tent
No up front money
Great fund raiser for
you or your group
Call Kathy

1-800-258-6490
err/
1:r• /

By Way of the
Grapevine

Start $11 41/hr + benefits For application &
into, call 1-(216) 32462287 am to lOpm
7 days

VCR Service
Nintendo Repair

BRITTHAVEN of Benton A
leader in the long term care

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

Psychic, gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753 4545
STANLEY Home Products
June Specials Ong Degreaser, Try-it Cleaner.
Furniture Cream, Orange
Miracle Spot Remover,
Cool-A-PO Foot Lotion
Free Delivery Carolyn Ka
rninskr 901-247-3987
residents
Murray
1 800 738-5708
030

Card
of Thank,

The family of
Rubena Clendenon
would like to thank
many
the
all
friends and relatives for the food,
flowers and cards
during our time of
sorrow.
We would like to
thank Rev. Elijah
Balentine for his
words of comfort,
Mrs. Oneida White
for the beautiful
music and the
Funeral
Miller
Home for their care
and concern.
God bless each of
you,
The Family

Antiques & Gifts
New selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, placemats & napkins, copper,
pewter, lamps, graniteware, cow & apple kitdien
accessones. silk geraniums & sunflowers. Come by for
the "unique" Mother's Day Gift!
( Gift certificates & Bridal Registry)
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
.Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town(
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

TURNING_AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10 Also at age 65 to 65'h.
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of heaNh
'As all plans ate EXACTLY ALIKE, your
conSidetraliOn now should be
1 Price 2 Company stability 3 Service We
r•Prosent 7 'A IA Best A- or A. rated'
companies to give you th• best possible taloa
and service We may be able to Save you
sewer& hundred dollars pot you We have
been sarving Wes, Ky tor ova, 30 years and
would like to be your Argent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Savags lkolding
Mom
IA,,,ay KV 711$411110

HbOhin&ville F ea

Peasserweide MO be*

1111111-41111-411111

"POSTAL JOBS"

gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 -8119,
Tues
1 800 649-3804

MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST

first insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Tunes will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.
MERCHANDISE
Computers
.... . For Sale Or Trade
140
Want To Bey
150 .............Article. For Sale

$S IM) Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount Ind Run,
60% Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ado Must Run Within 6 Dey Period
--3115 per column inch extra for'Needs,'Shoo
;wit Code:

120
130 .....

Reader Ads:
25g per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. Se per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper Crues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind bcot ads.

155
Appliances
160
Home Furnishings
165
Antique•
170.......... . .Vacuum Cleaners
180 .......... _Sewing Machines
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
TV & Radio
380
Pets & Supplies

Yard Sale S7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to

make any changes to ad after
deadline.

270

010

010

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

Advertisers are requested to check the

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

SERVICES

MISCELLANEOUS

EMPLOY MENT

ADJUSTMENT

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Fnday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
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LOST 05-28-93 Old English Mastiff dog, tan, male,
flea collar & collar, named
Duke Lost in Duncan Grocery area Call 759-4685
LOST Reward $500
Siamese cat named Cuddles,belongs to 3yr old &
14mo old Hwy 280 near
East Elementary School
753-9202
WHITE Poodle/Airdale mix
Lost-strayed or stolen Re
ward 9 miles out on 732
436-2345

ACCEPTING applications
for cosmetologist and man
'Purist 753 3688 after 5pm
489-2740
BABYSITTER needed in
our Almo home Houts M F

7am-4pm Must have own
transportation & refer
ences Call Paula
753-6374 between 10am &
5pm M-F
BASYSITTER needed for
summer for 619 year old
M T Th & F. fietn"Sprn
Please call 759 2510 after
5Orn
EMPLOYMENT ooportuni
he. we now available tor
inarysauals with disabilisies
or special educason high
school graduates Ihrough
Mw JTPA program Anyone
who e mueesled in re
program ear eel 7459 1965

kft 011 84****Rwrol
FULL time •spetwipoced
nerta We. cook kkost work
weeberidi ingirn•Person
Ins s Country 16.1( Kips%
140#104TV weemes to.
ipse Owe esessi Ow to

it awes a woo alp
AC, PSI te

industry is now accepting
applications for the following RN Supervisor, day
shift M-F, LPN afternoon
shift, Certified Nursing Assistants. Nurse's Aide training classes Selected appL
!cants must be ambitious.
eager to learn & dedicated
to serving the elderly If
interested apply at Britthaven on Hwy 641. across
from Wal Mart between
9am 3pm M F EOE

WANTED OTR drivers
2yrs experience Van and
division
reeter
1 800 394 1888
WENDY'S Take our man
agement path to success
Our management trainees
become leaders that know
how to make things hap
pen •We can offer comport
five salary and a great op
portunity You give us your
best effort and we do the
rest General managers
with 3yrs experience up to
$30,000. co managers up
Jo $25.000. assistant man
agement trainees up to
$18,000 Apply to Oscar
Murray, 1111 Chestnut St
759-4695

070
Domestic
& Childcare

CARPENTERS Exper- CLEANING houses is my
ienced in residential con business Reliable & exper
struction Wages commen ienced references Call
. ability Must Linda 759-9553
surate with
have references Call
MOTHER of 2 children will
901 232 8266 after 6pm
ing to babysit in own home
DANCERS. waitresses in Almo 759-1764
$500 plus wkly 642-4297
after 6pm Doll House Hwy WILL babysit in my home
experienced 759 4490
79E, Paris, Tn
DENTAL hygenist full or
part time Send resume to
1317 Main St. Benton. Ky
42025 or 1653 Calloway
Ave, Murray, Ky 42071

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe-

dos Ruth's See and Sow,
Country Square. 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
METAL for farm and com
mercial buildings Lengths
cut to order from 30" to 45'
in inch increments 38"
wide Galvanized or choice
of 10 colors in *1 and #2
grade Trim accessories
and door hardware Call for
prices (502) 489 2722 or
489 2724

•

• rn s e
PO
utility style storage Building
753 6869
WEDDING dress. size 16,
all accessories Boys
clothes, size 6-8 children
games
492 8443
5pm 9pm
WOLFF suntan beds
Sales service bulbs &
parts Financing available
753 9274
155
Appliances
WHIRLPOOL air condi
tioner, excellent shape
$100 obo 753 3727

WILL clean houses Have
references 753-8995
WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474-2131 leave
message

DISTRIBUTOR of proles
sional beauty supplies has
Position
sales position available in
Wanted
the western Kentucky area
Must have working know SEWING Jobs wanted, inledge of the salon industry cluding formal wear
or as a haig. dresser For 753-1061
information please call
Beth 1 800-964 1727

100

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people be
tween the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five

Business
Opportunity
ESTABLISHED lawn service with 50+ cusotmers
and all the equipment. Serious inquiries only
753-0501.

days a week between
8 061am-3 00pm We are an

Home
Furnishings
FULL size white French

Provincial bed room suit
Also have Papasan chair &
matching foot stool w/
cushion Both reasonably
priced 753-8743

LARGE living room couch
$100, small chair. $20,
melardining table. 4 chairs.
$75, Maple full size bed
$75. 2 coffee tables. $5
each 753 5809

THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Fu,n;ure, Ap
ptiances, and Misc Items
Use Our layaway Plan

We buy furniture.

EOE This protect is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry Council- ANTIQUES by the piece or KING size pestal waterbed,
JTPA
collections Call 753-9433 $103 Call 759-4119 after
5pm
after 5pm
INSURANCE Secretary
Full time Must have good CASH paid for good, used
office skills and a working rifles, shotguns, and pisge of computers tols Benson Sporting
experience help- Goods, 519 S 12th,
A FIREWOOD for sale
necessary A Murray
fu
437-4667
right per good
me to TWO man pedal boat
son Rep
436-2318
220
KY
PO Box 1040
42071
150
Aiwa'
NEED dependable babysit
Articles
MID-SOUTH Musicians
ter in Stella or Kirksey area
Fer Sale
Network Get listed in &
437-4255
2 OLD quilts good condi
receive a directory of area
NEED full-time help for lion, reasonable
musicians & technicians of
auto body repair shop 474-8845
all shapes & sizes (pros/
Some experience necesamateurs) Phone for free
sary Please send applica- BOGARD trucking and ex- brochure' (901) 642-0773
haul
top
cavating,
inc
We
tion to PO Box 1040 T.
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white PIANO tuning John
Murray. KY 42071
rock, rip rap 759-1828
Gottschalk, 753-9600
NEEDING a substitute car
Cooper
soon'
COMING
ner for day route in county
210
and/or night route in city Grand Classic Passenger
Please call Chester Garner tires with 80,XXX mile war
Miscellaneous
ranty Warehouse tire 400
759-1138
Industrial Rd 753 1111
EXERCISE equipment fur
PART time office work
niture
washer & dryer
Ability to operate cash re FRESH Kentucky Lake cat
527 2821 or 395-3508
grster work with custom- fish Murray Bait Co
ers,experience with IBM 753-5693
STRAW for sale Call Leroy
computer Send resume to GRANDMA wood stove Todd 753 0858 or
PO Box 1032, Murray Ky 3sp girl's bicycle, 3 ker- 753 8943

42071

PART time position in the
rental & sales of fcirmal
wear Interested persons
may call 759 4073 or send
resume to Mr Tuxedo 304
East Main St Murray, KY
42071
SHEE T ME TA L installer
with minimum of 2yrs es
parience Call 753 8181
from 7 30am 4 30pm or
come by 802 Chestnut tor
soPecasion

320

Mobile
Homes For Sale

osene heaters, red pony
and used saddle
436-2858
HEAVY duty utility trailer
WO $425 753 7051 an
swing machine
JUST arrived' New ship
aura of 16- & 16 5 INIIM
light tuck tees Al read
patterns 966rea plus tam
Mounted belartoed & put
On Warehouse Tire 400
7531ttt
indusetel

A JOS AT TOUR AM?
ITS FOI1011112 WITH HELP MON TIM
SIMON 111111FLOTIMIINT
FRU TRASHING AND IMPIOTIMW,AMOS
TAWS PS AVAILAAR Iff TOURS IS. AND
QUALIFY POR STPA. FOR 11011, VITO. CALL
00041/10
Foonvil by the JOS?RAMON PARTIIRAMW
ACT ammo. Me WIST KT FUITATI DIMS
TITCam_s.i_filselb Mir ORPART
PIRTIC111ead
WM PON arMi
FUIKIINMI AMA ORTRIAMIIINT DI&
TM"

25OD

NICE 2br duplex ce,t., ii
1
gas h a applianci,.
near
rooms, fireplace, central quite neighborhood
hookup Northwooc
ha, underpinning, large hospital and university No $400 plus deposit No pv15

shingled porch Located on
24 acres. 4 miles from
Murray Alot of trees Seri
ous inquiries only
753-2860 after 5pm

WOULD you like a nice
home for you and your lam
ily? Now is the time to
invest Every day in June is
Sale...DayCome by and
take advantage of super
deals like these'3br. 2 bath
doublewide #189, $19,990
10% down and $177 per
month, 3br, 2 bath 14x80
#240 only $12995. 10%
down and $150 per -month'
Many more specials like
these Hurray While They
Last' We expect to sell all
discounted homes by the
end of June 8 5% and 5%
down payment available to
qualified buyers Volunteer
Homes. Hwy 79 East,
Paris, TN 901 642-4466
"Home of the Unbeatable
Deal"

Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR trailer
753 9866

No pets

r93SN

MS NM

2BR near MSU Central
heat & air, available now
$300/mo. appliances &
lawn maintenance turn
Embassy Apts
ished
753-9898
2BR Sherry Lane Estates
New & very nice All ap
pliances furnished including washer & dryer, central h/a, quiet neighbor
Coleman RE
hood
753-9898
ELEGENTLY decorated
lbr on Hwy 280 $275`mo
2br redecorated off 94E
$250/mo Water furnished
deposit No pets 753-8848
before 8 30pm

MUR-CAL

Heating
And Cooling
NEW condition 7,', ton
Trane heat & air unit
753-1300. after 7pm
489-2116
3160

Business
Rentals

NEW 2br duplex, central
h a appliances, carport
$400/mo 1817 Ridgewood No pets 753 7457

NICE 2br duplex, central
hie, satellite $375'mo No
pets 753-7457
TWO one bedroom in Mur
ray $265/mo. $265 dope
sit. $175/mo. $175 deposit
Call 753-7953

753 1953 or 753 0370
NICE 3br stove & retrigera
tor central h a $150 pc.'.
deposit No pot: 105 North
1 6t h
753 1953 or
753 0870
NOW taking appiicationr.
for Section 8 low rent ho.,:,
ing Apply in ptr,s;:m it
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween Barn 12noon Nc
phone calls plex;e Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidir•-d
apartments 1 2 & 3 bid
rooms handicap access,
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunny Apply Hilldate Apts
H-ardin
Ky or cal!
502 437 4113
UNIVERSITY view like
new apt in 4 plex 2br
stove. refng micro central
ha.$400`mo 753 8096
nights 753 2633 days
VERY spacious 2br 2 bath
duplex Northwood Drive
appliances furnished cen
tal air & gas heat $475 ma
1 month deposit 1 yr lease
No pets 753 2905
Rooms
For Rent
NEAR MSU, ekitct., [14
room privileges ,;:,[mr
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

Houses
For Rent
1
STORY 3 4br hoosi
with gas heat large corn*.r
lot .605 Sycamore
$100-•mo 753 8767 or
753 2339
28R house wood cr
electric heat, air condi
boner 8 miles SE of
may No pets referericArs
deposit 192 8594
3BR 2 bath decent rieigr
borhood some new carpet
& vinyl 701 Broad 0!-$395 mo 753 876.7 or
753 2339
3BR convemert tocatio6
S500'mo
No pets
753 3293
VERY spacious house for
rent lbr. 1 bath stove
refrigerator furnished
$300,mo. 1 mealeposit, tyr
lease 753 2905

For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storagt.
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40,mo 759 4081

FOR Rent Business Retai
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
75-4509 or 753-6612
310

H C HENRY COUNTY
M I C MEDICAL CENTER
TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

Want
To Rent
NEED small house' or trade
in county only with utilities

Prefer a shady spot rea
sonable rent Call
436 5334 and leave
message

I 2 3 4BR apts furnished
very nice Some with
washes & drys* near MSU

um* Ihrooked me •
sizsme
I
lime ret 11414
soverso.uriwass
IU NEW Kasen 4870 rss
Os 1 WO Ithe ame Ash
1'011 Miami mar apin
es MOO SW SOO
ran *maw YU 4104
1•110 Non 0101 t 6606 MI Ie466sire,
Ger eilledell sow.•
vas. ale ona $14 NM

2BR in Northwood,low utili
ties, available immediately
753-0521 or 759 9240

MOBILE home spaces to accepting applications for
rent Two miles east o 1, 2 and 3br apartments
Murray $75mo rent $75 Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
deposit Call 753-7953

No pets Also room for rent
owner J B Wilburn &coma
Sizing in criminal civil
7536111 753 1252 clays
753 0606 after Speri
dOrneietsc and insurance in
vesagetions 14 years Law
'BR low utilities ap
Ileddregentent esperomce
Bel As Shopping Cans.. pennon II wets turnshed
No pets $186 753 3049
S 0 2 7 S 3 3161
in
Licensed
436
6099
502
IN & sheds apt averlaSee
Kentucky and Tennessee sOoliances turreshed Cale
ere RI MUSS
WIN

2BR duplex central h a
appliances, wid hookup
No pets 1802,, B Monroe
Ave $325 plus deposit
1 527-7382

FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, No pets Zimmerman
electric or gas Walking dis- Apartments 753-6609
tance to college 753-5209
LARGE 1br apt near cam
pus, partial utilities paid
285
$200/mo 759 9980
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
Apartments now

Jeremy

KEN TENN Investigations

pets $250mo 759-1094
after 6pm

2BR apt, large rooms, very
near MSU for up to 4 stu
dents washer, dryer,
1990 14x72 FLEETWOOD stove, refrigerator turn
Coleman RE
2br. 2 bath garden tub, sky 'shed
light, custom oak cabinets. 753 9898
gas heat, central air, under- 2BR apt near campus No
pinning, like new pets 753-5980
753-8428
2BR apt near campus,
Vele-Poles $180/mo 759-9980
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200 2BR apts spacious all
amp $375 100 amp $325 appliances including
washer & dryer $450 mo
435-4027
753 4573
DINKINS Mobile Homes
Inc One of the largest & 2BR duplex, 1411A Hill
oldest dealerships of qual wood Dr. $350 mo
ity built homes in the South 'p 4406
east' Hwy 79E, Paris. TN 2BR duplex, central h a
1 800 642 4891 Open appliances furnished
weekdays 1i1 7 00 Sat'til Available now in Westwood
6 00 and Sun afternoon fil Subdivision Coleman RE
600
753-9898

ASPHALT drrveway sea
ling Top quality low cost

Mayes 345 2748

For Rent

1988 14x80 MOBILE 2BR, 1 bath, Ir, full kitchen.
home 3br. 2 bath large at, gas heat, loaded in

Ousiness
Services

free estimates

Apartments

shaes5Sth

Irak $3110•164
arture
MIMS 437 MSG

Dynamic,progressive medical center invites
you to Join a team of professionals who are
committed to providing high-quality healthcare. With state-of-the-art technology', we
are able to offer a challenging work environment that will allow you to realize your
potential. We have the (allowing openings
Critical Care Unit. RN's on the 7P to
7A shift, $2,000 sign-on bonus
Med/Surg Unit- RN's on 3 to II and
7P to 7A shift, $1,000 sign-on bonus
OR: RN on 7A to 3P shift. $500 sign on bonus
Supervisor:RN supenneor for Nuns
ing Department. vapenenred
to 7A

Staff Development RN. teaching
experience preferred. eare;lent clan
muntratton skills, self starter M
t We would like to increase our

PRN pail with committed RN. and

LPN.
Itimp
er
rea
r =Alm abhor, am/•
pareoge.
Foe move isionnotioa. ~tart:
Jedp ramie. RN.
laterite Diesesomr or Senna.
M IMP) 11441.1111111
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Contract Bridge

CLASSIFIEDS

•

Delicate Defensive Play
510

36n

.1ORTHWOOD storage EXTRA large lot in Kings
resently has units avail wood Subdivision Located
ible 753-2905 tor more on Lancelot Street
753 0810 after 5pm
formation

Livestock
& Supplies
,P1 old Sorrell gelding
,
egistered Racking $950
yr old Bay gelding regis
iN'ed Walking and Racking
i900 Rolled hay $15 per
oil 753 2101

LOT with trees in South
west Villa size 100 x140 or
150x140 753 3488

1963 CHEVY
436 2147

pickup

1968 BLACK Ford pickup,
needs some work $200
753 5474
1973 GMC pick up good
condition, $1000
753 8609
ton, 4
1980 SUBURBAN
wheel drive 489-2691

1 225 ACRES 753 1300
after 7pm 489 2116

1987 444 JIMMY, excellent
condition, 88.XXX miles.
$7000 759-4994

3 ACRES new well 2 out
1988 DODGE Dakota
buildings fenced 8 miles $3300 obo 753 7902
south of Murray $9900 437-4066
436 5744 or
iEGISTERED Quarter obo
1988 FORD Ranger, 4 cyl
orse bay 15 1 hh 7yrs 436 2528
air bed liner, tool box
auto
753 1901
•
APPROX 33 acres pasture 39 XXX plus miles, $5350
land or building sites 1 acre See at 413 So 8th St
wooded Shiloh Commun
ity, ott Hwy 1550 753-6758 1991 FORD Explorer 4
wheel dr 2dr Eddie Baurer
after 9pm
package auto pis. alc,
yellow
AKC
old male
.
9016443764
$17,000
ab needs home love &
mention Family pet Ex
510
edent with kids $50 obo
r'53 9100
Campers
2BR house near university
AKC Collie pups 4 weeks on commercial lot, low
motor
ELDARODA
1977
p.ck yours now, will be $40s Also small camper
home 24ft 48,000 actual
ready 6 21 93 Males $100 753 2967
miles microwave, lv & vcr,
•ernales $75 753 6337
3BR 1 bath brick home in newly remodeled excellent
AKC registered adorable city limits Priced in the condition 753 8663
ocker Spaniel puppy butt $40s 753-9708 after 5pm
JAYCO camper, excellent
white 7 weeks old
miNormed Must sell $100 3BR 2 bath brick 1380sq condition sleeps 6 low
obo Call 753 7664 after ft 3yrs old $72,000 Phone leage.good storage space
has sink propane stove &
,pm It not there leave for appointment 753 3293
'
electrical hook up $1200
nessage
38R brick home on 2 acres 753 1901
;AVE an obedient, safe plusminus Nice shady lot
log for show or home with excellent garden spot
;lasses or private lessons carport & detached garage
=erving Murray for over Located of the Tenn side of
mile from KY line
Hazel
2yrs 436 2958
& 34 miles from Hazel &
14FT aluminum boat &
,ARAKEETS & Finches Puryear Must see to aptrailer, 15hp motor
5pm
I 759 4119 after
preciate Call Moody Realty 759-9914
1800-642-5093 Marty
EG S Dog Grooming
1968 14FT Fish and Ski
$49 500
53 2915
boat 45hp, good trailer with
BY owner Spacious 4. new tires, trolling motor and
bedroom 3", bath in beau- other accessories. $700
Now Open
tiful Dogwood Drive area
obo 762 4791
Fenced back yard brick
1986 ARIES Fish & Ski
patio, second story deck
overlooking tree covered 90hp Mercury. Thruster
trolling motor. $3950
lot Formal dining room
living room, family room. 2 753-1115
Dog Grooming
fireplaces Completely fin
1986 BARETTA Ski Boat.
All Breeds, All Sizes
'shed basement Asking
164 ft, 140hp Mercruiser.
inquiries
Serious
$139
000
Sou/i Side Shopping CU.
1.0 walk thru front, top,
only No realtors please
spare prop, low hours, dark
5800
753
brown & tan, excellent conHOME with income Six dition, $4650 436-5610
rooms 3br, 2 bath
HYDRA Sport DV
screened and carpeted pa- 1987
Public
XR 2 Mercury, fully
150
185.
in
built
electric
tio all
Sale
extras, tandem
with
loaded
kitchen central hta Sepawith brakes Call
rate entrance to upstairs, 4 trailer
evenings 753 1301
room and bath apt, newly
,
1
rental
for
decorated
1989 18FT Bomber Com
South on 2nd St. left at
acre site, reduced to mander Sio,Pleasure boat
Salern-Rattlin Bridge Rd.
$49900 759-1122
165hp Mercruiser inboard
(Beichsr Oil) for 1 mils,
motor, seats 7 people Re
2nd house on left. Signs.
Murof
one
in
LOCATED
duced to $9000 436 2794
June 12
ray s loveliest neighbor
after 4pm weekdays & any
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
hoods with a touch of countime Sat & Sun
Chest freezer, exer eq,Jo
try,conveniently close to
lades goal name clothes
everything This 2story 4br
36FT house boat, alumir4 121 jeweiry, kids clothes
3 bath all brick quality built num hull newly remodeled
2141 crib ex cond , toys,
home has many added tea
115 Evinrude motor, gener.
dishes, scooter, table. irantures 305 Oakdale Dr by ator, $6500 436 5811
ir.y commode 4 tires, cur'
Please call
owner
BASS & ski boat
tarrods, yard tools &
753-7204
436 2071 436 5811
'owe' oats many rnrsc
"ONY cart & harness good
ondit on $350 489 2300

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON

759-1768

Yard Sale

/170

2 Party
Yard Sale
June lot?,
.0cr‘ Lomerid Dr
Some dishes, pots,
pans, name brand girl
clothes some clothes
sizes 14 16 furniture,
canning tars Kirby
vac cleaner, 1 2 tt fish
ing boat and trolling
motor 2 lite iackets
Something for
everyone;

Real
Estate
ioPPERUD Realty has
.uyws waiting to purchase
3r1+,.; all price ranges If
thirking of selling
•
.. .:".tact one of our courte
and professional
Ji-Its at 753 1222 or stop
ce at 711 Main St
y
FIE MAX Properties Ltd
:b Perrin Paul Dailey
B,
Center
Bel Air
5 0 2 753 SOLD
1 800 369 5780
ROBERTS Realty Callo
way County s oldest and
',lust reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
ray at 753 1651' Syca
more and 12th St

Lake
Properly

Motorcycles

MOTOR guide foot control
trolling motor. $75
753 5809

1984 HONDA 700 Magna
12.500 miles. value $1575
sell for $1100 753 9786

Services
Offered

DATSUN Toyota & Vol
kswagon new & used parts .
2 wheel & 4 wheel drive
transmissions 474 0116

Lae
Pet Isle

1973 FORD LTD good con
dition runs good $550
obo 753 6481
1980 DODGE Omni 4dr
hatchback brand new Hol
ley carb fuel pump coil wire
& distributor cap, runs
good good gas mileage
good tires cream color fair
condition $600 753-6796
1980 MAZDA RX7 new
tires $800 753 2297
1985 MAXIMA Sta Wgn
sun moon roof ps pb
p w V 6 come look
$3850 After 5 30pm
753 8096
1986 TOYOTA 4r4 SR5
long bed loaded excellent
condition also 1993 Dodge
Colt 4dr auto 8XX miles
list $12 500 asking $8500
753 4260
1988 TOYOTA Camfy LE
Sta Wgn 4 cyl auto local
ono owner 43 XXX miies
excellent condition $8900
753 5949

DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 753 4761

EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing new construction,
blown ceilings
Al 1A all around mowing & additions,
tree trimming & light haul- 435-4036
ing Call 436-2528 ask tor GENERAL Repair plumb
Mark
'rig roofing tree work
AlA Landscaping Spring 436 2642
clean up Mulching haul GERALD WALTERS
mg tree trimming & re Roofing vinyl siding. paint
After 5pm ing Free estimates 18
moval
492-8254
years experience Local re
436 2701
ferences
yard
Al AL'S hauling
work tree removal mow- HANDYMAN will do plumb
ing
Free estimates ing electrical carpentry
759-1683
and general repair
Al Professional VCR 753 0596
cleaning & small repair
Call Zeb s VCR Repair
436-2135

INBOARD & outboard Mar
me Repair Service calls
502 436 5792

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9816, 753 0495

K B ASSOCIATES General construction remodel
ing garages decks patios
interior trim 753 0834

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry. remodeling, porches
roofing, concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance. etc Free estimates
489 2303

KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for
mica all colors Free estimates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436 5560

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

LAWN mowing service In
sured Coleman Benefiel
phone 759 4564

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpets furniture
Free estimates 753 5827

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30. years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436 5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair. replace
.,ment 759 1515
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759 4664

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753 5668
MOWER repair Same day
service 7 clays week Most
repairs at your home Fac
tory trained 15 yrs expert
ence 502 753 5299

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
RICK S Roofing All types
of roots and repairs Tor
chon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
experience guaranteed
work Free estimates
phone 502 437 4559
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492 8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759 4690
TUTORING From Ky Certi
tied Teacher for Elemen
tary children Your home or
libraries Flexible times
Call
$10 per hour
753 6726 anytime or leave
message on machine
VCR NINTENDO REPAIR
Wood VCR Service Center.
cleaning servicing $15,
most repairs $35 New lo
cat•on Route 1 Almo
Open 9 12 1 5 Mon Fri
753=0530
WANTED light hauling,
trees trimmed or removed
or mowing Call Don
753 2772
WILL mow lawns
753 8908

Call

Free
Column

MULCH pick up loads
Murray 436 5560

black with
female

FREE kitten
gold flex
753 6846

BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
753 1134 or
teed
436 5832,

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
4365255

FREE puppies Blue Heeler
mix 492 8289 after 6pm

CARPET and vinyl installa
ton and repairs Glen Beb
ber, 759-1247

CLASSIFIED

CHIN Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10`,. senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY gol west to Johnny Robertson Road.
sOuth to Sq Hale Road. right on Sq Hale Road 1 ,4 rnsfe
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
OPEN To THE Kam lc
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray

',\J recycled newsprint.
REGISTER TO WIN

All-American
Western Wear

*141 Tickets To The Rodeo
Head to toe...
And
Outfits for the entire family. It US Flag Flown Over
Official Wrangler PRCA Dealer
The U S Cato

i$4
(Bridlcs To (Britches Hwy. 94 E. (1 mile) Murray • Open Sundays • 759-4408

ACE...YOUR SPRING PROJECT PLACE!
Sprinklers
hoo,ie an imp iii
Spfltlkil'r With lull or p.nti,i1
,4; It of an is ullatuttl
er.tge up to
IR
a 42 preation ;1(11(1Mo-tent (hal /hat
cprinkler
+.5.alcrs up tu 2,81)0 sr] tt -2: it '004 li1.1

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOVIORIONG
All Types Of:

-,
,
Custom Woodworkin!
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

RAIN$BIRD.

Bd
B
showroom
e oBuerr,,d
•Drop Rbyy ma RspeAy
753 5940
-T 'ea
4:.; SjNI3J

S
...._.,.
. .,.

400+---...,•••res-,d,s

\a.\.._..i
'A

INVITATION TO BID

George H. Weaks, Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky

We are proud to use.

•

Legal
Notice

The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
accept bids for a new 60 Horse Power
Tractor Side Arm Rotary Mower (with
heavy duty arm), with or without
trade. Bids to be returned by June 17,
1993 at 1:00 p.m. during a special
called meeting of the Fiscal Court. The
Fiscal Court reserves the right to
accept or reject any and all bids.
Specifications may be picked up in the
office of Judge/Executive George H.
Weaks in the Courthouse.

(-\

I Doors open 0. 6-001

Painting
Paper
Hanging
753-0616

Tomorrow: The story of man bites dog.

FREE puppies BiJe Heeler
Border Collie mix
435 4174

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm

Danny Robinson

and score ten tricks
Hut West shifted to the Jack of
diamonds at trick two. recognizing
that East had played his lowest heart
tthe 6-5-4-3 2 were all in plain sight
and that East would have played a
heart higher than the seven had he
wanted the suit continued
Declarer finessed the diamond
queen, losing to the king, and Fast.
aware that another heart lead might
he ruffed, returned the nine of diamonds
South won with the ace, (11,4 'V.'
trumps, and led a club West took the
ace and niiw had to decide whet her to
return a heart or a diamond
Had he led a heart. hoping declaret- had anot her card in the suit —
West could not he sure that East had
a six-card suit — South wi all(' have
made the contract
But West played the ten ill diamonds and so defeated the contract
This was not simply a lucky shot.
West was relying heavily on East's
nine of diamonds ret urn
Hy convent ion, had East started
with four diamonds, he would ha% e
returned his fourth -best diamend
after taking the king to identify his
length in that suit. When he returned
the nine, he announced he had fewer
than four diamonds — which in turn
told West that declarer had omit her
diamond to lose.

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
• K 96 2
V 62
• A (1 5
•K Q .1 10
EAST
WES'I.
•5
•S
✓ (.1 .1 T)1
V AK 10987
s2
•.1
•K 94
+7114
•A 5 3
SOUTH
• A (14 Hi 7 4
•I
•763
49 S 2
The bidding•
North
South West
East
IV
2V
1
14
14
'ass
44
)pening lead — queen of hearts_
Good defense somet imes requires
perfect teamwork, as demonstrated
in this deal where South was in four
spades.
West led the queen of hearts. East
playing the seven and South the
three. It is true that in most leagues
the seven is regarded as a come-on
signal,and many 1Vest players would
play another heart.
This would have been fatal in the
present cast. because, after ruffing
the heart and drawing trumps, declarer would force out the ace of cl ubs

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

010
Legal
Notice

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding.
painting plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

PAINTING, exterior inter
tor Call Charlie Rains
753 5754

5 Star
Latex House Paint

BUYS ARE
WAITING...

•( 11,No', 1
•(

W THE CLASS/REDS!
Whether you're in the
market for a washing
machine or a gym set.
youli fond it in
the

Murray
Ledger & Times
Outdoor Power Cord
If. gauge medium i Iuiic pinsitir
«nd cc ll) grounded ()fillet
plOg utsi

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL 753-1916

For your convenience

The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

+Stadia! Hell Hose
Ruhiml Noti‘l
strung In(

cr dui lir

I 1011111,11!

lull'

Visa and Master Card

E

ster Card

NO V S1.1010111 paceeent
Miaow 438 2147

bk.-43Ni* IR 011
144181141144
si411411v6401 104118 Sumps Ahem
4 wt'e
• I., Natoe Oda 10 NM
AN MAK Moro,• Ai
powe Cat Audro 11114(110411
la nil Develarro Cam* 1 wadi
• .1
01 442 47t4
bap 'Au demo

wisepos opo
'I. $lim lot

1 A Al Hauling tree trim
ming. tree removal cleaning out sheds attics & odd
jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

IA Al towntountry yard
mowing, landscaping tree
trimming, tree removal,
light hauling Free estiTim Lamb.
mates
436-2528

r-

. AKE area building lots 1
brie or better Residential
c,hdvc.on Cypress Creek
• I. id Naar Pars Landing
%'O000 Terms 10. 1919 SERE T'A nice car
Iwo' 901 7328266
60 XXX miles 7539590
:De P,ouse 7SOui '991 r ORD Escort Lx
Jttc good snaps per
20 xxx 'Nies kke
iseekend retreat or $9000 7537387
'
.,,home Vows &lab,
• ,•• deck $24.00 Sim ',At PONTIAC lorkilarts
2tIr 4 cyl aulo 23 XXX
•041re4 04114
mass las now 114950
IS I 7119 or 'S3 MN'
'
113 1714 IGO, Lodi Lo
nkOwd elf INAS

•

Unica,
Offered

Unica
011orod

Foe Rut
Or Loose

Call Us Today!

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
See

your

Helpful Hardware Man at:

ay
Iqq
raL
Y
SUPPL COMPANY
Inc.

753-1916

208 E Main
•••••

••••
•••••••••••••gm•••••
* •••• • vs••••i
••••• V

se ••••••••••••

753-3361
•••••••* *4* OS ~II•W.0•I•* 0'v VS., .***
••
*••••••••• ••••••••••
••• WINO
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Today in history
Today is Wednesday. June 9, the 160th day of 1993. There are 205
days left in the year.
in
History:
Highlight
Today's
On June 9, 1954, a dramatic confrontation took place during the
Senate-Army hearings as Army counsel Joseph N. Welch assailed Sen.
Joseph R. McCarthy for his verbal attack on a member of Welch's law
firm. Frederick G. Fisher. Said Welch: "Have you no sense of decency, sir' At long last, have you left no sense of decency?"
On this date:
In 1969. the U.S. Senate confirmed Warren Burger to he the new
chiei Justiee of the United States, succeeding Earl Warren.
IAC3, Secre4ariai--bet4ple-liorse- racily's_ first Triple Crown win
lief 111 Y., years by winning the Belmont Stakes.
In I97K. leaders of the Church. of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
struck down a 148-year-old policy of excluding black men from the
Mormon priesthood.
lii loSn. ;:oinedian Richard Pryor suffered almost fatal burns at his
San Fernando Valley, Calif. home when a mixture ol "free-base"
coeaine exploded.
In 1985. American educator Thomas Sutherland was „kidnapped in
ebanon. Ile was released in November 1991 along with fellow hosI :rr. Wane.'
In PIM+. the Rogers Commission released its report on the Challenger disaster. criticizing NASA and rocket-builder Morton Thiokol for
prt+1,..ins lead tire to the explosion that claimed the lives of seven

Ten years ago
Margaret Trevathan, director of
Calloway County Public Library,
president of Kentucky Library
Association, will he Kentucky's
representative at American
Library Association Chapter Conclave at Los Angeles, Calif., June
24-30.
A mosaic mural will he dedicated June 12 at First Christian
Church. The wsui is anuilier_col,_
laboration of Designer The Rigsby of Murray and Mosaicest Dr.
Harold F. Berg of Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Lovett
were married for 50 .%ears on
June 10.
Sondra Grimes, Jeannette Storey and Joyce Houston were top
finishers in Kentucky -Barkley
Bass 'N' Gals' May fishing tournament held out of Kerilake
Marina.
Twenty years ago

Peg o Brown, Sally Crass and
Lee Pinkston are new officers of
Murray Education Association.
Linda Boyd, daughter of M.
and Mrs. Loyd Boyd, and Cindy
Parker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
JOC NI. Parker, have been selected
as majorettes with .Murray State
University Marching Band for
1973-74. Paul W. Shahan is
director of hands and Roger
Reichinuth is marching band
director.
Harriett Jaeger of Jackson.
N10.. xsitfl 6th Annual George
II art Invitational Ladies' Golf
Tournament at Murray Country.
Club with an 81, six strokes over
ladies' par. Mary Bain of Sikeston. Mo., was second at 82.
Ernest Hanley was honored at
a dinner party in celebration of
his 90th birthday on May 19.
thirty years ago
Keith Hays of Calloway Coun-

ty High School Chapter of Future
Farmers of America, was elected
treasurer of Kentucky. FFA at the
convention at Louisville. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Hays. Calloway EVA members
receiving state degrees Were Bobby Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Taylor; Nlichael Palmer,
son of Kenneth and Evelyn Palmer; Nlax Parks, son of Mr. and
Mrs. -C-armort- Parks: M.10 WOlkman, son of Mrs. N1yrtle Jordan
and the late Otis Workman: and
Hays.
Bernard Harvey., Robert Miller,
Elizabeth Thomason and Benita
Maddox are 11CM, officers of Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross.
Mrs. Ken Adams, Mrs. Billy.
Tidwell, Mrs. James Tucker and
Mrs. Ilarrv Potts are new officer.
of Kirksey Unit of ParentTeacher Association.

.rears ago
Out-of-town visitors are poi
ing into Murray this week for
Filth Annual North-South
Classic Basketball Game to
played at Carr Health

Rudd!,

on Jim
11.
L.N. iNoahi Moody, N, xx
killed tune 8 about 2:30 r
when he walked into the side t
moving 4,;;Ir
-Coiword-Jean Ezell, daughter of Mr a
Mrs. N.E. Ezell, and Ann Park
daughter of NI r. and Mrs. Pi
mice Parker, attended the sect,
national convention of hitt,
Busiuness Leaders of Amer:
held May 28-30 at Washingn
D.C. They are students at Mort
Training School with Luger
Smith as commerce teacher
Mildred Padgett and Joh
Buckingham Browning %%Cie 111.11
ried June 6 at Frankton.
Murray

State

College,

asnotiatils
k.'als ago: British Prime NI mister Margaret Thatcher and her
Conservative government won re-election.
Five sears :fp)" The House ethics committee met in closed session
to discuss whether to formally investigate charges that Speaker Jim
Imancial dealings may have violated House rules.
One v Cal ago • Secretary of State James A. Baker Ill concluded two
(lays 01 arms talks with Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Ko.yrev
without an agreement on deep cuts in long-range missiles. Vice President Dan Quayle. addressing Southern Baptists in Indianapolis. conihe "media elite,-.saying, "I wear their scorn as a badge ol

Dear Abby
DEAR A13131'. I has,'
nil
ower for !bur years. List t'liri-1!11,1,.
my daughter gave mi .1
oven, brand-ne%%. I mr itI..A
!,..‘ I
1.Vhen 1 removed it In .in
found a card v‘ishing in% zi.ii;Ater
and her husband -a tom, and liappv
marriage - They %%vie 111.11? 1011 -.15
years zip,.
Abby, boy% do you and
iir %id
ers feel about recycled gift- .
NIONTrAiNti:I:\ X1.1

loam... Birthdays: Former World Bank president and former
Oclense Secretary. Robert S. McNamara is 77. Broadcast journalist
Mary in Kalb is 63. Baseball player Dave Parker is 42. Actor Michael
DEAR JAY: If the gift has
J. Fox is
nought tor Today: "Next to the slanderer, we detest the hearer of never been used, it should he
accepted as a brand-new one.
the slander to our ears." -- Mary C'atherwood, American novelist However, some are not. As to
I90i
t
my readers' feelings on the sub-

ject. let me -share the experi- beautiful panty and lira set
pink -.hop where they gai the iipp..i
ences of some whose letters 1 satin trimmed in lace I liTIt•Vl
1..,111
vxork there I latind
have saved for some time. Read would never %% ear it. so 1 tool, a to xx ith a 1111111- and Pk% tt 114.111 it'-on:
it I he
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GARFIELD
THOUGH HE'S STILL POMB)
ENOUGH TO THINK
THAT'S A COMPLIMENT

OPIE, YOLI'RE MUCH SMARTER
THAN YOU LOOK!
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1 Cushion
4 Den
8 --- in the neck
12 Mature
13 Church part
14 Unusual
15 Hard-shelled
fruit
16 Released;
surrendered
18 Abounds
20 Dillseed
21 Concerning
22 Those
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office
23 Sicilian
volcano
27 Possesses
29 Goal
30 Pry about
sneakingly
31 Conjunction
32 Asian ox
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2

3
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37 Roent
38 Conducted
39 Verve
40 2.000 lbs.
41 Fylfill
42 Bunch: lump
44 Athletic
groups
47 Banners
51 Openwork
fabric
52 Woody plant
53 Silkworm
54 Nice season
55 Helps
56 Asterisk
57 Condensed
moisture
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Brave''
ing in this situation that you're hack in
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28 Sea in Asia
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DEAR DR (;OTT I'm thinking of
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getting a vasectomy I'm a little
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ly or hormonally
33 Pale
DIKAlt READER There art.
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"Indecent
hems from vasectomy Recent reports
26J
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38 Granted use risk of prostate cancer in men many
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years after vasectomy However, this
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tisk is not large enough to warrant
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advising against vasectomy
41 C-F linkup
On the contrary. most experts con
43 Sodium
symbol
firm that vasectomy is a cheap easy
44 Former
and safe method of NO control
Russian ruler
45 Apportion
46 Cook slowly
47 Music as
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48 Three
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49 Crimson
SO Inlet
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Everything is
Summertime Fresh at
10th 8 Chestnut St.

Fresh
California

BROCCOLI

Bunch
Field Boneless Center Cut

Boneless Sirloin

Idaho

Pork Chops

Tip Steak

Potatoes

Store Ground

Boneless Beef

Yellow

Ground Turkey

Cube Steak
mow ;*1

Onions

/r

2 Liter

Aberdeen
Sliced

BACON
IMP

$1.99
3 Lb. Bag 99
10 Lb.

COKE
PRODUCTS

CANTALOUPES
15 Size

Ea.
Limit 2

Oscar Mayer Reg. (Bonus 3/3.75)
4.5 oz.
Lunchables
IGA Sliced (Bonus 3/8.07)
Cooked Ham
16 oz.

74

New Crop White or Red

$1.19
Head 69c

Grapes

$1.39
$2.99

Additional Amounts 89'

Lb.

Fresh Crisp

Lettuce

\,

C
\;1°93
111
_ 11 1
Wesson 48 Oz. 811.

VEGETABLE OIL

89

Maxwell HOUSE! Masterblend

PIZZAS

COFFEE

Asst. Toppings - 20-22 oz.

$119
.11

11.5 oz

1GA
Lb. Box

Saltines
A111111{111114 F%11•111

ipp
Toward your purchase of a
1GA Reg. or Buttermilk

BISCUITS
4 Pack 10 CL
Can

Larry s Stuffed
Assorted Varieties 10 oz. Box

rfe;tr

7/4:gee,

POTATOES
V1

Effective Dates:
June 9-15

HO?s"TOJN

We reserve the right to
Ilrnit quantities and correct
printing errors
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CABARETS
MUSICALS
COMEDIES
DRAMAS
WORKSHOI
SINGING
DANCING
DINNERS
FA:RES
AND MOR1E

Summer
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Guide
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How Can
Become Involved At The
Playhouse?
You don't have to be an actor to get involved in theater. A large corps of volunteers
are doing theater at any given time of the day at our community theater. The Playhouse
in the Park thrives because of men, women,and children who give hours to put together
a mainstage production, a dessert cabaret,or a fund drive. Every activity of the Playhouse
has volunteers to make it work. Just imagine—before a production opens. one or more
volunteers designs, constructs and paints the set, collects props, designs lighting, pulls
costumes or sews new ones, records sound effects. designs a poster and program, and
cleans the house.
volunteerism does not stop
However,
opens, there are volunteers
here. When the show
selling concessions, runselling tickets, ushering.
and sets, running sound,
fling lights,changing props
ing to dress the cast, and
managing the house, helpdoing make-up and hair.
closes, volunteers are
After the production
the set,return costumes and
needed to strike(tear down)
and clean the house.
props,take down the lights,
Playhouse depend on volOther events at the
articles for the newspaper
unteers to sell ads, write
The CallBoard—,help with
or the theater newsletter—
ings, or bake for a cabaret.
fund-raising,prepare mailoffers opportunities
depot
As with any facility, the
weeds,maintain
dows,
pull
wash
winforvolunteers to
more.
much
much,
tools,repairthe facility,and
theater involves more than
As you can see,doin_g
acting; but, of course, there are alv:jays opportunities to act and direct. The Board of
Directors would like to invite you to visit Playhouse in the Park and get involved with a
great organization. We have theater for the whole family—Children's Theater Company
(grades 1-5), Intermission (grades 6-8), Young Actors' Guild (grades 9-12),and adults.
Please call 75941752 and let us know what you would like to do to become an
important part of Playhouse in the Park.
We ne-64 you this summer!

"Developing
a richness of
dramatic
talent
through
community
involvement."

Gourmet Cabarets
Musical entertainment under the stars
With desserts from the best kitchens in Murray
8:00 pm
July 1st and 2nd (performed by the Young Actors'(;uild)
August 7th and 8th
All seats only $5.00

• Mir

2

3

The First Annual
Shakespeare Festiva(
Thou art cordially invited to share in the merry jubilation and magical transformation of ThePlayhouse during The First Annual Shakespeare In The Park Festival,
featuring Hamlet,directed by Executive Director, Timothy Burruss.
Kicking off the festivities of the Festival will be a City Parade throughout the city,
with actors costumed in Renaissance attire,jugglers,jesters, dancers,and minstrels.
The parade will wind itself through downtown Murray on the morning of August 14th
and finish back at The Murray-Calloway County Park, magically transformed into
Shakespearean England, and featuring more wandering performers, courting, singing,dancing,and fencing in the true spirit of The Renaissance. The Faire will also host
many vendors,selling leather goods,incense, oils, metal work,clothing,and a variety
of food and drink throughout the park from 12-7 pm on both August 14th and 21st.
The Brass Lantern Restaurant will be the setting for the Renaissance Dinner
Medieval Feast on August 16th at 6:00 pm. Costumed servers will be performing for
yourentertainment th roughout t he evening.The cost ofthe dinner including entertainment is $25.00 per person.
The Playhouse willaIso be holding workshops for a nominal feeof$5.00 persession
during the Festival: "Acting Shakespeare," taught by Erica Paley Stevens, Cleo
Gambetta and Timothy Burruss; and,"Stage Combat," taught by professional stunt
master,Skip Hamra.The "Acting Shakespeare" workshop will be held on June 26th
from 12-5:00 pm.The"Stage Combat"workshop will be held from 12-5:00 pm on July
10th. Both workshops will again be offered,in codensed form,on August 15 and 22,
beginning with "Acting Shakespeare" from 6-7:30 pm, and followed by "Stage
Combat"from 7:30-900 pm.
For those interested in Renaissance costumes, there will also be workshops for
you. Two intensive Design and Construction workshops,taught by Cindy Heldon and
Tish Rabe, will offered from 12-5:00 pm on both June 12th and 19th.
w.,.Erica Stevens will also teach a series of workshops for children aged K-8 on July
29, 30, and 31, from 10:00 am-2 00 pm each day. The workshop will be called
l'Shakespeare For Children," and it will cost $10.00 for all three sessions.
August 23-25 will be a treat for school-aged children, because the cast of Hamlet
I be touring to their schools presenting both a 15-minuteand5-minute version ofthe
ay, with in-depth discussions following on Shakespeare, the Elizabethan age, and
approaches to character and theatre.
There will be a free preview of Hamlet on Thursday,August 19th,at 8:00 pm,to
which everyone is invited. Regular performances will be August 20th,21st,26th, 27th
28th at 8:00 pm,and August 23rd and 29th at 200 pm.
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SUMMER 1993 CALE]
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Kick-Off Cabaret

11

YAG Musica:.

o

2

YAG Music.0 "-Cs

Auditions:

7

o

o

12:00 pm -5:0

Auditions:

o

Star-Spangled Girl - 7:00 pm

0 116

Star-Spang:e-L.

0 117

Star-Spang:e

Ile

Oklahoma - 8:00 pm

Ell

o

Renaissance Costume Workshop

0 112

o

22

Star-Sag:e,..f.

o

23

Star-SpangIef:. Zit

o

26
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o

25

5tar-Spang:eti Gii

12:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Oklahoma - 8:00 pm

112

o

Stage Comb.c:::: 71o:

0 110
Star-Spangled Girl - 7:00 pm

113

Oklahoma- 2:00 pm

0 26

WKP Meeting - 7

o

11

Oklahoma - 8:00 pm

0 29

Shakespea:re fr C

o

2.9

Renaissance Costume Workshop

o

o

12:00 pm - 5:00 pm
o

10:00 am - 2:00 Tr,

10:00 am - 2:0Z

11 9 Oklahoma - 8:00 pm
o

o

o

o

20 Oklahoma - 2:00 pm

o

Oklahoma - 8:00 pm

26

Acting Shakespeare Worksho).

o

o

Shakespeare For

WKP Writing the

31

Workshop - 3:0-0 -

26 Oklahoma - 8:00 pm
2 7 Oklahoma - 2:00 pm

32

10:00 am - 2:00 ?m

o

o

Mark Twain: A. a

30

8:00 pm
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A
PA

s:ca :et - 8:30 prs:ca- 8:30 pm
i/crkshop

2-fr: - 8pm
8pm
- 2pm
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- 8pm
tigie: air: - 2pm
etinb - 7:00 pm
;are

r Children Workshop

2:00 pm
;are fS.:7 Children Workshop
2:00 -7,n:
air.: A Reminiscence

;are For Children
2:00 pm
iting

Monodrama

3:00 - 5:30 pm
ain: A.Re:niniscence

y

7 -.0

.

WKP Seniors'
2:00-4:00 pm
o
WKP Seniors' W6
2:00-4:00 pm
o
Musical Cabaret - e •
7
o
Musical Cabaret
,/ O 9
WKP Children's
Workshop: 10 - 11:3:
WKP Meeting - 7:0: ;,-• 9
p ft 0 WKP Children's
Workshop: TA) - 11:32
6 Renaissance ParEc:t
•
10:00 am - 12:00 pm
6 Renaissance Faire
12:00 pm - 7:00 pm
.o
2 N Acting Shakespeare
6:00 pm - 7:30 pm
2 5 Stage Combat Workz.7:30 pm - 9:00 pm
- Free Preview
am:et - 8:00 pm.
• 20
O 2 2 Namlet - 8:30 pm
• / 2 11am1eit - 2:00 pm
2o
Acting Shakespeare
6:00 pm - 7:30 pm
o
2 2 Stage Combat WC:71EZ.7
7:30 pm - 9:00 pm
o
2 3 WKP Meeting - 7:00 2,7.7.
o
26 Hamlet- 8:00 pm
27o
flamlet - 8:00 pm
o
20 ajunkt - 8:30 pm
- 2:30 pm
• /9
o
30 Auditions: Of Mice
7:00 pm
o
31 Auditions: 'af Mice r.?/. ti
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o
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The Playhouse In The Park is thrilled to announce the fiftieth anniversary production
of Rodgers & Hammerstein's Oklahoma,as directed by Bob Valentine.
When Oklahoma premiered on April 1, 1943
at the St. James
Theatre in New York City, an unexpected thing
happened. As
"NO
the opening curtains drew back, there were no
chorus lines,no
riveting music,and no fancy scenery ... all that was
seen was a
strange, hearty older woman sitting behind what CHORUS. looked to be a
butter churn on some kind of praine farm. Then
someone,from
NO
offstage began to sing. .. not a dancing song, but
a ballad! What
kind of opening was this, anyway?!
LEGS.
In that time of American history,the musicals
people were
used to were flashy spectaclesspectacular stage
productions,
NO
with countlesschorus girls. Oklahoma was the first
musical of its
time to introduce something different. Somewhere
between new
GOOD!"
and different, however,numerous members of the
audience
excused themselves at intermission. Rodgers &
Hammerstein
received a wire from a woman in the audience saying,"No chorus. No legs. No good!"
Discouraged, and doubting his own work, Hammerstein gave up the fight, and sold
Oklahoma on opening night to the director for a mere $2,500.
For fifty years now, Oklahoma has been going strong in theatres all across the world.
Songs from Oklahoma like,"The Surrey with the Fringe on Top," and "Oklahoma," and
characters like"Curly,""Laurey,"and"Aunt Eller," have never been forgotten. The musical
has grown to monumental proportions,and has seen production at hundreds of Broadway and
community theatres alike.
If Oscar Hammerstein had only known then, what we know now, he might even have
come down to see it at Murray's Playhouse In The Park.
Production dates for Oklahoma are June 11th, 12th, 18th, 19th,25th & 26th at 8:00 pm,
and June 13th, 20th,& 27th, at 2:00 pm.

The Star-Spangled Girl
Banners aren't the only things that are star-spangled in July .. .
Neil Simon's comedy, The Star-Spangled Girl is an hilariously funny, fast-moving
play, which starred Anthony Perkins and Connie Stevens in.its long-running Broadway
production. The
story deals with two young men dilligently
working
to
publish theirprotest" magazine,and their
Norman: "Don't
relationship
with the all-American Southern girl, who
moves in next ever call her a girl
door. The three of them create a lot offun
out of familiar
situations, and love and politics blend
in front of me
delightfully in a
bubbling series of events, created with
again!"
the masterly
skill and inventiveness which have
become
the
hallmarks of Neil Simon.
This production will be directed by guest artist, Cleo Gambetta,a gifted educator from
California, who willbe spending the summer with us in Murray. Cleo has taught English and
Drama in Northern California for many years, and we are privileged to have her share her
talents.
If
the
summer heat is starting to get to you,and you feel like
Andy:
you need a
well-deserved break and a few good laughs,then July
is the month for
hu.
ie Come down to The Playhouse In The Park and
"I'm just
treat yourselfto
-Speneed OW. Production dates will July
an
16th, 17th,
Ard,24th at 8:00 pm,and July 18th and 25th
at 2:00 pm.
innocent
Ticket
prices will be Sophie: "Ah told yew
bystander." admission,
$6.00 general
to stop smelling me!"
citizens and
$5.00for senior
$4.00 for students and children.
Come and see us! You'll be glad that you did!

41.
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I.

1

If you are ordering season tickets,
we invite you to fill out this
volunteer form, too.

a

1

1

I want to become involved in theatre! Call me when the Playhouse needs help with the following
Volunteer Opportunity

1

I would like
to learn

I can do

design the set
construct the set
paint the set
borrow props
make props
design lighting
hang lights
design costumes
pull costumes
sew new costumes
record sound effects
vacuum/shampoo carpet
mop floor
dean bathrooms
wash towels/costumes
wash windows
pull weeds
spread mulch
maintain tools
repair the facility
sell tickets at box office
usher
sell concessions
run lights
change props and sets
run sound
manage the house

Volunteer Opportunity

I can do

I would like
tr, Pea,.

work backstage
do makeup for cast
do hair for cast
strike(tear-down)the set
return costumes
return props
take down the lights
clean the house
design/layout posters
design/layout programs
sell ads
write artides for newspaper
write for newsletter - Callboard
fund raise
fold newsletters/mailings
stuff envelopes
telephone
bake for a cabaret
set up for a cabaret
perform in a cabaret
act
direct
stage manage
work with Childn2ns"
Theatre Company
work with Intermission
work with Young Actors Guild
teach workshops in the arts

Name
Address
City

State

Home Phone

Work Phone

Zip
Best time to call

1,prefer to work during these times(write-in day and hours):
Include addibonal information you would like us to have.

CIRCLE AGE GROUP
Grade 1-S

Grob Li

Grade 9-12

Young Adult

Adult

MOM

11-1 dk NIIC leCb1LJ
7
.
Return this forst to the box in the bobby or mail to
Mayhous•in the Park, P.O. Box 1932, Murray, Ky 42071
•
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SUMMER
SEASON
PASSES

•

ARE NOW ON SALE!
'ountilg down the days until summer? Then you know just how long
e until you can start enjoying the great shows ofthe 1993 Playhouse
.ninier Season. You should also know that for a limited time we are
:ing our Summer Season Pass to you for only $17.00 for general
.,s ion,SI 4.00 for senior citizens,and $11.00for students. If you decide
x_ a smart shopper and purchase our Summer Season Pass, you will get
r,ire opportunity to see such great plays as, Oklahoma by Rodgers &
.:iitnerste in. Neil Simon's classic, The Star-Spangled Girl, and last but
iiLly not least- Hamlet, by William Shakespeare. Also included with
, r Season Pass will be free staged-readings, and discounts on Playhouse
rkshops and at many participating restaurants... not to mention several
playhouse events throughout the summer.
(;et them before it's HOT because once it's HOT,they're gone!

Season Pass
Order Form
••-.

1,1dress
iiv Stale

Lip

Phone
IT, le the tpe(s)of pass(es) you would like, and note the number of passes required.
General Adult ($17.00)
Senior Citizen ($14.00)
Student/Child ($11.00)
clip this form and send with your check or money order made payable to:

Playhouse in the Park
Box 952
' Murray, KY 42071

